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CHAPTER FIVE: EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE

CASE RESEARCH, SELECTION AND CASE REPORTS

lf-you don't eat your meat you can? have any pudding. How can you have any pudding
if you don't eat your meat?

Roger waters. (1979). Another brick in the walt (part 2). on zre watt. New
York Pink Floyd Music Ltd.

INTRODUCTION

rvE coMMoN RESEARCH METI{ODS ARE IDENTIFIED and the procedure

used for their selection is introduc€d. The technique used to gather empirical

widence for the constnrction of grounded theory in this study, case study research

(GummessorL l99l; Yiq 1989a), is then desoibed. Contnbutions to the case study research

method are reviewed and the pifalls and merits of the case study technique identified and

discussed. The use of the case study method for both deductive and inductive research is

analysed' Temporal factors used to define theory boundaries, in addition to those discussed

in Chapters One urd Thnee, are further refined in Section 5.3. The process used for the
selection of case industries is then descnbed.

Two exportdependent land-based indusries in New Tnalandprovide the theoretical

poles necessary for the grounded contribution to the study; these are firsg pipfiuit and

second, meat. The history, roles of their societal mark*ing boardg current configuration,

rec€rit performance, and corrnbution to the economy from both industries is descnbed in
Sestion 5.4, Section 5.5 presents a brief discussion of other considerations for the selection

of cases within each indtrstry. The procedure used for the collection of case shrdy data is then

described (the research protocol which includes the intenriew questionnaire is presented as

Appendix One). Thegrounded theory procedues and techniques MIes & Hubenna4 l99a;
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Strauss & Corbiq 1990) used for the analysis of case data are introduced and discussed.

Concepts identified in and dweloped from the case reports are then presented at increasing

levels of abstraction in Section 5.6. Case reports are presented in Appendix Two. The

essential components ofthe theory are presented at the conclusion of the chapter.

5.2 CASE STUDY RESEARCH

(1989a) idefitified five common research strategies; ocperiments, surveys,

archival analyses, histories, and case studies. Each research stategy has

particular atributes, "adrzantagies and disadvantages" (p. l3), depending on each

of tluee conditions. The conditions for their use are first, the type of research question pos€d

second, the extent ofcontrol the researcher has over evefits and third, the "degree offocus on

contemporary as opposed to historical events" (p 13)

The 'tnost important condition for differentiatingl' between the five research

strategies is the type of research qestion being asked (Yia l9S9a, p. l9). Wlwt quesaons

favour the use of suweys or archival analysis whereas how andr+{y questions favour the use

of experiments, histories or case su,rdies @ixoq Boumq & Atkinsoa l9g7; Hakirn, l9g7).
The extent of conrol over behaviourat events is the second condition for differentiation

between the research strategies. Experiments, for example, are the prefemed strategy where

there is control over relevant behavioural events. Temporal focus is the third condition for
differe'ntiation. lfistories are the preferred strategy to deal wit]r the "dead" past Cyin, p. 19)

whereas the case snrdy is the preferred strategy when en<amining contemporary events.

Relevant situations for different research strategies are presented in Table 5.1.

Identification of the appropriate research strategy using principles g1ch as those

offered by Ym (1989a) ensures tha the researcher avoids the piGlls associated with the
preferred techniEte metM as denigrced by Ackerman (1965) and Grmmesson (1991)

Oriefly mentioned in Chapter one) The technique used to gather data is sirnply the means to
an €nq not the end itseH All too often scientists appear to s.rccumb to their pre,ferred

technique in deferenc€ to seeking out resea.rch problems of value to an audience outside of
their paradigm.
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Table 5.1. Relevant situations for different research strategies.

Strategy
Form of research

question

Requires control
over behavioural

events?

Focuses on
contemporary

events?

Experiment

Survey

Archival analysis
(e.9., economic
study)

History

Case study

how, why

how, what', where,
how many, how much

who, what*, where,
how many, how much

how, why

how, why

yes

no

no

no

no

yes

yes

yes/no

no

yes

'"What" questions, when asked as part of an exploratory sludy, pertain to all strategies.
Nofe. From Case Study Researcf.' Design and Methods (Revised ecl.) (p. 1T), by R. K. yin,
19E9, Newbury park, CA: Sage.

Research strategies may not, howwer, be mutually occlusive. A study may include an

archival analysis or survey in a case study (Sieber, 1972; Yrn, I989a). With respect to this

study, given the lack of control over behaviour and the focus on contemporary events,

suitable techniques for the data gathoing process are resriced to case studies and zurveys.

Howwer, only the case study method is appropriate to provide an indepth understanding of
why Sutueys are more zuitable for the collection of broad, less detailed knowledge of
phenomena' Yin (1993) stated that the "case shrdy is the method of choice whe,n the
phenomena under study is not readily distinguishable fiom its context" (p 3) yrn provided

several examples of s.rch complex interactions which require case sfudy research including
for oramplg interorganisational parrrerships. The critical features of a case study stratery are

srmmarised by yrn52 (l9g9a) as follows:

A case study is ot empirical inEriry that:

t furvestigates a contemporaryphenomenawithin its real-life contort; wtren

o the boundaries between the phenomena and contort are not clearly wident; and in

which

' . multiple souroes of widence are used. (p 23)

s: Yin descnbed a basic sa of case strdy rcsearch designs in 19s4. This s€t *as darclqed futh€r
and reported in a rwisedform in l9g9a and suloantiaea *itu qticatioo, in 1993.
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The definition assists in distinguishing between case-study research and other research

strategies. A history deals with non-contemporary eveds within a real-life context. An
experiment "deliberately divorces a phenomena from its conte)il" (p. 23) so attention can be

drawn to specffic vuiables in isolatioru and while surveys can deal with phenomenq they do

so at the expense ofcontext.

Hakim (1987, p. 6t) stated that'the case study is the social research equivalurt of the

spotlight or the microscope: its value depends crucially on how well the study is focused".

The case study can employ a variety of data collection techniques and allows for a .lnore

rounded, holistic, study than any otho design" (p. 6l). Case studies can be orploratory,

single c:$e or multiple case and may focus on individuals, groups or organisations. Hakim

suggests that the enormous variation in case studies makes it dimsdl to zummarise their

attributes relative to other research sfiategies. However, I{akim stated that '.so much

depends on the degree of fit between the questions being addressed and the partiorlar case, or
cases' selected for the study'' (p 64). The argument common to all discussions of case

studies as a research sfategy is the importance of design.

The case study strategy has its own research design (Yia 1989a; Gummessorl l99l)
and should not be confused with one-ofi, post-test designs (cook & campbe[ lgTg). D.
Nachmias and C. Nachmias (1987) described research design as a plan for the process of
collectin& analysing and interpreting obseruations. The authors stated that a research desigr
'ts a logical proof that allows the researcher to draw inferences concerning causal relatiorx
among the variables unds investigation" (pp. 77-78). The research design also defines the
degree to wtrich resuhs can be ge,neralised (i.e., whether the obtained interpraations can be

generalised to a larger population or to differelt situations). This observation further
supports the argumeut tlut case shrdies' notorious reputation (nq 1934) is a rezult of poor

research design rather than the strafegy per se.

. Yln (1989a) iderltified five components of case study research desip as; a study's
questions; its propositionE if ang its unitft) of analysis; the logic linking the data to the
propositiorn; an4 the oit€ria for interpreting the fndings . @. 2g). The shrdy's objective will
deterrnine the appropriate research strategy. Tlne hows and whys of the configuration and
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management of New Zealand's export-dependent land-based value systems, therefore, appear

to be best addressed by some form of case study.

Case study research has conceprual similarities to hypothesis testing research.

The "concept of a population is crucial" (Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 537) to both forms. For
example, the population defines the scope of subjects, controls nonessential variation,

and delimits the scope of generalising from results (Eisenhardt). Selecting the case or
cases to be studied, claims Yin (1993), is "one of the most difficult steps in case study

research" (p 8). Guidance to case selection is provided by the theoretical issues to be

developed and explored during the study. Glaser and Strauss (1967) stated that the
process of "data collection is controlled by the emerging theory, whether zubstantive or
formal" (p 45) However, because Glaser and Strauss's approach (discussed in Section

4'2'3) is almost but not quite solely inductive, initial decisions for case selection are not
based on a preconceived theoretical framework.

The functionalist approach is implicit in Yin's (1981, 1989a, 1993) method of
case research. For example, Yin (1989a) states that the initial step in designing the study
must consist of theory development. Theory building is argued to precede case selection
(Yin' Batemaru & Moore, 1983). Yin, BatemarL and Moore's conceptual diagram of the
case study method is presented in Figure 5, l.

Yrn, Bateman, and Moore's (1983) template employs case research to verify
theory. In later contributions Yrn (lgE4, 19894 1989b, 1993) argues that the case

research method provides an alternative to survey research methods in that theoretical
replication, and literal replication achiwe the same end as sampling logic (Kaltoq l9g3).
Literal replication uses multiple cases to produce similar results while theoretical
replication produces contrary rezults for predictable reasons. In each instance yin,s

objective is to test rather than generate theory. The process of theory generafion is,

unfornrnately, given short shrift in a fashion not dissimilar to that of Twentieth Century
hypothetico-deductive science.

By contrast, the goal of the grounded approach (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) is to
generate theory. Herein lies the organisational researcher's paradox: rationalising the
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order that empirical evidence, literature, and theory construction are completed. Glaser

and Strauss recommend a grounded approach, Yin a deductive approach. Gioia and

Pitre (1990) conectly reconcile these differences by attributing each of them to different

organisational paradigms. The "lack of clarity about the process of actually building

theory from cases, especially regarding the central inductive process and the role of
literature" is also acknowledged by Eisenhardt (1989, p. 532). Therefore, the process is

an iterative rather than serial activity.

Figure 5.1. A conceptual model of the case study method.

DESIGN
SINGLE-CASE DATA

. 
coLLECTtON & ANALYSTS)

CROSS-CASE
ANALYSIS

- ttLte stutty
b pnti,as
Affiy

- aim tq
epttElkm

-ddtc'Dtu6t'
ry''io'l'lly

-ffiE'p,ws
dtfun7'.'(tdjust
ulrin8bdffi)

- u}c l'n'F,l d.ta
cpl,'{'*n,ftlrnnu€E -€b -cb

Nofe' From Case Sfudies and organizational lnnovation: Stengthening the Connection, by R-
K. Yin, P. G. Bateman, & G. B. Moore, 19g3, Washington, DC: COSMOS.

Eisenhardt (1989) and Mntzberg (1979) recommend that a research question be

defined within a broad topic before data collection. Even Glaser and Strauss (1967) hint
thai the grounded approach is not solely inductive. They state that categories can be

'borrowed from existing theory" O. 36) imply-g that extant theory has a role in gurdins

theory building research. Eisenhardt (1989) suggests that the "a priori specification of
constructs can also help to shape the initial design of theory building research" (p. 536).
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However, the author warns that it is "equally important to recognize that both [the
research question and the constructs] are tentative in this type of research,' (p. 536).

Theory building researctl therefore, begins with the specification of a research question

and the identification of constructs. But at this stage no attempt should be made to link
the constructs with propositions.

Theory is cenral to a case study research strategy (fra l9S9a, 1989b, 1993). The

recent interest in theory building in the organisational sciences (Van de Veq 1989), whether

inductive @sentrardt, 1989), deductive (Weiclq 1989) or an iterative deductiveinductive

process (Swamidass, l99l), appears to be partly in response to the "notorious reputation"

CYiq 1993, p. 4) of case snrdy research. The inductive-deductive dilemma was rationalisd,

in terms of this study, in the prwious chapter by the recommendation for a conjoint approach

to theory building Case studies' reputation as an inherently weak research strategy concerns

the diffisulties associated with generalising: making inductive inferences from a one-off *tdy
or event. This wealcness appears to be largely due to the lack of rigour applied to the

strategy, poorly developed theory and inadequately defined units ofanalyses.

The study's propositions "direst attention to something that strould be epramined

within the scope of the study'' (Yia 1989a, p 3o). Propositions will reflect the theoretical

issues and direct the search for evidence. Yrn's third component of case str,rdy research

design is to define the unit of analysis. For example, White's (1986) study of corpoft[e
straregies included only 12 muhi-business firms. Howwer, the case being g)runined was the
organisational data of each strategic business unit (SBU), gving 69 cases for analysis. The

uni(s) of analysis nalrow the relwant data and define the variables for subsequent analysis.

Clear definition of the uni(s) of analysis delineates between the inclusion and exclusion of
dataj3. The unit(s) of analysis may be delineated geographically or temporally (\h4 l9g9a) to
provide units zuch as advertising lwels (Chang & Kinnucarl 1990), brands (Murphy, 1990)

or costs (Hedley, 1976). Yin nrggested that the last two componeffs ofhis scherra: the logic
lin\ing the propositions, and the criteria for interpr*ing the findings are the least developed.

s3 Tte researcher, however, needs to be responsive to the broad en'ironment in which the darais being collected The uni(s) of aralysis needs to be recognised wirhin the boarder contefr of the
operating environment.
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These two components collectively represant the argument selecting the units of analysis, the

analysis, and the discourse zurrounding the zubsequent discussion.

The main distinction to be considered when designing case study research is between

single-case and multiple+ase designs (YfuL 1989a). Yrn states that prior to data collection a

decision needs to be made'bn whether a single-case or multiple cases are going to be used to
address the research questions" (e. 46). One rationale for the single-case design is when it
re'presents the *critiul cas n testing a well-formulated theoqt'' @. 47). Yrn makes the

analogy to the critical oeerim€nt. The single-case is used to detennine'\ryhether a theory's

propositions are correst". Thereforg the singl+,case can represent a major contribution to
knowledge. A second rationale for the single-case is'bhere the case represents an *teme
or tmique case" ffa p. a). The third rationale idertified by Yrn is the relewory cax. A
relwatory case odsts when a researcher has the opporilnity to study a phenomenon

prwiously inaccessible to research. Yrn acknowledges that there are likely to be other

reasons for implementing a single-case design. Howwer, he warns that the wealcness of a
single'case design lies in the case failing to deliver the research objectives. Thereforg the

single-case desig, requires particulady careful case selection.

The rationale for rurltiple<ase design is different fiom single,case desigr For

example, 'the unus.ral or rare case, the critical case, and the relerratory case are likely to
involve only single cfses" (Yin, 1989a, p. 53). Howwer, while multiple-case designs are

commonly regarded as more robust they can require resources beyond the means of an

individual researcher. Yrn states that "wery case should s€rve a specific purpose" (p, 53)

Multiplecase selection stroutd be designed to either predict similar rezuhs flrteral replication),

or produce contrary resrlts for predictable reasons (theoretical replication). 'Each individual

case consists of a 'whole' study, in which convergent widence is sought regarding the facts

and conclusions of the case; each cas€'s conclusions are then considered to be the information

needing replication by other individual cases" (p 57) Yr4 thoeforg recommends the

zubstitution of multiple cases and replication logic for hypothesis testing research: as obserned

both approaches are deductive and theory testing in nature.

Eisenhardt (1989) also warns against the random selection of cases. She states that

random selection is'heither necessary, nor even preferable" G. 537) Cases should be chosen
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for theoretical reasons to 'teplicate prwious cases or extend emergent theory", or to ,tll
theoretical categories and provide examples ofpolar types,,.

The use of cases for business researc[ taken from the Law School (Locke, l9g9),
was recognised 'tom a frirly early point in the development of case collecting at Flarvard

Business School" (McNair, 1954, p. 223'y. In lg22 the School's Dean noted that .the

number of cases which have been worked out with the detail necessary... for solving

executive problans... is lamentably small" (Donham cited in Towl, 1954, p. 223). Towl
suggested that the use of cases for research should be restricted to theory building. He stated

that'the decision to base a research project on cases carries with it an obligation to adhere to
the inductive method and not to gather material primarity with the view to demonstrating the

vali&ty of preconceived idas" @.225), Accordingly, case research in this sttrdy is used as a

tool to gather empirical evidence for the generation of theory. Towl's statemeil should no!
howwer, be regarded ,!s an @mprehensive rebuttal of the use of case research for theory

testing. Ytn's r@ommendations provide a robust means of employing case study research

methods for theory verification.

Case selection should include cases representing coffiasting theoretical categories:

the vertically integrared firm - fiom produc€r to retail€r - marks one erfireme category in this

study. Unfortunately, case selection will b€ tempered by access. Gunmesson (lgl)
identifies access as the researcher's number one challenge. "Access refers to the

opportunities available to find ernpirical data (real-world{ata) and infornration" (p. I l). Case

research requires cooperation from a person and/or compary (Howard & lv1acM[arL lggl;
Ladd n'd.). Without one "efficient and benwolent informart" (Gummessoq p. 23) in an

organisation the researcher's progress is likely to be slow. Grmmesson makes the distinction

betrveen overt and covert aocess. For example, Dalton's renown (1964) study, Men wlp
Moage, which he began while employed at Mlo, epitomises covert researcb- Howwer,
covert research is likely to be limited to either a singl+case or zuneptitious irwestigatio,n, the
laner pahaps better reported as investigative journalism than in the forrr of a doctoral thesis.

The procedure to be used for generating theory in this study was described in
Section 4.2.4. The procedure includes both deductive and inductive contributions. Data
for the inductive contribution will be gathered using some form of case study technique.
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case research is the only means available to gather information on contemporary events
beyond the investigator's control that will provide answers to how and why questions -
necessary to provide a sufficient understanding of New Zealand's export-dependent land-
based value systems from which to create theory. Additional temporal factors used to
define the boundaries of the theory are discussed in the following section. The
procedure used for case selection is then described.

5.3 TEMPORAL FACTORS AND INDUSTRY SELECTION

HE 
'BJECTTVE 

oF THIS sTIJDy is to deverop a theory of indusrry
configuration and management for New Zealand,s export-dependent rand_

-l- based varue systems- The temporal factors (tvheneq lggg), those which
define the boundaries of the theory as discussed in sectio n 4.Z.s,are New Zealand, land-
based' export-dependent, and value systems. fu each are defined attention is drawn to
relevant discussions in previous chapters.

New Zealand is a small country comprising two major islands and numerous
(hundreds) of small oFshore islands in the southwest pacific. The main islands (North
Island and south Island) oiitend from 34o to 4'lo latitude @artholomew et ar., 19g6).
New Zealand is generally acknowledged to be settled some 1200 years ago by colonisers
from the Polynesian islands (orbell, 1985). The Dutch e4ptorer Abel Tasman was the
first European to discover New Zealand when n lg2 he cast anchor in cook strait
@rett & Leys' 1886)' captain James cook conducted three voyages from England to
NewZealand from 1769 to 1777, and "took formal possession of the country in the
name of King George" lrl sP 30 January, 1770 (p. 532). The first Europeans settled in
New Zealand n l7gz,when a ssaling gang from New south wales was disembarked at
Dusky sound for a year. During the next four decades sealing timber, whaling and fla:r
industries were established by European pioneers. Further relevant early history is
recounted during introductions to the case industries.

The population of New Zealand is 3.58rq comprised predominant ly of 74%
Europeaq l0o/o Maoi, and 4yo porynesian @dwards, 1996). The country is a
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constitutional monarchy with one legislative house. The 120 representatives are

democratically elected three yearly, official languages are English and Maori (Edwards).

Case study selection within specific industries excludes foreign owned firms

because one perspective of the study, developed in Chapter One and purzued in Chapter

Three, is distributive effects in favour of New Zealand owners. In that respect the study

is charged from an ideological view rather than the view of neoclassical efficiency.

Foreign firms result fiom foreign direct investment (FDD (Connor, 1983) such as Heinz,

and Grocorp. For example, Watties provides one source of "international production" or
"foreign content" (Connor, p. 395) for H. J. Heinz @ittsburgh). Another notable firm

excluded from the study is Cirocorp Pacific Ltd owned by Sanyo General Capital Ltd (Japan)

and Sentry Invesunents Ltd (Hong Kong).

In theory an) tray, New Zealanders can partake in the ownership of Heinz. But
as noted in Section 3 6.3 foreign ownership and control of publicly listed companies is

small, Heinz stockholders are largely foreign. Only Heinz suppliers are in a position to
capture wealth domestically. Heinz has no incentive to pay suppliers any more than the

minimum required to maintain continuity of production - a price near identical to other
ptocessorst. Heinz's home-base location is the United States of America with tentacles

reaching into New Zealand. The subject value systems of this study clearly need to
conform to the opposing case: domestically owned and operated production" processing,

and exporting with interests, investments and/or, operations (at various stages of the
value systan, D to G) in international locations. Interests and investments in the
international location may in fact amount to little, particularly when product ownership

changes with the geographical boundary (C to D).

Land-based refers to those value systems dependent on the land resource na6ely
pastoral farming; horticulture, forestry, and some extraction industries. Howwer,
extraction industries being non-agrarian are excluded from the study. A discussion of the
research implications on non-agrarian resource-dependent value systems is presented in
Cbapter Six. Factory farming systems where animals are housed year round, hydroponic

to 
Heinz and otherprocessors pnrchase raw-marerialsftom podrcers at nsrginal oost.
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productio4 and other forms of indoor horticultural production have an importantly

different relationship with land. For zure controlled inputs are sourced from land, namely

foodstuffs but these farming systems require land as a place-to-sit rather than for the

diregt provision of inputs. The unique attributes of land-based production in New
Zealand were identified and discussed in Chapter Two.

Export dependency constrains the study to those industries where production in
the home-base location far exceeds domestic consumption. Many of these industries

were established some 100 years ago with the international market, particularly Britaiq
in mind. Domestic consumption, and supply to the domestic market may be considered

as an after-thought. The domestic market is only now becoming of consequence to these

industries. The nafure and magnitude of export dependency amongst New Zealand's

land-based indusrries was reported in Sectio n 1.3.2.

Few of New Zealand's agricultural and forestry industries produce exclusively for
the domestic market - the exceptions include the pigmeat and poultry industries. Most
agriculnrra[ and forestry industries are, therefore, export-dependent. Horticultural
industries, by contrast, largely produce for the domestic market. Notable exceptions, as

mentioned in chapter Two, include kiwifruit, pipfruit, wine, and squash.

The concept of a value qyst€m was introduced and discussed in full in Section 2.3,
and distinctions were made between value systems, chains, starq and constellations. The

desoiptive interpr*ation of a value qystem plots o"urent product flow from the land-based

producer to international cons.rmer, identifies stages where generative effects ernanate, and

identifies stages receiving the distribution of wealth. The boundaries of the value system were

ide[Itifid in Chapter Two, howwer, attention was drawn to critical horizontal linkages that
enlrance value' these linkages, absent from the Z-form Modef may need to recognised

oramined, and adopted during analysis.

The study's unit of analysis are the stages and the relationships betwe€n stages in
NewZealand's erport{e,pendent land-based value systerns. Concepts likely to be discovered

werg partly, ideotifed in theories of intemational business, strategic managernent, and the
emerging th"ory of industrial nefworks (which allows the inclusion of all forms of inter-
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organisational relationships). The subject networl<s are defined by the scope of firms'

activities within the Z-form Model with the caveat that firms providing critical inputs and

services may also be included. The relationships between firms are expected to be stable, but

not static, across a range of industry configurations, and products.

Industry configuration and product are two potential discriminators for the selection

of appropriate case studies. At this stage of the discussion case selection needs to be

considered by way of industry rather than value qystem as the scop€ of the value systenr is

unknown beyond that defined by the Z-form Model. To allow any form of generalisability

case selection, must provide zuitable subjects across these two discriminators of industry

selectiorq preferably in a polar @isenhardt, 1989) frshion. Othenilise discussion and

elaboration of the results appea$ to be confined to either integrated or non-integrated, fresh

or manufactured product value systerns. The rationale for discrimination ry configuratiorl

and product is nowfurroduced

Industry mnfiguration is the first discriminator of industry selection. One extreme

form of configuration is the verticalty integrated industry rezulting fiom a govemment

sanctioned producer board. The producer board exercising [nearJ exclusive riglrts to oryort
represents a deliboately coordinated and integrated value systern, at least in terns of the

activities located in New T;utland. At the other extreme - theoretical pole - is the

nonintegrated (including the land-based produca), and zupposedly, nondeliboately

coordinated multi-participant value system.

Product is the second discriminator of industry selection. Raw (fresh) products and

marufactured products were differentiated in Carfwriglrt's (1993c) value chains (Figrre 2.l).
Manufactured product vahre chains are further differentiated by the loc*ion of processing

manu&*uring" and packagiag in either homebase or international locations @gure 2.2).

I^and-based production commonly takes the form of a singular-product inespective of the

raw (fresh) or manufactured value system beyond the farm gate. That is the producer's rmit

of output s'rch as larnbs, milk, or fruit is a single product for zubsequent processing

marufacturing, and pacloging. Multiple products in these indusries are creded at

processing. For examplg dairy manufrcuring creates 'Tour main product groups - srearn

products, cheese, milk powders and protein products" OZDB, 1991, p. l3). A notable
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exc€ption to singular-product farm output is wool: the fleece is skirted - coarse grading -
prior to sale. @espite on-farm fleece preparation prior to sale [,owe and Sherlock (1994)

note that not all desirablefleece characteristics generate financiat reward).

The international customer receives fresh product in singular-product form. Most

other land-based products are @nsumed in multi-product forrn, that is sweraVmany goods

reach the buyer from one unit of farm output. The implications of singular- and multi-product

land-basd production on the value systems are threefold. First, the land-based producer

cannot shift output betrveen desirable and less desirable consumer goods - even designer

larnbs have two forequarters. Manufactwed product value systems remain encumbered with
less desirable goods. Second, the resources expendd and the value generated and

distributed may differ significantly between desirable and less desirable goods. Thir4 defining

the boundaries of the land-based international value system fiom the customer, rather than the

producer, ignores the nature of singular-product outptrt at the farm gate. Thereforg the

direction of anatysis (not necessarily data collection) should proceed fiom production tluough

processing srporting and distribution accounting for multipl+products en route.

In additiorL indusries making a significant contribution to elport eamings should be

selected. Including importartr industry value qystems will enslre that the research findings are

of relerrance to a greater number of professionals (academics and practitioners). Thereforg

case industries need to be selected that provide the theoretical poles of verticalty integrated

and non-integrated value systenrs; raw (fresh) and manufactured product value systems; value

systerns that enter a range ofmarkets; and also, value systems that are of importance to New
Z,ealand's economy. Attributes of the two discriminaors of indusry selection for each of
New Zealand's eryortdepandent land-based indusries are presented in Table 5.2.

Tluee of New Zealand's ercportdependent land-based industries fulfil the case

selection constrairts in addition to providing polarity to the theoretical constructs. The tbree

indusfiies are meiil on the one hand pipfruit or kiwifiuit on the other. The kiwifiuit industry

is excluded hatittg recentty been the zubject of an erdensive rer/iew (see Cagghey & O'Bolg
1994). The meat indusry, arguably New Zealand's single largest oport inerstry (MAF,
1994), is a non-integated manufactured product value system. The pipfiuit industry, also of
economic significance (I\{AF), is a deliberately integrated fiesh product value systun.
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Table 5.2. The attributes of New Zealand's exportdependent land-based
industries in terms of configuration, and product.

lndustry

Discriminator of seleciion

Configuration Produd

Lamb and mutton

Beef

Venison

Pipfruit

Kiwifruit

Wine

Forestry

Squash

Dairy

Wool

Non-integrated

Non-integrated

Non-integrated

Vertically inlegrated
producer board

Vertically integrated
producer board

lntegrated vintners,
majorig of
independent grourers

Non-integrated

Vertically integrated
producer board

Rarely integnated

Expoders integrated

Manufadured

Manufadured

Manufadured

Fresh (some
manufadurcd)

Single fresh

Manufadured

Single fresh

Manufadured

Durable fresh
and
manufadured

Manufadured

Other combinations of configuration and product are worthy of further
exploration' However, case studies in the meat and pipfruit industry were considered
sufficient to generate more than adequate material for the study's inductive contribution.

5.4 AN OVERVIEW OF TIIE CASE INDUSTRIES

BRIEF DESCRIPTION of New Zealand's meat and pipfruit industries

follows. The industries' histories, development and rores of producer boards,

contributions to the economy, configuration, the number of participants,

major products, and markets are described. The unit of investigation providing access to
the units of anatysis is the firm. First round case selection in the meat indusry will be

influenced by a priori considerations of access. Case selection in the pipfiuit industry Tresr

include the New ZealandApple and Pear Mark*ing Board's intenrational rnarketing division

ENZA New Zealand (Internationat).
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5.4.1 The pipfruit industry

The first commercial pipftrit orchards were planted in the Hastings district in the

1870's (Boyd" 1984). New Zealand's planted area peaked in the late 1920's near 10,000

hectares (Wiltorq 1989). Planted area zubsequently declined to 2,350 hectares dgring the

nort two decades which Wilton attributes to the lack of industry organisation. Since the late.

1940's the planted area has again increased to approximately 10,000 hectares (Wilton).

New Zealand produces some 400,000 tonnes of apples annually (20 million tces55).

New Zealand is not a large producer by world standards, producing say l.lo/o of world
output (Lusztig 1990). Production in New Zealudincreased at the rate of 7Yop.a. fiom the

mid-1970s to 1989, at the time being the second highest growth rate nort to Chile (14.6%').

New Zealand accounts for a disproportionate share of world apple exports, which is
estimated atg'7yo (Lusaig 1990). Only'ten exporting counfiies are doctrmeirted to account

for more than one percent each ofworld oports" (p.27). Lusaig clusters the ten countries

into three groupingp Two dominart s(porters, Hrmgary and Chile; five major o(porters,

USA South Africa Argentira EC, and New Zealand; and three minor oporters, Canad4
Turkey, and Yugoslavia.

Fresh apples contribute,l-5% of New Zaland's agricuttural oport earnings, and of
the horticulnral erryort crops iue second in value only to ldwifiuit (MAF, 1996). In 1995

fresh apples and pears eamed $491 million in foreign exchange and firuit and vegaable juices

a ftrrther $35 million (tvIAF), 2.4% of thetotal value ofNew Zealand's export goods (fob).

The NZAPMB was established in l94S in an efort to orgurise the rnarketing and

disribution of pipfuit in New 7*almd. The Apple and Pear Marketing Ast (194g) gave the
Board sole rights to acqube and market apples and pears. The Boar4 effectively a

producers' coopercivg was established whm "growers beliwed in the need for controlled

markaing to give funre searity and stability''(I-ockhart, 1990),

-tt 
o *t carton equiralent (te) is a hrshel of fruir sold on ogort local, or pooessng na*as. A

carton refen o onehshel of oportftrit.
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The Board's domestic monopoly - beyond restricted volume orchard sales - and

export monopsony has attracted scnrtiny from numerous sectors during the last decade. For
example, the government @ouglas, 1984), produce auctions (see Turners and Growers,

1989), The Porter Project pipfruit indushy study (see Crocombe, Enright, & porter, 1990L

the New ZealandBusiness Roundtable (Hussey, 1gg2,lggi), academics, and corporate apple

producer Apple Fields Ltd have all recommended various degrees of deregulation. Initially
the Board defended their domestic monopoly (NZAPMB, 1990). Howwer, since mid-1993

they have recognised that deregulation of the domestic market provides an opportgnity to
focus the'business on orport and offshore marketing- (Mccliskie, 1994, p. 7).

Significant changes were made to the Appte and Pear N{arketing Ast in 1994 which
"clarified export policy, derqgulated the domestic market" and removed the obligation of
processing from the Board (McCliskie, 1994, p. 7). The Board remains the near sole

exporter ofNewZealand's apples and pears. Consent to elrport (see ITIZApMB, lg4b) has,

to datg been granted to thnee applicants. Asia-New ZalandMarketing received conse,a1 to
e'Port 33,000 cartons of small fiuit to East Malapia (Stewart, 1995), Grocorp pacific Ltd
had approved a trial of 15@ cartons of Pfurk Fuji (McCliskie, 1995), and Apple Fields were

approved the orport of 5,000 cartons to the United States ofAmerica (lyacfie, 1995).

The Board's staternqt of corporate intern (NZAPMB , lgg4c) was pronnrlgated to
producers through a series of consultative regronal meetings (tfutching 1993). The Board's
vision is as follows:

The Board will be the world's foremost pipfiuit marketing organisation in order to
achiet/e prenrium refirrns ttrough an effectively integrated volume business and

o<cellence in value creation, custome,r satisfastion and innorzation. (NZApMB,
1994a)

. Mccliskie (1994), the Board's Chairman states that the board is "at the top, in tenns
of sales value" but geographic isolatioq and competition fiom lower cost Southern

Hemisphoe counnies'lnake prerniuul returns a necessity''(p. 2). Furthermorg he recognises

thu critical mass is 'litally important to achiwe cost efficiencies and to corpete in the
marketplace where there is a growing concentration of btrying pow€d' $ 2) The Board
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"deal[s] with giant zuper-market chains who account for benveen 60 and 80 percant of apple

sales in various European countries and 99 percent of apple sales in North America"

(Peterseq 1993). In these markets customers generally are disceming and will pay prerniums

for qualrty prefe n ed vri e ti e s.

Sales offresh o{port apples and pears in 1995 by ENZA New Zealand (International),

the Board's export marketing divisioq totalled 17.2 million cartons. A further 81,000 tonnes

(4 million cartons equivalent) were s^rbmitted to ENZA Processors Ltd (NZAPMB, 1995),

just half the volume zubmined the prwious year following hail damage in Flawkes Bay

(NZAPMB,1994a). Fresh fuit exports, thereforg represent some 80/o of the total crop

volume handled by the Board. Fresh export sales realised revenue of $556 million and

paynents to producers averaged $11.22 p€r cirton down from $16.70 the previous year

(NZAPMB, I994a). Gross revenue was $784 milliorg the $227 million balance was received

from commercial operations which includes processing and rwenues fiom the Chilean

zubsidiary' Of the Board's gross elrport sales in 1995 some 36Yowasreturned to producers.

The balance was absorbed by posharvest handling distributiorq marketing finance, and

administration costs, as presented in Figrre 5.2.

Figure 5.2. Disbursement qf the New Zealand Apple and Pear Marketing Board's
income ($ per tray carton) in 1g95.

lDlrdG
&2.

f Dsfihticrt
frei$t &
$iprp$1213

trQerdim, &
nsldirggesl

trAdrin $0.42

ElFbtuntO
s+diers$1670

EOfETG$0.54 rHrsre$l.CI

NmA: From Annual Reprt, by NZAPMB, 1gg5, Wellingrton: Author.

Bruhn and Lockhart (1993) calculated the terms of exchange for New Z*aland,s

pipfruit producers. The average annual payout to producers ($/tce) was used as the output
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inde*' and an input index was derived fiom New Zealand Department of statistics
horticulture input price data56. The pipfruit industry was found to be zutrering from declining
terms of orchange over the last nventy years, despite consecutive record and near record
prices received fiom export sares in lgg0, Iggr, and rgg2(NzApMB, Igg0, lggr, rw2).
The average payout to export zuppliers was $13.g5, $19.g6, and $1g.30 per tce in tggql99l' and 1992 respectively (NZAPMB, 1994a). Export returns then collapsed in 1993
(average price of $10.g5/tce) prompting the Board to zuspend interim pal,ments, and
producers to stop expendifure ('Growers shut cheque books,,, lgg3). prices have since
recovered and in 1994 produced 'the third best returns" on record (Mccliskie, lq,4, p.7).

The high returns in 1990 were atfibuted to the'improved varietal mia early
completion of sales, and favourable exchange rates (NZApMB, 1990). The record ret.rns in
1991 and 1992 were reputedly attnbutable to low harvests of summer&'it and pipfruit in
European countries (MAF, rgg2; NZApMB , rgg2). Retums in tgg3 coltapsed (NZAPMB,
1993)' and in 1994 fully rwoverod' only to decline again in 1995. some of the increase in
1994 returns was due to the Board's efforts to fieeze uncommitted expendit're and
renegotiate packaging and logistic confiacts (llZApIvA, 19944 p. 12) following .b
dwasating hail storm in Hawkes Bay''. The hail occuned in Ivlarch - at the start of the
export hanrest season - and affected 4g9 producers, one-third ofalr growers.

world plpfruit markets are culrently desoibed by the Board as being ..depressed
because of large carry-over stocks from the Northern Hemisphae,, oIzApMB , 19944 p.l2)' Howorer' estimated world apple production is orpected to fall notably in frc Ec (-ll%
on 1994) (I\4AF 1996). But despite carD/-over and zuppry by ..aggressive,, 

comp€titors the
Board reports the mairtenance of price premiums in the Euopean, American and Asian
markets (NzApMB, rgg4,p. r5). The Board purchases alr export quarity prptuit zuppried
by producers' It is not obliged to acc€pt fruit friling to reach their size, colouration, and
blemistl standards' The Board can raise its standards to avoid taking orrplus fruit it is uable
to market: a srategy it may adopt if production is grearer than anricipaed marke demand.

rnadrcb. "m;m""ffitilffi 
r€preseds a hrndted pice aom rcceitrs across all
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The Board Pursues oppornrnities in the value system beyond exporting. It has made a

"commitment to control oftihore distribution and marketing" (NZAPMB , 19944p. l4). The

Board's ogort markets are zummarised in four regons, presanted in Table 5.3. The largest

market by volume is Continentat Europe; by country are Crermany (3.38 millio n cartons,Zyyo

of orport sales), Unitd Kingdom/Eie Q.49 million cartons, 22% of export sales) and the

USA (1.39 million cartons, lTYo of export sales). Emerging markets include Japaq Vietnanr,

and Russia. New Zealand was the'trst ttr4ior apple orporting country to gain ac@ss to the

Japanese market" (NZAPIvA, 19944 p. 16) Quarantine requirement s add 49/oto onshore

costs and taritrs add an addftor:url2(f/o. The Board's approach to the Japanese market has

atfacted criticism (see Mclntyre, l9g4). The 'heed for trade to proceed on a basis of tnrst

and friendship" has been obs€rved in the lapanese market (Mclntyrg 1994, p.9) - while

aocess has been gfited soft investment is required.

Table 5.3. The New Zealand Apple and Pear Marketing Board's 1gg4 volumes,
percentage of export crop, market share and value in key areas of sales aciivities.

Market parameter

NZAPMB key areas of seles adivity

Mildle Easl,
UK Eire, &
Scandinavia

Amedcan
Continental Continent & Asia & the Aftica &

Europe Caribbean Pacific Russia

Market vol. (cartons)

NZ export crop (%)

Market share (o/o)

Market value (7o)

2.7'/ million 4.36 mitlion 1.81 miilion 2.06 milion S3E,@
243816lE4

23.64 - 37.5 37.5

30.t - 41.7 4.s

" Market share and marketvalue firom European Union.

/\Iob: From futnualReWt, by Nor ZeahtrtApple ard Pear Marketing Boad, 1gg4, Weilington:
Author.

There are about 1600 producers (Willis,lgg3), of whom hatf are in llauftes Bay.

Orchards in New 7-aland are tlpicatly owner-operated (Iockhart, 1990). Oumer-operated

orchards contain 14 to 16 hectares of mixed plarnings. The most cornmon varieties, in
deciining order by e4port volume, are Braeburn (30,6%),Royal CralaQ3.7%), Red Delicious

(13'4%\, Garmy smith (8.s%), Fuji (7.6%), and cox's orange pippin (6tw.
Approximuely'tralf of pipfiuit orchards do not have enterprises other than apples and pears,,

(Lockhart, 1990, p. 5l). The remaind€r have plantings of other fruit which may inctude
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citnrs, kiwifiuit, nashi, benyfruit, and ston*uit. Since 1984 tluee zubstantial corporate

orchardists have emoged: Apple Fields Ltd, Eastern Equities Corporation Ltd, and C-rrocorp

PacificLtd. The tluee corporates collectively produce 1.8 million tces fiom l,l4Zha@ryderL

1995), abrrn.P/o ofthe total NewZealand crop.

New Zealand's producers have a comparative advantage in terms of production per

hectare. Yields in New Zealand average 70 tonnes per hectare compared to France, 33 tllr4
Belgiurq 25 tlhx, USA 24 t/tra; and, Australia" 53 ttha (Willis, 1993). New Zealand's

producers also hold a technical competifive advantage. The proportion of the national crop

contributed by preferred varieties is greater than that in Argentin4 Australia Chile or South
-Africa (Wrlis, 1993). Over the last nvo deades New Zealand's orchardists have imrested in
restnrcturing their varietal mix. Traditional varieties zuch as Red Delicious and Granny Smith

have been replaced with preferred varieties zuch as Royal Gala BraebunL and Fuji. The

commercial dwelopment of newer varieties continues. But wtrether the level of invesunent

on orchards reguired to maintain this advantage is zustainable is yet to be resohed (see

Lockhart, 1992).

The export picking season starts in late February with Cox's Orange pippia and

continues to May when Red Dougherty the latest maturing orport variety is picked, One

orchard in ten has its own packhouse (Iockhart, 1990) w?rile the majority of producers

transport loose fruit to be packed by neighbours, cooperatively own{ or commercial

packhouses. The producer is paid according to the variety, quartity, and quatity of fruit
produced. Orchard fuancial performance is also atrected by ogort packout - the percentage

offruit reaching oport standards.

The challenges confionting the NZAPMB as a cooperative were identified by the

Chief Executive (Pope, 1993). Pope listed the following challenges; *rppliers are

stockholders; the Board of Directors is chaired by a nrpplier where zuppliers hold the

majority (417) of wts; obligations to gov€rrunent; an obliguion to fieat zuppliers equlty; the

Board must take all acceptable fruit; they can't retain profits; and they are zubject to the

Ofrcial Information Act. Pope also identified the advantages of cooperative status.

Advantages include the clear definition ofbusiness; the requirement of perseverance; certahty

of actMties; and single desk marketing. Corporate governance is not significamly different
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from that in other commercial enterprises (Pope). The major departure fiom most other

commercial enterprises is that producers of export quality pipfruit have little market choice.

The Board recognises the lack of producers' choice and appear to provide adequate market

reports, informatiorl and recommendations to producers in an effort to remain accountable.

New Zealand's international pipfruit value qystem involves few participants and few
activities. The fruit is producd harvestd and packed to predetermined standards set by the

Board. If the fruit meets the specffied standards it becomes the Board's property. After
packing the fruit il is then coolstored in New Zealndin frcilities either owned by the Board

or contracted to the Board. The'tuit is held awaiting distribution... for shipping overseas"

(Willis, 1993, p'll). Fruit is transported to intemational markets in refrigerated ships

contracted to the Board. On reaching its destination the fruit is distributed through offices in

Londoq st Truiden (Belgurn), cologne, and vancouver (NZAPMB ,1994a).

The Board also acquires Chilean fruit tlnough a wholb owned zubsidiary (Z€us

Service SA) (Kominil(, 1994; NZAPMB, l94a) to complemant the New Zealand oop. A
parmership with David Oppenheimer & Company (USA local market distributor) rrms also

established to'keep control over the product as long as possble" (McCliskie l99l).

In zummary, the New T.rnlmd internationat pipfruit industry comprises some 1,600

producerg the majority of whom are own€r-operated orchardists and one cooperativety

owned statutory marketing board. The Board has an obligation to grafi licences to other

exporters providing guidelines are met. The Board markets fiuit and fiuit products in 60

offshore counfiies ttrough ENZA New Zealand (htemational) under the brand name ENZA
(Kominilq 1995; NZAPMB,1994a). Despite the Board mairtaining price prerrilrms in most

markets producers are srfering from declining temrs of exchange.

5.4.2 The meat industry

Sheep are'trbiquitous in Ne$, Zealand" (I-ockhart, 1990, p 44). The New Zaland
economy was reliant upon the orports of shee,p products: larnb, muttor\ and wool turtil recent

times (Gigg; 1974). For exanple,n 1972 approximatety 4D/oof eryort receipts were from
sheep products (New Z'alndDepartrnent of Statistics,lg73) Since then the percentage of
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oQort receipts from sheep products has declined steadily. By 1992 only l5o/o of export

receipts were from these industries (source MAF, l9g3).

For much of its history New Zealand's meat industry existed for one purpose - to
$pply low priced meat to Britain (Marghan & Wright, 1993). Refrigerated shipping was

introduced in New Z'ealandin 1882, two years after'tefrigerated cargoes had been shipped to

Europe from Australia and America" (New Z,ealandRural Press, 1990, p. 133). The sailing

sbtp Dmedin departed Port Chalmers on February I I with 4,g}g frozen lamb and mutton

carcasses and anived in London on May 24. the cargo was sold over the following forhight

at Smithfield for double its value in New T,ealand: 4,908 carcasses fetched f,4,000 - one was

"deemed unfit for turnan conzumption" (New 7-ealand Rural Press, p. 133). Following this

early zuccess New 7*alndwas quickly recognised as better'tneeting the taste ofthe English

market for frozen mutton than any otho colony" @onohue, 1886, p. 751)

The Canterbury Frozen Meat Company was one of several meat companies

established in the 1880's (New Zrualmd Rural Press, 1990). Its objective was to'lrepare
meat and dairy produce for shipmeirt on owners' account and to arrange the sale thereof on

the London market' (Suthedand 1966, p. 129). The company built a freezing worls at

Belfrst, just norttr of Christchurc\ for f15,000 and introduced carcass grading standards

before oport (New T,ralmd Rnral Press; Sutherland). The Canterbury Frozen Meat

Company is annbuted as the firs eryorter of branded meat from New Zealand, their brand

being regisrered in Britain in lgg9.

By 1892 thse were '21 fre,angworks, 12 in the North Island and nine in the Sourt,

capable of processing four million" sheep annually (New ZealandRural Presq 1990, p. 134).

At the outbreak of World War One the Britistr Govemment contracted to buy all the med

New Zealand could produce. The'blanket offer made me{$ companies into nothing more

than agerils ofthe govumert" (New Zealand Rural Press, p. l3a). At the end of the war the

New Zealand meat indrstry was confroriled with its first med motmtain: 180,000 tonnes of
mea in store, equivalefit to one season's production (Nerv TnalandRgral Press).

The Meat Board was establistred n 1922 following four years of uneconomic returns.

The objective ofthe Board was to "cortrrol the meat ercport trade" (New ZeaLndRural press,
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1990, p. 134). Britain continued to import near 98Yo of meat produced in New Zealand. By

the outbreak of World War Two New Zealand larnb was established in Britain as a high

quality product. New Zealand entered into a four-year agreement to supply as much meat as

possibleto Britain at the end of the war. The contract was extended in 1952 for a fi.rther 15

years, at prices one-third higher than those in 1939 (New 7*alandRural press).

New Zealand's meat industry has been strongly influenced by the 1939 Meat Act.

The Act zubjected meat export slaughter facilities to licensing. The Act was amended in

1947, 1964, and 1976 before being repealed in 1981 (Wadde[ 1993). Ivfaughan (1980)

zummarised the purposes of the act as twofold. Firsg to ensure that producers had a reliable

processing sector over which they could e,nercise some control. Second, to ensrre that

adequate hygiene standards were met. From 1939 to l98l approximately 35 processors

operated in New Zealand. During this forty-trro year period only two closed and one opened

(Maughan & Wright, 1993). New capacrry was provided by additional chains at existing

plants: increasing bgetre standards were met by upgrading e*isting plants.

Maughan and Wright (1993) note that the only exception to the lack of change during

the first four decades following WWII was the opening of the US beef marker in the 1950's.

By 1960 threequarters ofNew Zaland's "e:port Mwas going to North Americs, and half

of the export mutton to Japan. The United Kingdom remained virnrally the sole rnarket for

lamb" (Maughan & Sctroder, 1983, p. l). Britain's entry into the EC n lg73 did not

translate into immediate product or market diversification. Howwer, by 1980, assisted by the

New Zealand Meat Producers Board NAnPB) diversification schernes,24o/o of lamb was

exportod to Iran, llYa to the rest of the Mddle East, and 6.50/o to the United States of
America and Canada. A further lTVo was oported to Japan, Greece and the EC orcluding

Britain (l,Iaughan & Schroder). Britain still rernained the largest single marka buymg 4ff/o

of all ogort produce. But while market diversification was prnzued product diversification

had b€en largely neglected. Export product was frozen - whole sheep carcasses (amb and

multon) or quarters (beef).

Deregulation of the meat industry began in lgEl when the Meat Act was repealed.

Farm subsidy programmes were rernoved from 1984 (see Sandrey & Reynolds, 1990). The

meat industry, producers and processors alike were confionted with massive restnrctr.uing
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during the 1980's the scale of which attracted global attention (see Jones, 1991; Sandrey,

l99l; The United States-New Zaland Council, l99l). Rationalisation occurred both on-

farm and amongst the processing sector. Total sheep numbers have fallen fromT}million to

49 million over the last decade and are ornently at their lowest level for 25 years (New

ZdndMeat Industry Association (NZvIIA), 1993a). The decline in stteep numbers has had

a direct impact on the lanrb kill which has reduced from 39 million to 24 million (AFFCO,

1995). Concurrartly, beef cattle numbers have increased gradually to 4.8 million.

The processing sector has undergone dramatic change during the last decade. Mo*
plants are new or have undergone ercensive renovation (NZ\{IA5?, 1.99341993b). Iamb

processing costs have been reduced by some Ztr/o (n real ternrs) over the same period.

Furthermorg the 'level of value added prior to export has trebled" @.2) from l7o/oto 55yo:

employee numbers have been reduced by 4U/o to 22,0N0. Howwer, the NZMIA
(representing processors and e4porters) maintains that there is still a "serious lack of
profitability in the farming processing and exporting sectors ofthe industqy''0 2). I\daughan

and Wright (1993) zummarised restructuring in the processing sector into three forms. The

three forms are as follows:

First the UK owned processing companies have largely €xited from processing [at the

time Wedde[ owned by Vestey (Kitchin, Lgg4), was still in operation]. Second the

industry is in the process of closing down old outdated plants, replacing them with

new more productive plants, and simultaneously fiying to reduce zurplus capacity - a
proc€ss which still has some way too go. And thir4 the industry is trying to oriert

itself to a variety of much more differentiated products and markets, notably in Asia.

(p 5s).

Since 1922 the NZh{PB has urgaged in most activities of export trade. Its qrre,m

role is 'to promote the dwelopmert of New Zealand's meat industry so as to maximise

returns to meat producers and to New Zealand" (NZ\dpB, 1992, p. g) The Board is not

directly involved in selling meat. The Board's statutory responsibilities were reduced in l9S5

5t The New Zealand h,Ied IndEE' Assaiaion is a voludar.v organisation refresefiting me4
processon and ogort€rs. In 1993 the I.IZMIA had 4l merrben from 56 meat ogort licence hold€rs qNarun,
le94)
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when the Govemment returned the marketing of sheepmeat to the private sector. prior to
1985 the Na{PB had at times sought and maintained control of the industry at various levels

of the value systan. The Board issres licenses to meat exporting companies, currantly 56,

and is actively involved in market monitoring the coordination of transport, and generic

promotion of New Zealand's meat products (N&fpB , Lgg4,p. 35)

By world standards the New Zealand meat industry is relatively small. New Z671p1111d

accoufts for only Io/o of global beef and veal production and 7.8o/o of mutton and lamb

production (NadPB, 1993b). Howwer, e)cports account for 6.5Yo of the beef and veal

market and 46.5%' of the sheep meat market. The New Zaland meat industry is almost

unique: most of the meat produced in New Zealand is e,eorted. 'Only eight [percent] of the

lamb produced in New Zealand is cons.rmed domestically. Similarly, 34 [percent] of muuon

production and 16 [pocent] of beef production is consrmed in New Zerrlarrd" (New Zealand

Meat and wool Boards' Economic senrice NadwBES), 1994b, p. 20). The oryort value

of meat and meat industry products was $3.8 billion in 1993, contibuting some 2l% of all

export earnings fob NA4PB, 1993a) Re"eipts from beef and veal were $1.4 billioq and

lamb $1.2 b'illion. The value of oports fiom New Zealand's meat industry and the industry's

conribution (o/o)to total €rgort earningp are presented in Table 5.4.

About 90 countries cunently impon New Zealand meat. The single largest mark*
for sheepmeat e,rports is Europe (67.9/0) followed by the Mddle East (12.60/o), Americas

(8'3%), Asia (6.9/0), and the Pacific (4.1%) Om/flA', lgg4). The single largest market for
beef oports is the usA (64%) followed by Asia (tg.z%) and canada (10.5%) Na/flA)
Therefore, since 1980 and the New Zealand Meat hoducers Board diversification schemes,

further market and product diversification has ocorned.

The five most critical issues confioming the meat indusry over the nsrd sev€n

years w€re identified by the NAdPB (1993a) h their srategic plan. The iszues are market

irccess, market dwelopment, research and dwdopment, quality, and education and training.

lvlarket irccess confirms Europe and North America as'tigh volumg high payrng principal

markets" @ a) and the Mddle East and Asia as growth markes. Market dwelopment nef€rs

to competition from other sources ofprotein and'trm guarantees of nrpply''G 5) Issges of
both comparative and competitive advantage were identified in research and dwelopment.
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Quatity wits presented as an all encompassing term for "weryone in the chain from pasture to
plate"' Finally, the need for ongoing education and training was recognised as a'.paramount

iszue" (p' 7)' The NZMPB summarised the future with the ned to add value growth rather
than volume growth and that "an sestors must work together in partnerships', (p. g).

Table 5.4. Export value of meat and meat industry products ($million at fob).

Produd

Receipts forthe year ending

1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

Beef & veal

Lamb

Mutton

Totalred mest

Venison

Edible offal

Other meats

Hides & skins

Other offal

Tallorru

Total meat
industry
o/o of NZ export
receifls

| 1,283.9
I

I e77.3

| 168.s

| 2l2e.v
I

53.4

84.3

41.0

386.5

208.4

48.2

zlst I
2',1.5

1,450.0

1,182.0

171.0

2'803.0

81.3

106.6

4s.7

353.3

2U.5
61.5

3,735,9

21.7

1,418.6

1,207.5

180.8

2,806.9

129.8

102.5

47.4

376.0

26,2.7

64.5

3,7896

20.8

1,384.2 1,160.8

1,0u.7 1,043.9

166.0 152I
2,634.9 2357,5

123.5 138.1

420j 438.4

/Vofe; The data in the fir$ three columns is frcm shaf@ plan lgg?zno, by Nerv Zeatand Meat
Producers Boatd, 1993, Wellingrton: Author. The data in the lasl two columns is fiom Situdrln aN
ottil@k tor New zealad Agricuftue, by Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, 1996, wellingrton:
Author.

The NZMPB's ocport earnings target is $5,500 million by the year 2000 (N ,IpB,

1993q p' 10)' The NZIT{IA's target is $5,000 million by 1998. In both cases the targers
represant a30%o increase in current oport earnings and, more importantly, stretching beyond

cunent rates of growth. Meat industry exports fiom New Tnalandfor the penod lgGl995,
and the NZ},IPB target for 2000 are presented in Figure 5.3.

' 
The NZ\4IA (1993b) identified four unique isnres frcing the industry. Several oth€r

issues were ide'ntified by the NZvIIA common to other sectors zuch as cornpliance with
resource management legislatiorg enhancing productivity and further rationalisation, and the
entenched views of the wider community. The Meat Industry Association's key iszues are
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that indusry-wide profitability and reinvestment is persistently low; there is uncertainty over

long-term market access; there is a need for ongoing response to criticism from diaary,

environmental and animal welfare sources; and finally, the presence of legislative institutional

barriers (rwiewed by Hussey, l99Z). The N&IIA identified that higher quality products,

expanded market accesE distribution efficiencies, and improved market coordination are

sources for enhancing shareholders' returns and increasing total meat orport earnings.

Figure 5.3. Meat industry exports from New Zealandfor the period 199G.1995, and

target for 2000.

tr By-produc*s

lLamb & mutton

E Beef & veal

1000

0

2000
(Iarget)

IVofe: The data is ftrom Sffiglc Ptan 1993-200f,., by New Zealand Meat Produers Boad, 1g93,

Welfington: Atrthor and Sffrffin aN Outfuk for New Zealad Agticuttue, by Mini$ry of Agriatlture
and Fisheries, 1996, Wellingilon: Author.

The following quste from Beattie (1994), Chairrran of the NZ\{L\ best s.unmarises

the current state of the meat industry. While Beanie is commenting on behaf of the

processing sector he identifies issues that transcend the value system participants located in

New Zealand. Ifis focus for discussion is producers, processors, and the relationship between

them. The discussion may be reg;arded as a somewbat myopic view of the industry

*u*"ting and international business were discussed independently by LynctL the Execr,rtive

Director. Howwer, the relationship, or lack o[, betrveen producers and processors is

considered to be the srngle domestic factor critical to the success of the industry (see also

AFFCO, I 995: Iockhart t994b;Waddell, I 993).

€ 4ooo
c
€ 3ooo
E

i 2oooa
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There are few New Zealand industries that could match the retentless scrutiny to

which the meat sector has been subjected. During the past decade substantial

reports have been prepared, and most of them made public, on an average of at

least one every yeiu. The process has continued this year. It could well be

argued that there is little scope left for original diagnostic work. Certainly no one

would claim that there is any deep mystery about the nature of the problems that

currently stand in the way of a return to regular profitability. They will not be

removed by further company collapses. The fatalistic approach favoured by some

outside observers, that 'only a few more failures' will resolve the industry's

problems, is not a valid or acceptable solution.

In a hugely complex industry such as ours, difHculties when they arise are rarely

attributable to a single cause. For example, the highly seasonal production and

supply cycle imposes a significant burden. Because sufficient processing capacity

has to be available to meet demand peaks, the industry has high fixed costs and

surplus capacity for much of the production season. A prolonged period of
falling stock numbers, as has occurred since the mid-1980s, compounds the

problem. It sets offsuccessive waves of costly rationalisation designed to reduce

the gap between available processing capacrty and the demand for it. And

competition for stock in the spot market is intensified, particularly during the off.
peak season, as companies seek volume throughout to cover their fixed costs.

A second category of iszues involves the relationship between producer and

processor. Some analysts argue that this is a fundamental structural question

which at its core is all to do with the responsibilities of ownership and risk-

sharing There is no doubt that a critical problern for companies is the reluctance

of farrrers to comcrit themselves to maintain continuity of supply to particular

companies througbout the season. Producers find it hard to reconcile their

ownership stake in the industry with their readiness to extract the maximum

return fiom farmgate competition.

There are encouraging signs, however, of a growing recognition anong farmer

groups and producer organisations that a better balance is needed betwee,n a
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single-minded pursuit or farm profit and the interests of all stockholders in

maintaining company viability. Without the balance, companies cannot capture

the full benefits of the productivity improvements made in recent years and the

overall upward trend in export market prices, or be able to exploit the new

GATT opporhrnities. (pp. 6-7)

Meat processors have used five methods to acquire livestock from producers. The

'tnajority of livestock are purchased on schedule" (Waddell, 1993, p. 2). The schedule is a

carcass based grading, and pricing system established by individual processors. Producers

receive the prevailing schedule price, the spot-market price. The price paid to producos may

also include transport costs, and any premium which may, in part, reflect season:al demand.

Producers appear to select a processor on the basis of their a priori knowledge of the

schedule price and og€cted premiums. In'lecent times the derrands on meat companies to

procnre livestock" (Wadde[ p. 2), nresponse to the ttreat of fadeable quotas, has resulted

in higher unpublished prerniums. Processors commonly pay prenriums to attract throughput

in an effort to minimise average costs. Under such circumstances spot-market prices may

bear little resernblance to the schedules published by individual meat companies

The second mettlod used by processors to purchase livestock is again at the farnq or

at auction. Howwer, in this case the price paid to the producer is a net price on-thehoof

The price paid by the processor is an average price for each animal as opposed to each

carciBs. The processor as opposed to the producer, therefore, acc€pts the carcass grading

risk for livestock bought in this frshion.

Processors also procure livestock using contracts (NZVIPB, 1993c; Wadde[ 1993).

The objective of contracts is to procure a predetermined quartity, and quality of livestock to

meet qpecific marka requiremorts zuch as chilled lamb in France at Christrnas. The inc€dive

for farmers to zubscribe to contracts has besn largely based on access to working capital.

Contracts offer incentives slch as advance and progress pa)'ments, linkages with the

processor's operating price, a prernium (published or trnpublished), simplified carcass grading

targets, and provisions to change $ppty date if the producer is confiorted with unfrvourable

climatic conditions.
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Vertical integration is a fourth means ttnough which processors procure livestock. A
vertically integrated processor sources product from farms and/or livestock they own. tn the

vertically integrated qystem there is a high dqgee of coordination bfireen the producer, the

processor, and the market. Only one example of this system cunently appears to exist in

New Zealand. Five Star Beef was established in 1989 as a 50/50 joint ve,nnre befiileen

AI'IZCO (Asian New Zealand Meat Company) and Itoham Foods, Japan. The integrated

feedlot-processor zupply a product'tonsistent with that demanded by consumers in the top
end of the Japanese middle'mark* sqgment. Itoham handles the selling and distribution of
Five Star's beefin Japanl'(Waddell, 1993, p. 3).

Lastly, producers had the 'tight of access to processing frcilities if they choose to

retain title" by vsng owner's accotntt (Maughan & Sctroder, 1983, p. 3). Ownerstrip of
livestock sold on owne,r's accourt did not change until wholesale. The processor as$med

the 'tole of a service industry'' (p 3) and only recovered operating and distibution costs.

'\Ion-processing exportos [had] a similar right" to owner's ,locount (Maughan & Schroder,

p. 3) Using owns's account the producer or exporter bore market rislc Magghan and

Schroder commeded that the abilify for producers and erport€rs to use own€r's ascourf

during periods of peak kill was limited. processors had limited abilib/ to reduce average costs

when killing chains w€re at capacity. The various forms of proanreurent errployed by

processors shift gnding risk and market risk baween thenrselves and producers. hoducers

cornmonly wish to ma,ximis€ short-term income, while processors attempt to reduce average

costs by madmising througbput.

The collapse of Vestey-owned Weddel New Zealand in August 1994 (Saunders,

1994) marked the end of an era for the New Zealand meat industry. The processing sector

has, historically, Iargely been British owned. hoducers are now confronted with the

opportunity to participate in a domestically owned and operated processing sector. Howwer,

shoep and beef producers erdibit a marked reluctance to commit discraionary income to their

processing sector. The recect collapses ofWeddel and Fortex where producerg as unsecured

cedilors,lost $5.6 million (Bell, 1995) and $7.5 million (Wer, 199441994b) respectively do

little to encourage producer-invesnnerr Y€q as stated in the AFFCO (1995) prospect$,

'the reasons to invest in AITCO in 1995 are the same as in 1903. That is to have a strotrg

frrmer-owned meat company securing the best retuns from the international market-place"
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(p 9) Despite the recent collapses of Fortex and Weddel AITCO's $50 million share floar

was oversubscribed on April 12,l99S (Tloat still on", 1995).

Ownership in the processing sector takes three forms. privately owned companies

zuch as Lowe Walker, and Progressive Meats; publicly owned companies zuch as Alliance,

Richmond, Huttons Kiwi and AFFCO; and producer cooperatives zuch as PPCS (Primary

Producers Co-operative So"i"ty). Producer ownership, howwer, does not necessarily assis

supply. Waddell (1993) found ttnt 53% of farmer survey respondents owned shares 'ln
either a meat company or processing coopoative" (p. 46), but 'bnly half of these farmers

prefened to sell stoclC' to that respective company/cooperative. Ioyalty to a particular

processor was not found to influence respondent frrmers' contractual suppty relationships.

Waddell postulated that'farmer support (in shareholding terms) for company/cooperative

structures is relativety low" (p. 46).

Unlike the pipfruit industry the meat industry is spread throughout New Zealand.

Sheep and beef fams are located in most parts of New 7-ealand: processing plants and meat

load-out ports are located in all regions. Concentrations erdst only in the balance of livesock

kill by species betrreen the North and South Islands. The North Island accounts for the

rnajonty of beef kill (84%), while the South Island the majority of the lamb kill (62%)

o\ia/tlA5 t994).

There are some 36,000 sheep and beef livestock producers in New 7alafi
(NZVIPB, 1994) - not all of these are economic unis. The vast meiority of streep and beef

farms are owned and operated by the farming frmity. Describing a tpical New Zealand

sheep and beef fafin is not a partierlady rwealing orercise. Economic properties range tom
180ha to 448,000ha (Motesrvorth Station) carrying from2,200 to in orcess of 100,000 stock

units5t. The farms cover a mnge of soil types and climates, both of wtrich have a significan

effect on the lwel and seasonality of pastue grourth rates. Livestock are grass-fed all year

round: a significarn departure from production systems thoughout the rest of the world.

Crrass based production, howwer, is dependern on the weattrer and introduces seasonality -
the mqiority of livestock is offered to processors fiom Decernber to April. One importarr

s8 A stock unit is the equival€d of a 55kg eue rearing one lamb per year. For ooraflg a breedi4g
cow equals 6.0 stock units and a hogget equals 0.g stock units.
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farm class (ofeight identified by the NZ\4WBES) is introduced in the following discussion to
provide an example of land-based sheep and beef production in New znaland.

About a quarter ofNewZealand's 22,OOO economic sheep and beef fams (5,100) are

described as North Island hill country (NtrIC) farms and a further 8% (1,700) are descri6
as North Island hard hill country farms (N ,IWBES, 1988, 1996). There are some 7,000

holdings in these nuo farm classes, approximately one-third of all New Zealand's sheep and

beef producers, located throughout the North Island. Cattle sales provide approximately one

quarter of farm r€N/enue (one beast to thirteen sheep on these farms) with the balance being

derived from the sale of store and prime sheep and lanrbq plus wool income. A high

proportion of stock is sold in forward store or prime condition.

The average NIHC farm is 42lba, with an effestive gazing area of 3S5ha. The

balance of the land is in busll scnrb, gorges, planted forests and buildings. The NZMWBES

(1996) reports that the average NIHC farm canies 2,550 sheep, comprised of 1,759 ewes,

735 hoggets and 56 rams and killers. \nfiualty all ewe replacanents are home bred. Eighty

five percem oflambs are sold in prime conditio4 14o/o uesold as store lambs and the balance

(l%) are sold as live orport lambs. Ewes which are zurplus to breeding requirecrents are sold

as hoggets, two-tooths and culVcast for 4ge ewes. The average lambing rrrffiage,defued
as the perc€'rrage of lanrbs tailed - docked - to ewes mated, is 103% with a mean rnating date

of 2l lvfarch and lambing in mid-August (t{Z}vfWBES). The current sheep:cattle rdio, in
terrns of numbers of animals, on NIHC frrnrs is 7:1. Canle numhrs on NIHC farms are

made up of 340 hea4 comprising 99 breeding cows and risiqg three year heifers, 34 rising

two year heifers, l3l nixed sex weaners, the balance (76) being steers and bulls. The cattle
polisy is similar to the streep policy; frrmers breed their oum replacements and sell errcess

breeding stock - steers and bulls. Weaner Friesian bulls, sourced fiom dairy farms, are raised

on some farms and are sold as either risrqg two or rising tlree year otds (ITIZMWBES,

1994a)' This enterprise is a quite rec€nt dwelopme,nt on traditional sheep and beef frrms but
is an inportarr link betr*'een the daby and beef sectors. half tlp steers are

sold as rising three year olds, the balance are sold as either rising two or rising fogr year

ste€rs. The average anrual catving p€rc€ntage (defined as the perc€rrage of calves marked to
cows and heifers mated) 'rs 86yo, with a mean mating date in earty Novenrber calving in late
lugust NA,IWBES).
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The 1993-94 meat export yeiu was an excellent year for meat production in New

Zaland: the national lambing percent€e (108%) was a record and larnb export slauglrter

weights were the highest in 35 years (15.42 kg) (DawsorL l99a). The average export larnb

price was $39.97, similar (4,5%) to the prwious season. Howwer, lanrb prices fell

significantly as the season progressed. Some 25 million lanrbs were killed in 1993-94

(NZI,{PB, 1994), the second lowest lwel since 1985-86 when 33.2 million larnbs were killed

(N {PB, 1993a). Over the last two seasons, 199+95 and 1995-96, the average export

lamb price declined to $32.16, and $33.50 respectively (MAF, 1996), reflecting the

appreciation of the New Zealand dollar against the British pound. The larrb kill continued to

decline to24.6 million rn 1996, and is expected to decline yet further O4AF)

Beef prices wse weak throughout the 1993-94 year, and this trend has posisted

throughout the following two seasons 199+95, and 1995-96 (IvtAF, 1996). The average

export beef price for the 1993-94 seascln was l0% lower than the prwious year despite the

average carcass weight of steers and heifers increasing to 290kg (NA{PB, 1994). Export

beef production declined (down l2%) to 1.7 million carcasses as farmers withheld stock from

processing in anticiption of higher prices lr-199+95. Erport Mprices rernained depressed

throughout 1995-96 (average bull220.5-245.0kg schedule was l83c/kg), as production in

the United States of America increased.

The New Zealand meat industry has a history of inconsistent government

intervention. The four decades from 1939 to 1980 are identified as a period of relative

stability, the decade since 1984 as a period of tumultuous change. Recent periods of

relative calm were punctuated by the collapse of Fortex and Weddel. Amidst the

competitive procurement environment are further suggestions that a single-desk

marketing syst€fii should be introduced ('Debate vitd", 1995). However, despite the

apparent strife it remains New Zealand's single most important oeort industry.

5.43 S'mmarT of the scope of case sfudy research

Selecting the cases to be snrdied has been ideffified as one ofthe most diffiqrh steps

in case study research. Guidance to case selection can be provided only by the theoretical

constructs to be dweloped (Eisenhardt, 1989). Case study research is an acceptable
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methodology for theory building - inductive - research (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Proponents

of case study research (e.g, Yrn, 1981, 1989a, 1993; Carroll & Johnsoq 1990) argue

convincingly, albeit apologetically, that case study research can also be used for theory testing

- deductive - research.

Value systems were distinguished on the basis of product, market, and configuration.

The meat indusry and the pipfruit industry were identified as two industries that provide the

polarity necessary for the development of theory. However, case selection within each

indusry is expected to be tempered by access (Gummessoq 1991), The current state of the

two indusries was then zummarised. The pipfruit industry is beset with declining product

prices in real terms while meat producers have received increasing farmgate prices since

1989-90. This improvanent in farmgate retums has been eroded over the last nro seasons.

The pipfiuit industry in New Zealand is faced with contirnral increases in production lwels

despite the producer receiving a relatively volatile market price. The meat industry has

recently undergone significant rationalisation in terms of processing plants, tlnvarted by the

conculr€nt decline in stock numbers. Both industries are of national importance: the meat

indusry is the single la'rgest sour@ of e4port e{rnings, and the prpfruit industry's

to export horticulture is second onlyto kiwifruit.

No atternpt has been made to describe the relationships between participating firms in

inte'rnational locations. There is anecdotal widence to suggest that international meat buyers

are often confronted with sweral New Zealand oporters: the international buyer then

oploits competition between alternate sellers - buytng at the lowest possible price. Even

rumours of zuch behaviour fuel the calls for further regulation of New Zealand's meat

industry. The pipfruit indrstry may have dweloped relationships similar to those alluded to in

Caughey and O'Boyle's (1994) market study of the kiwifiuit industry. Howwer, the

objectives of the ki\ilifiuit industry rwiew did not include the rigorous e,unrhation of
relationships between participants in the value system.

The seasonal ndure of pipftrit producfion and to a lesser extent, grass.fed meat

production makes it difrcuh for New 7*allrrrd oeorters to maintain a presence in

international markets on an ongoing basis - elcporters are elrpected to have to pick up where

they left offlast year. There,fore, New Zealand's land-based value systems may have cultural
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aspects of their own. It will be necessary to develop these aspects alongside the emerging

theory of international networks.

The procedure used to gather empirical evidence from case study firms is

described in the following section. The research protocol which includes the open-ended

questionnaire distributed to industry personnel is provided in Appendix One. A
description of the process used for transcription and coding is presented in Section 5.5.2.

5.5 TIIE DATA GATIIERING PROCESS

HE PREPARATION OF QUESTIONNAIRES for surveys @rdos, t970;

Moser & Kalto4 l97l;Raj,1972) or indepth interviews @erdie & Andersorq

1974; Gorderg 1975; Hoinville & Jowell, 1982) is well documented. The

critical tenets of the process are simplicity and commonsense. Interviewing provides

numerous advantages over suweying, notably the opportunity of the researcher to pusue

a discussion until mutual understanding is reached, rather than assumed. Therefore,

indepth inte,nriews rather than zurveys provide the basis of case study research.

The research protocol was developed to first, introduce the study - gain an

imperative for participation - and second, to provide direction to the interview based on

the prepared questions. The questionnaire included in the protocol also contained

prompts for discussion (Berdie & Anderson, 1974; Hoinville & Jowell, 1982). Despite

the need to approach each interview "as a unique and distinct entitt'' (Canoll & Johnson,

1990, p. 38) common principles and practices were expected across participafits -

particularly across those in the same value system.

A pilot version of the research protocol was tested with three participants in

anolher land-based industry - export cut-flowers into Japan. It was not found necessary

to amend the protocol.

The research protocol, presented as Appendix One, provided an invitation to
participate in the study. The Z-form Model was introduced, and a brief explanation
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provided. The Model was subsequently used as a reference point for discussion

throughout the interview. A succinct description of the study's concepts was presented

in the protocol. It was considered expedient to distance the study from the ongoing and

repetitive review process of producer boards conducted, largely, by proponents of free-

market economics. The researcher requested involvement for the completion of the

study, and reassured participants they would subsequently receive a model of the firm's
international value system and a discussion of how well it performs.

The questionnaire - included in the research prolocol - consisted of both open-

ended and discrete questions, and prompts designed to facilitate discussion so an indepth

understanding of the subject value system could be developed. The questionnaire was

presented in two parts. Part A was designed to identify and describe the firm's current

position within the value systern, defined by hard (capital) investments and reanning

transactions (using the Zform Model to assist). Part B was designed to identify and

descnbe the firm's relationships with other firms in the value system (or

competing/complementary/senrice and support systems), defined by soft (time and people)

investmmts. The objectives of the second part of the questionnaire wene to first, oplore and

understand the nature of business relationships in an att€rnpt to resolve the armoqphere of
conflict or cooperation. Second, to then explore the atuibutes of the firm's relationships with
other firms (this section contained probes zuch as data conduit, influe,nce, adaptations, and

strength relating to specific aspects of network theory).

The initial firm within each value qystem was selected with care. In each instance a

Iub firn (one that was aszumed to dominate the value system) was selegted and either the

chiefo(ecutive officer (CEO) or rnanaging director (ID) inteniewed. This initial interview

was used to identify the scope ofthe firm's activitieq likely participants for the snrdy, and also

provide a conduit for access. Interviews were conducted with firms, or at least their proxies,

on either side of the transaction wherever possiblg that iq both parties in the dyad. Much of
the data was recognised as being difrsuh to Emntifu, therefore, it was considered essential

that a balance ofviews between adjoining and non-adjoining firms was sought.

A word of caution was included in the research protocol with respect to the

effects of statutory legislation on the configuration of the value system. It was stated as
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being necessary to identi$ whether practices and relationships exist because of or in spite
of legislation. In such value systems it was necessary to get beyond the effects of
statutory legislatiorq an objective that required detailed examination of business

relationships inespective of the presence of sociaal marketing boards.

5.5.1 Access to cases

The researcher's experience in New Zealand's land-based industries was drawn
on to identi$ suitable case study firms within the meat industry. As discussed in Section
5.4.1 selection within the pipfiuit industry was determined by access to the NZApMB.
CIhef considerations were geographical proximity, and diversity of operations within the
meat industry. It was intended to conduct interviews with participants representing all
stages of the value system up to the international consumer. Access to all New Zealand-

based participants in each value systern studied was pursued and eventually obtained.

Foreign participants, or New Zealanders responsible for adjoining and subsequent stages

in the international location were also interviewed. International participants were
interviewed while visiting New Zealand.

Participants were initially contasted by phone to solicit their involvement. The
research protocol and questionnaire was then mailed (in some instances an abbreviated

protocol and questionnaire was distributed within an organisation), or content discussed

in detail' Only when the industry participant had had the oppornrnity to consider the
research protocol was their participation souglrt. A suitable time was then confirmed for
the intewiew. The initial interview lasted some 45 - 60 minutes, subsequent and more
detailed discussions were generally completed in 60 minutes but on occasions ortended
to 2 '3 hours (commonly with producers). Forfy-two participants in ten case study
value systems were interviewed. The majority of the participant s (27) represented

domestic stages, the balance (15) represented stages in the international location.
Neither the number of participants nor the number of case study value systems was
predetermined. The purzuit of access and conduct of interviews continued until the
production of categories (refer Section 5.5.2) and hence conceFs was considered to
have been exhausted. The ten case reports, swen in the meat industry and three in the
pipfruit industry, are presented as Appendix Two.
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Interestingly only one potential participant declined the opportunity to be invotved in

the study (a recently acquired foreign owned zubsidiary sought after to develop the concept

of complementarity) The response may be attributed to the credibility of the researcher and

supervisor amongst participants, in addition to the appropriateness of the study.

5.5.2 Transcription and coding

Interviews with participants in case study firms were taped, and field notes

recorded - commonly amounting to modifications and interpretation of the Z-form
Model included with the research protocol. All interviews were transcribedte into a
word-processing document for zubsequent analysis. Miles and Huberman (199a) regard

this process as problematic because other data sources such as diagrams, reports,
memos, and field notes are not readily included in the transcript. Therefore, the
transcript represents only one of a number of data sources available from each case

study. The transcript, however" provided the core data for analysis; field notes tended to
support transcript documents while reports were used to assist in identifying stated
strategies, activities, and performance.

Mles and Huberman (1994, p. 58) recommend that researchers using an
inductive method adopt Strauss and Corbin's (1990) technique of systematic coding and

then synthesis. Strauss and Corbin provide a stepwise method to maintain a balance

between what are perceived as the noncomplementary processes of creativity and

science. Strauss and Corbin's process was adopted by Coviello (1994) in her study of
network relationships among high technology entrepreneurial firms, and prebble (1995)
in his snrdy of franchising. The same process is adopted for industive theory building in
this study, porftayed as the arc J in Figure 4.1.

Step one of data reduction is referred to as open coding (Mles & Huberman,

1994). The process includes the labelling of phenomena, grouping phenomena into
categories, and then dweloping categories in terms of their characteristics and

- 
5e Despite and C-ottin's (1990) guarded recommendation tba researchs neod only

transcribe as much as noedod
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dimensions, Phenomena is an alternate term to Glaser and Strauss's (1967) term

properties" in that both phenomena and properties exist at a first level of abstraction from

empirical evidence. The process of grouping phenomena into categories is a second level

of abstraction and signifies the beginning of the continuous development of concepts. At

this stage, there is no attempt to relate categories together.

Strauss and Corbin (1990) list several techniques for open coding including the

analysis of discourse by paragraph, sentence, or line-by-line. The technique adopted for

this study (supposedly it has no bearing on the result) was analysis by paragraph in

preference to either sentence or line-by-line. Analysis by paragraph provided a greater

continuity to the interview transcript. For example, the discussion of phenomena such as

closed systenr, structure, and change was seldom conveyed within a line of type - a

somewhat arbitrary measure of the interviewee's speech.

Strauss and Corbin (1990) disrupt their presentation of the process of data

reduction with a review of the necessity of theoretical sensitivity, The review is drawn,

largely, from Glaser's (1978) tert, Theoretical Sensitivity. Theoretical sensitivity refers

to a researcher's state of mind, and attitude towards various sources and interpretation

of data. The criticat factor at this stage of the analysis is to let the data speak for itself
(Glaser & Strauss, 1967), rather than interpreting the data in terms of phenomena and

concepts more familiar to the researcher. Therefore, every effort needs to be made

towards the maintenance of an open mind - theoretical sensitivity. One result is that the

phenomena and categories will be described in terms familiar to the participants rather

than terms familiar to the researcher. Each paragraph of taped transcript was categorised

as a phenomena. Common phenomena were then grouped into categories and labelled

with terms or pbrases adopted by the industry participants. To be sure, some of these

labels were offered directly by participants during the interview, for example,

coordinated supply and dependency. Others such as connectedness were developed

during the course of the interview to capture a specific meaning, In this rnanner a total

of 38 categories and properties were identified from the 42 interviews.

The second step of data reduction recommended by Strauss and Corbin (1990) is

axid coding. Axial coding refers to the development of concepts beyond the properties
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and categories developed in step one. The data is, therefore, being drawn through an

increasing level of abstraction - reduction. The specification of the context, the specific

set of characteristics that pertain to the phenomena, and their conditions are stated as the

outcome of axial coding. This step is used to determine Whetten's (1989) temporal

factors, as discussed in Section 4.3.1, the poles of which were deliberately sought

(Eisenhardt, 1989) tlrough the appropriate selection of cases (Yrq 1989a; Gummessorq

l99l). The results of axial coding are presented in the following section.

The third step is selective coding (Strauss & Corbiq 1990). This step is

recognised as the departure from data reduction to integration - synthesis. Selective

coding, an ambiguous ternr, therefore, represents the initial generation of theory. Strauss

and Corbin claim that "integration is not much different from axial coding. It is just done

at a higher more abstract level of analysis [bold type omitted]" (p. ll7). However, the

process is markedly different: output from the first steps is identified as phenomena

(properties) and concepts. The process is restricted to data reduction at increasing levels

of abstraction. Selective coding refers to the synthesis of emergent theory through

specification of relationships between concepts. Whether this marks a higher level of
abstraction from reality than the development of concepts, or whether this is a different

process altogether is ill recognised by the authors. The results of selective coding are

also presented in the following section.

Strauss and Corbin (1990) provide a further five steps for the completion of
theory generation. The latter steps include the validation and refinement of theory - the

process of theory testing. The first steps are relevant to the development of theory in

this study, namely, the explication of a story linetr relating subsidiary concepts around

the core concept by "means of the paradigm" (p. ll8), and relating concepts at the

dimensional lwel, All three attempt to refine the process of developing theory. In doing

so Strauss and Corbin provide thernata (Holton, G., 1979) to guide the inductive

n "Story A ecdfive narratira abon lhe cenual phenomenon dthe sfidy
Story Line: Tbe concepuralizdion of the story. This is the oore category.

Set-1tive coding: The porc d selerting the core category. s,rstemdicaly rclaing it to sthfr cdegories,
ralidating thoee relmionshipe, and filling in caegories that n€edfifiher rcfinment and developrent.

Core calegory: The c€nhal phenome,ron arorurd n'hich all the caegories are inrcgrated'. (Strauss
A Cortin, 1990, p. il6)
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process. The effects of themata on the inductive process were identified in Section 1.4

during the brief discussion of Einstein's model of the philosophy of science.

Empirical results from step one are presented in the form of categories - the

outcome of labelling and identifying phenomena, grouping phenomena into categories,

and then developing categories in terms of their characteristics and dimensions. The

complete process described by Strauss and Corbin (1990) is one of developing concepts

by a:dd coding through increasing abstraction from the data followed by the

identification of propositions by selective coding between concepts. The end result

ought to resemble, figuratively speaking, the essential components of a theory.

5.6 EMPIRICAL RESULTS

ILES A]rlD HUBERMAN (1994) recommend that results are presented in

the form of graphic displays in preference to pages of extended text.

Graphic displays are an "organized, compressed assembly of information"

G. I l) that facilitate the presentatioq analysis, and synthesis of data. The use of graphic

displays permits the presentation of data at intermediate stages of data reduction. The

inductive process adopted by the researcher is, therefore, opfl to scrutiny, in a fashion

not dissimilar to the presentation of results from quantitative analysis zuch as standard

errors, T-tests, and F-Tests.

Noturithstanding the recommendation from Miles and Huberman (1994) to
present data in a graphical form it is, however, first necessary to present a complete list

of categories derived inductively from properties (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) and/or the

phenomena (Strauss & Corbi4 1990) derived from the interview process. Categories

identified through discourse analysis from the meat and pipfruit industries' case studies

are.first presented in the form of an explanatory effects matrix (Miles & Hubermaq pp.

148-149). As explained in the previous section the categories are drawn inductively

largely from first level analysis of interview transcripts, supported by field notes, and

reports including archival mat€rial. The matrix is designed to provide clarity to the
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"domain in conceptual terms [italics omitted]" (p. la8). No attempt has yet been made

to synthesise concepts (axial coding) or to link categories (selective coding).

The complete explanatory effects matrices from both industries are presented as

Tables 5.5 and 5.6. All the categories - as a result of opan coding - are presented

alphabetically in the first column. The tables' second column refer to the researcher's

assessment of the concepts' attributes by the industry participant. The use of the

category, and its contribution in the context in which it was discussed are assigned a

value; strongly positive (#), positive (+;, neutral (0), negative (-), and strongly negative

(:) The third column presents a succinct definition of the category. An explanatory

note is provided in thsfourth column. Quotes from the case study industry participants

are provided to assist the explanation and development of the category's characteristics

and dimensions. The quotes are also used to illustrate the effects of open coding, that is,

the reader has access to the raw data set without being unnecessarily exposed to
hundreds of pages of e)ctended text. In that respect the tables serve to reinforce the trail
for subsequent researchers to follow. Duplication between the two tables has not been

avoided to eruure that the sources of each category, divergence, ild conv€f,gen6e

between the studies is duly recorded.

A total of 38 categories were identified from the ten case studies conducted in
the two industries. Of these categories, five are unique to the meat industry, and one is
uniqueto the pipftrit industry. The balance (32) are convergent categories - common to
both industries. Apparent reasons for the divergences in categories betrneen the two
industries' either the absence of a specific category or the interpretation of a category
are provided in the explanation columns of Tables 5.5 and 5.6. Some additional

divergences between the case industries occurs in the value assigned to participants'

consideration of the category, that is, diferences in the value of some categories are

attributed to the nruo industries. Whereas the pages of ertended text, field notes and

reports may be considered raw data the categories reported in the explanatory effects

matrices represent the first level of abstraction.
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Despite deliberately pursuing cases to reflect opposing theoretical poles in terrns

of configuration and product the majority of categories are common to both of the value

systems studied. This outcome is reassuring in that the nature and understanding of the

value system has been developed beyond the structure imposed by tegislation (attention

was drawn to the researcher's concerns with respect to legislation in the notes

accompanying the research protocol, refer to Appendix One).

There are some contexnral differences in the definitions of categories between the

two case industries reported in Tables 5 5 and 5.6. For example, the definition of
complementarity in the meat industry confers the establishment of common prices,

packaging' or market specifications between participants at the sirme stage in the value

system. The definition of complementarity in the pipfruit industry infers the same

concept but at a higher level of abstraction. Definitional differences such as this are not

considered important. Where definitional differences exceed such tolerance alternate

categories are presented, for example, controlled supply and coordinated zupply in the

pipfnrit industry compared with coordinated supply in the meat industry. However,

despite early concerns relating to product characteristics data gathering has been

conducted, Iargely, beyond technological considerations.

The one category identified unique to the pipfuit industry is controlled supply.

The five categories identified as unique to the meat industry are failure, on-line/o6line,
specialist, spot-market, and trust. Controlled supply is directly related to the absence of
the category spot-market. ENZA New Zealand (International) forward sells the entire
anticipated export crop. Therefore, the spot-market is only used as a last resort - when
supply spills-over market specifications (elaborated further in chapter six).

Failure' also related to the absence of the spot-market, is not an option for the
pipfruit industry given its current configuration and is only encountered between
growers' packhouses, and perhaps coolstores (as observed in the discussion of upsfiearn
reconfiguration in Appendix Two). AII stages of the pipfruit value system were on-line
to product flow: no distinction was made between on-line and oflline. Upstream
reconfiguration of the pipfruit value system has effectively created specialists, particularly
in the form of coolstore operators. However, none of the case study participants were
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specialists hence absence of the category. Lastly, trust was not mentioned by the pipfiruit

industry participants during the course of any interview which does not suggest it was

absent or even of less importance.

The second step of creating theory is axial coding (Glaser & Strauss, 1967;Mles

& Huberman, 1994): the development of derived concepts from the categories presented

in Tables 5.5 and 5.6. The derived concepts represent a higher level of abstraction than

the categories. At no stage yet are linkages in the form of propositions made between

the concepts. The process of further abstraction effectively reduoes the number of
categories/concepts contributing to theory, and may complicate the nature of some.

Therefore, the process of developing concepts is ameliorated by parsimony on the one

hand and mitigated by the potential ross of explanation on the other.

Two derived concepts immediately emerge from the contributing categories, they

are business relationshtps and organisations. Note that the distinction between

organisations and linkages between tlem was used to cleave the literature rwiew into
two themes (Chapter Three). Therefore, it should not come as any zurprise that these

same concepts emanate in an inductive fashion through data reduction of case research

results.

Several categories contribute directly to business relationships and in part relate

to stages of the relationship lifecycle, actors' commitment to relationships, and

expectations and outcomes from relationships. Categories contributing to business

relationships are agreement and increased responsibility in the form of precursors;

connectedness, monitoring, information flow, internal sources of tensioq and personal

relationships as intermediary categories; and trust, dependency, flexibility loss, and

change (adaptation) as output categories. The concept of business relationship is,

therefore, similar to that described in Chapter Three.

Business relationships dwelop from an initial agreement between the astors, and

eventually result in various forms of change, Sources of change include shift of the

resource split held by the astors, the transformation of resources by each of the astors,

alterations to actMties between the actors and so on. In atl instances the motivation for
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change appears to be the pursuit of added value, namely the generation of wealth with
sorne expected benefit in the form of improved wealth distribution. Business

relationships, therefore, ameliorate risk commonly associated with commodities -
discussed further in Chapter Six. A schema of the categories contributing to the derived

concept business relationships is presented in Figure 5.4. The schema depicts business

relationships arising from transactions or the expectation of transactions between actors.

The schema is modified from the model of business relationships depicting adaptational

procedures, Figure 3.16 (derived from Easton's (lgg2) review of industrial networks).

Figure 5.4- A schema depicting the categories contributing to the concept
'business relationship'.

Results in agreement and/or pursuit
of increased responsibility.

I

+

Connectedness,
monitoring, information

flow, mitigated by tension.

Change related to investment
and expectation from
investment, resufts in

dependency and fiexibility
loss. Produces tsust that may
be observed by other ac{ors.

Business
relationship

includes perconal
relationships

The pursuit of stability by the development of multiple lir*ages between actors at

different hierarchical levels in adjoining or nonadjoining organisations is an additional

development of the business relationship: an extensioq in the form of duplicity or
multiplicity betrveen organisations, to that depicted in the figure.

The concept business relationship is common to both case study industries.

Trust, however, was not identified in the pipftrit industry as a category which is not to
say it was absent. Certainly the development of business relationships in the absence of
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trust between actors appears unlikely. However, the apparent less reliance on trust in the

pipfruit industry may explain, in part, the relative increase in various forms of contract.

The second derived concept to emerge is the organisation. Again a number of
categories can be readily anributed to organisations. Actors and participants partake in

the value system by way of their role in organisations. Some organisations are

specialists, while others are integrated through several stages of the value system. Those

organisations observed to pursue business relationships sought increased responsibility,

and either held or were prepared to develop some form of technological advantage.

The term technological advantage is not used to insinuate the possession of high

or precision technology. For example, a land-based producer's ability to fulfil supply

contraets is sufficient to imply that he or she holds some technological advantage that is

sought by an adjoining processor. That advantage ensures the producer is not
confronted with the necessity of selling that produce on the spot-market. The derived

concept organisation is presented in the form of a schema, Figure 5.5, which depicts the

relationships benveen each of the contributing variables.

If panicipants, rather than actors are responsible for the organisation, no atternpt

will be made by the organisation to be involved in the value system through either

connectedness or discretionary integration The organisation is unlikely to hold any form
of technologrcal advantage, instead producing commodity products. Therefore,

participants can be viewed as management in organisations contributing to spot-markets

whereas actors contribute to more cohesive value systems.

The third derived concept to emerge througb data reduction concerns the

interviewed participants' collective efforts to stnrcture the value system. In all cases,

both within each industry aod across the two industries, the intent of structuring the
value systern was to attempt to manage supply. Or considered altonatively, to .1ay

down" product specffications in terms of quantig, quality, and timings in order to
mitigate vagaries of zupply exacerbated, largely, by biological variability (as discussed in
Section 2.2). Therefore, the necessity for value system structure between adjoining

organisations diminishes as product approaches the consumer. Invariably initial efforts in
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strueturing the value system rely upon contracts in the absence of connectedness. For

example, strategies involved use contracts to coordinate supply in the meat industry,

notably between producers and processors or exporters, and control supply in the

pipfruit industry by imposing on producers market driven submission standards. Figure

5.6 depicts the development of the derived concept vahrc system structure.

Figure 5.5. A schema depicting the categories contributing to the concept

'organisation'.

---?--s\-
May contain one

stage or more, holds
a technological

advantage.

Actor seeks
involvement in

the value
system.

\
\

Organisation may.be a I
specialist, and seeks t

increased responsibility. it. Can also consisl of ,,
participants rather than aciors.-

\t/--- i -.'---J----

Structure is often applied to the linkage between the land-based producer and the

first stage processor, hence the note in Figure 5.6 that the upstream organisation is often

the land-based producer. However, the concept value system structure was also applied

to linkages beyond the producer such as the linkage between the coolstore and ENZA

(New Zealand) International. The concept is, therefore, most often but not exclusively

found between producers, 4 and first stage processors, B.

The intent of strucnrg in the broadest sense, is to procure product to market

specifications and, therefore, minimise product grading once it is procured. The

producer or afiy other supplier then bears production risk and the buyer minimises

waitage. Structuring the value systern, therefore, enhances the creation of wealtlq and

may lock organisations in to the subsequent process of wealth distribution.



Figure 5.6. A schema depicting

'value system structure'.
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the categories contributing to the concept

The recipient
organisation is
frequently the

land-based
producer

Organisation imposing sfucture on
the value sySem, usually a processor

or exporter, introduces supply
contracts, coordinated supply, and

measures of controlled supply.

The distinction between organisations being either on-line or off-line to pfoduct

flow, while important in a descriptive sense is not necessary to mairtain through the

development of emergent theory. Those organisations oflline to product flow can be

viewed as providing services rather than goods, whereas those organisations on-line to

product flow contribute goods at various stages of the value system. Porter (1980,

l9S5) provides some guidance by refening to both goods and services as goods, he too

recognises the distinction but does not consider it necessary to have it upheld.

Therefore, product flow, services, and on-line/ofl-line contribute to the concept product.

The remaining raw categories, as presented in Tables 5.5 and 5.6, and the four

concepts are now divided into antecedent, intervening, and outcome variables (Mles &

Huberman, 1994). The objective of classifying the categories and concepts in order of

procession is to assist with the development of a causal network. A causal network is

used to depict the relationships and direction of relationships between variables. The

causal network, therefore, denotes the transition from a:rial to selective coding. The

classification of the residual fust level categories, and the four concepts - business

relationship, organisation, value system structure, and product - into one of the three

processional classes is presented in Table 5.7.

The specification of antecedent variables, commonly & sourc€ of business risk, is

ternpered by the unique attributes of land-based agriculture (discussed in Chapter Two).

Therefore, commodity product is classified as an antecedent rather than intenrening

category. Technological advantage was described as contributing to the concept

Value system structure Managed
product flow
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business relationship but may also occur as an antecedent category in which case it is

embedded in the concept organisation. Conversely personal relationships may be viewed

as an outcome category, to be sure sociologists would appear to classify them as sucll

nonetheless they remain a part of the concept business relationship. Long term is

included only as an intervening category: intervening in that long term is a value system

strategy that upholds a commitment towards the generation of wealth. The outcome of a

long term perspective is better expressed as wealth generation by value system actors.

Table 5.7. Classification of raw categories and derived concepts into

antecedent, intervening, and outcome classes.

Classification of catebory and concepil

Antecedent Intervening Outcome

Branding

Au$neg f erxpngnlpr i i;. i
Closed system

Complementarity

Data

End-user

Long-term

Money flow

Open competition

Prodfit.,:,,ll;;i.:,.,i::,: i',, ;:ia':'i,

Spot-market

Tension

Value system strategy

ValUe sWte.rn gtmcture,

Failure

Wealth distribution

Wealth generation

Nole: Derived concepts are identified with shading, raw categories remain unshaded.

At first glance it is tempting to condense the raw categories commodity product,

level of consistorcy, and spot-market. However, some commodity businesses, a

significant source of risk in land-based industries, were observed to be maintained with

business relationships. For example, the integrated processors sale of lamb products to

Spiin involved well developed business relationships despite commodities being the basis

of product flow. Further, some spot-markets are used to absorb non-cornmodity product

when inconsistency occurs, for example, surplus product was reported to have been

exported to the Caribbean that was otherwise destined for North American markets.
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Two remaining categories with strong claims as antecedent variables classed,

however, as intervening require explanation. Open competition remains outside of the

value system and while data emanates from both organisations and structwe data also

occurs in an ambient manner. Data is considered ambient because it also arises from

spot-markets and open competition outside of the subject value system.

In the fashion of industrial networks the first intervening dependent concept to be

considered is business relationships between adjoining or nonadjoining organisations in

the value system. As identified previously business relationships result from agreements,

cooperatiorq stability, trust and personal relationships between organisations. Some

business relationships harbour a degree of tension while in others little, if any, tension

appears to exist. All of these independent categories relate to personal and

organisational interactions and describe characteristics of a sociological dimension

between aclors. At another, more physical level business relationships give rise to

monitoring, information flow, change, flexibility loss, dependency, and technological

advantages.

Providing organisations have a long term perspective a value system strategy may

be designed or emerge through one organisation or collaboratively from several

organisations in the value system. In turrq two consequenc€s of value system strategy

are value system structure which includes contracts, and controlled and/or coordinated

supply. Other consequences include the development of relationships with end-users,

branding, complernentarity, long term and closed system.

Outcome categories must include wealth generation, and wealth distribution.

Long term and money flow contribute to wealth generation. Inevitably failure must also

be classified as an outcome category, that is the value system fails at the expense of some

or even all the intervening variables. Organisations then have to rely on antecedent or

intervening variables to reestablish more appropriate management and configuration.

The relationship between wealth distribution and wealth generation appears confused.

Activities relating to the generation of wealth and its subsequent distribution are, in some

value systems, near indistinguishable. ln others there appears a clear demarcation

between generation and distribution. Inevitably in these latter value systems
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configuration is not left to chance. The relationship befween wealth generation and

wealth distribution, at this stage both considered as outcome categories, is discussed in

fuU in the following chapter.

The transition to selective coding marks the departure from data reduction to

theory generation. However, to claim that the process was conducted in a linear

stepwise fashion would be misleading. A causal network (Goetz & LeCompte, 1984;

Miles & HubermA 1.99$ of categories developed from the meat and pipfruit industry

case study categories and concepts is presented as Figure 5.7. The causal network is a

graphic representation of an emergent theory of the configuration and management of

New Zealand's export-dependent land-based value systems. Antecedent variables (bold)

are aligned on the left, intervening in the centre and outcome variables (bold) aligned on

the right. Relationships between each are depicted as iurows denoting the direction of

causation. Where one category or concept suppresses another the relationship is

identified as being negative, (-). Derived concepts are depicted in the form of shaded

icons. Raw categories are depicted as boxed text.

Once portrayed in the form of a causal network common relationships between

several categories are used to validate the potential development of an additional

concept. The dwelopment of a fifth concept, by way of a second iteration of axial

coding, emerges when consideration is given to the relationship among value system

strategies. The categories end-user, branding, long term, complementarity, closed

system, and the derived concept value system structure are six value system strategies

employed by the interviewed participants in the case study value systems. A concept

value system strategy, encompassing the five categories (above) in addition to the

concept value system structure (six in all), may be used to describe the deliberate or

emergent configuration or management of a value system.
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To be sure, the specification of the six value system strategies as a single concept

is parsimonious, but conducted perilously at the expense of explanation. As was evident

in the literature review the discussion of business strategies is not rewarding in the

absence of D'Aveni's (1995) hypercompetition frameworks. D'Aveni's framework

provides a much needed diagnostic tool for identifying step-wise progression away from

and inevitable return towards the state of (near) perfect competition. A state where

organisations compete on price and quality.

Sixteen raw categories remain in the causal network. These categories have yet

to be collapsed upwards into derived concepts by the process of axial coding. Their

expression and recognition as individual categories describing a concept retains the

powers of explanation at the expense of parsimony. The resistance to amalgamate the

observed value system strategies into a single concept has been discussed. The retention

of the balance as raw categories, ten in all, is explained in the following section. The

antecedent variables can all be regarded as concepts, the intervening variables (money

flow, spot-market, data, open competition and tension) also need to be maintained

individually and regarded as conc€pts without further data reduction. The outcome

variables wealth distribution and wealth generation pose a dilemma which is discussed in

full in the following chapter. Failure, in the terms described in Table 5.5 remains a

concept in its own right. Therefore, for the balance of the discourse no further

distinction is made betrveen derived concepts and raw categories.

The emergent theory is developed in the following section. Each of the concepts

and relationships depicted in the causal network (Figure 5.7) are discussed - in addition

to the definitions and explanations provided in Tables 5.5 and 5.6. The emergent theory

is discussed in terms drawn orclusively from the empirical evidence and supported by the

contributing literature. Chapter Six presents a full elaboration and expansion of the

theory. Empirical conc€pts are related back to the literature review, and contributions

from the literature synthesised into theory of the middle-range.
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5.7 AI\ EMERGENT THEORY

RGANISATIONS IN VALUE SYSTEMS create differentiated products

from land-based goods and/or a diverse range of services. Organisations also

produce commodity products that are indistinguishable others in the market

place. Commodity products provide organisations a source of business risk whereas the

process of differentiating products appears to reduce such sources of risk, These

antecedent organisations need not be recognised solely as land-based producers (Stage

A). The antecedent organisation could be located at any one of the stages, A to G, in the

value system. Product transfer berween adjoining, or nonadjoining organisations is

accompanied by money flow.

The second source of product to the value system is from the concept commodity

product. As discussed in Chapter Four land-based producers, largely, contribute

commodity products to value systems and spot-markets. Those producers who are able

to provide differentiation at the farmgate through the adoption of some technological

advantage are the exception rather than the rule. Therefore, the closed value system

must accommodate commodity products; the spot-market being the alternative. The sde

of commodity products on spot-markets is the greatest source of business risk

confronting participants in land-based value systems.

The third and final source of product in the causal network results from the level

of consistency. Sources of variability in land-based production were identified and

discussed in detail in Chapter Two. The retention of level of consistenry as an

antecedent variable was discussed in the previous sectioq suffice to say that this variable

appears to be one of the catalysts for the imposition of value system structure. Hence a

two-way arrow is used to depict the relationship between product and structure. One

important role of processing manufacturing and packing is to minimise inconsistency:

ameliorated by supply management imposed through value system structure.

To summarise, there are three sources of goods in the causal network (Figure

5.7) first, that from organisations second, that from commodity products and third, that

resulting from biological inconsistenry. Equally important is the distinction between
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differentiated and undifferentiated products. Organisations contribute products of both

natures to the value system. Differentiated goods are often related to some technological

advantage and can be ascribed to a particular organisation whereas commodity products

are undifferentiated, their source being inconsequential, thereforg they are purchased at

marginal cost. lnconsistenry is also a source of both forms of product - differentiated

and undifferentiated goods. However, differentiated goods produced as a rezult of

biological inconsistency rarely command premiums and appear to be temporarily treated

with commodity status.

Business relationships may be developed on the expectation of transactions

between adjoining organisations, initially-even in the absence of goods. Business

relationships may also develop during the course of regular and frequent transactions

between adjoining organisations. The development of business relationships is, however,

not confined to adjoining organisations. Nonadjoining organisations holding a broader

perspective of the value qystem may develop business relationships with end-users. Note

that the definition of end-user is not confined to the international consumer but relates to

the organisation's perspective or ability to influence a portion of the value system.

Therefore, a producer may [incorrectly] consider an exporter, C, the end-user whereas

an integrated processor, B-C, may consider the international distributor, F, the end-user.

The category of end-user can also be applied backward, that is upstream towards

producers, A. Exporters seek business relationships with producers, international

distributors and marketers are also obsewed to seek business relationships with

nonadjoining producers in the home-base location. Importantly, the concept of end-user

describes reaching on behalf of a particular organisation. There appear to be five

reasons for the pursuit of end-user business relationships. First, end-user relationships

accelerate change in the value system. Second, they provide a source of information

upstream or downstream. Third end-user relationships are used to mitigate bargaining

poyer held by adjoining organisations. Fourth they reduce business risk confronting all

of the intervening participants. Finally, there are instances where intermediary

organisations are gradually removed from the value system by the successful

development of end-user relationships.
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One outcome of business relationships is the distribution of wealth between

partaking organisations. Contributing literature was reviewed in Chapter Three and'

largely, remains unhelpful in reconciling the distribution of wealth between organisations'

Empirically, wealth distribution appears to be ameliorated by business relationships and

mitigated by bargaining power. However, the dMsion of wealth is also subject to

external forces such as the spot-market, open competition, and data despite a business

environment created where trust displaces tension (refer to Section 3'5). The business

relationship is, therefore, not conducted in complete isolation from open-competition or

the spot-market. In fact, these external data sources were observed to provide change to

the nature of transactions. So while market suppression in the value system is effectual,

the market (open-competition) remains to actuate the relationship. Market residue in the

form of data is ambierit, the relationship seemingly permeable to external influence.

Business relationships suppress data because transactions are internalised within

the relationship, Organisations outside of the business relationship or nonadjoining

connected organisations are simply not privy to the nature of the transaction' For

example, competitors have no way of learning how much an importer pays for product

sourced from an integrated processor or a specialist exporter. On the other hand the

spot-market creates data that is available for conzumption by all organisations. Data

provides a source of tension to business relationships, depicted as the dotted Hback

loop from external sowces of tension (refer Figure 5.7)'

product is traded on the spot-market. As noted in Table 5.5 the spot-market is

also used as a sink for differentiated product that defies consistency. Therefore, the

spot-market should not be considered as the recipient of commodity products alone. The

spot-market provides a source of open competition and similarly the purzuit of open

competition appears to create spot-markets (this issue is discussed in more detail in the

following chapter). The spot-market and open-competition are both sources of data

which in turn compounds tension. An organisation's perfonrumce in the spot-market

indirectly serves as a source of tension for its existing relationships, and serves to ensure

that the performance of those relationships is kept in perspective. Similarly, open-

competition between value systems does not preclude organisations from disrupting

existing business relationships held by competitors and potealtid buyers or zuppliers'
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Justification for the maintenance of the six value system strategies as discrete

concepts was presented in the previous section. The strategy end-user has been

discussed, the remaining five strategies are now further elaborated. The most obvious

value system strategy is the imposition of structure - the most common behaviour of

societal marketing boards. Section 5 6 provided a discussion of the concept and intent of
value system structure. Value system structure has a direct and immediate affect on

organisations, notably those organisations upon which structure is imposed. The

organisation then responds, as sought, by providing product to the value system in a

form required. Providing specifications iue sufficiently tight the value system may then

be no longer encumbered by commodity product. hence the negative effect of structure

on the spot-miuket, denoted in Figure 5.7 as (-). Organisations contributing product

through some form of value system structure reduce reliance on spot-markets.

Commitment to value system structure, as say participation in contracts, was

observed to be one precursor for business relationships. The relationship may be

observed to then supersede the constraint of contracts. A further intent of structure is to

close the $yste4 that is to ensure that organisations and their goods are committed to

the value system rather than participating in open-competition. The imposition of
structure also contributes to tension between the adjoining organisations. In some

instances tension overwhelms resilience of structure and the value svstem then

temporarily fails,

The third value system strategy, following structure and end-user, is branding.

The category of branding hardly needs further explanation in this context. Watkins

(1986) claims that it is difficult to define the concept of the brand. Kominik (1995) in

reviewing Thirkell's study of branding New Zealand's land-based products noted that

'brands were an umbrella concept that captured a benefit relevant to customers, like

crispness or colour" (p. 23). The intent of branding land-based products is to remove

their commodity status. The pipftrit industry has developed the brand ENZCI, and all

the ciuie study meat exporters market product under their own brands, often

tt Fope, the r€tiring chairnan d th€ l.lZAPn/B. cited in Tclrer (1996a) sdod rhat 'I take
belnendo$ trt& in the brand We rnov'ed tmard handing a a time when we were told erm by or
oslonrts. tha it *'asn't poesible. Brr in Nelv Zealand agrihriness we really ld the ua/' @. 23).
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accompanied by the NZMPB's Rosette mark used as a quality certification. One

obligation of branding products is greater control over the supply of goods. Therefore,

investment in brands visible to customers upstream necessitates a value system-wide

strategy of supply management (discussed further in Chapter Six). Branding is expected

to generate wealth as commodity status is removed and in doing so reduces end-users'

bargaining power: benefiting the distribution of wealth in favour of the brand owners.

Long term refers to a perspective held by organisations in the value system. In

that respect long term is also embedded in the concept business relationship. Long terrt

as a value system strategy implies commitment to an end-user through one or more

business relationships. The capture of wealth resulting from change, the development of

technological advantages, the suppression of the spot-market, and resistance to open-

competition are only expected to be realised in the long term.

The fifth value system strategy implemented by participants in the case study

value systems is complementarity. The management of complementary organisations at a

particular stage creates advantages for the value system. In effect nzutrality supposedly

exists between the complemertary organisations, all product is acquired reducing

wastage and potential reliance on the spot-market. Therefore, complementarity enhances

the generation of wealth. However, were synergies to develop between organisations

holding a complementary position they could impose constraints on the supplier through

co I I e ctive bargaining power.

The final value systern strategy to be discussed is closed system. New Zealand's

international pipfruit value systems were closed prior to reconfiguration (refer to

Appendix Two, Section A2.4). The intent of the coolstore operator as a new entrant is,

however, to return the value system to its previously closed state, the only net change

being a shift of the ownership but not necessarily control of resources. Similarly, the

venjson value system was closed from producer to international consumer without

reliance on legislation. The integrated processor's value systems, in those markets

reported in Appendix Two, are closed downstream. Those same value systems are

relatively open betwee,n the processor and the land-based producer. The intent of

closure is to assist in the generation of wealth by effectively suppressing competition. All
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linkages in the value system are then bridged by business relationships through which

change can advance.

The causal networh derived from empirical evidence, included concepts and the

relationships between them. The causal network is a model of concepts relating to the

configuration and management of land-based value systems. A simplified version of the

causal network developed is presented as Figure 5.8. The objective of presenting a

simpler, clarified version of the network is to focus further discussion. The abridged

version only depicts concepts and relationships critical to elaboration of the theory'

Figure 5.8. Abridged causal network depicting critical value system concepts

and relationships: Model of land-based value system strategy.

The causal network needs to be interpreted in a cyclical fashion. Each pass or

cycle through the model, from antecedent to outcome variables, describes a state of the

value system. The state changes from cycle to cycle, due to prior effects and the

addition of both new and emerging exogenous or endogenous effects' Feedback loops

from outcome variables to antecedent variables, omitted for the sake of clarity from

Figure 5.7, aredepicted in Figure 5.8. Such feedback loops provide linkage to the value

system's next state. The cycles are then linked by seamless value system strategies.

Therefore, value system strategies cease to be contingent on an individual organisatiort
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despite having been initiated and developed by a single organisation' Accumulated

cycles through the model ought to lead to an advanced state, recognised by progressive

convergence ofthe value system - rapid or gradual - to a steady state.

There are two opposing forces embedded in the value system' On the one hand

there are adhesive forces which account for the integrity of closed value systems' On the

other, there are debilitating forces such as tension, spot-markets, and open-competition

that expose the value system to failure. The processes of generating wealth and

equitable wealth distribution contribute to adhesion. However, inequitable distributive

effects or inadequate generative effects contribute to debilitating failure forces. The

more cycles of causal networks in the value system required to account for product flow

the more opportunities there are to generate and distribute wealth. Note that this refers

to the number of opportunities, not the level of wealth generated or distributed (this

argument is resolved in Section 6.3). Also, the more cycles or stages in the value

systerL the greater is the exposure to failure forces.

This section has provided a thumb-nail sketch of the emergent theory, howeve*, a

number of iszues remain unresolved. First, the causal network depicts the distribution

and generation of wealth as two discrete outcome variables yet they are intrinsically

linked. Second, the causal network could be cleaved into those categories and concepts

anributed to closed value systems creating wealth and those attributed to value systems

accompanied by spot-markets. Concepts such as the spot-market, commodity products,

and level of consistency are, therefore, characteristics associated with land-based product

that inevitably accompany value systerns.

The case study industries were selected so as to explore value systems with

opposing theoretical poles: in terms of integratiorU and the nature of product. Despite

this selection the majority of concepts and the relationships betrneen them were found to

be common to both indusries. However, several distinctions between the two industries

remain, and these are upheld throughout Chapters Six and Seven. The nature of other

New Zealand orport-dependent land-based industries is not sufficiently divergent from

those studied to suggest that extension of the theory to them is inadmissible. Whether

these concepts can be applied elsewhere is explored in the following chapter'
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CHAPTER SD(:
ELABORATION AFID APPLICATION

DEVELOPMENT A]'{D EXTENSION OF TI{E T}IEORY

You woutd think by now we woutd have figured out a simple plan to compete in

the world, but we haven't. we didn't four years ago, and we .slill 
don't' Every

other country has a plan to manage its trade; we're the only dinosaurs left who

maintain the myth tnai ifree tradea really exists. We hope that somehow things

witt automaticatty straghten themseyei out, that some invisible hand will wave

ine magic wanJ of tni ftee trade market. Tatk about innocents abroad! When

it comes to trade, we have become the patsies of all time"

Lee lacocca. (1988). Talking Stra'gftt'

6.1 INTRODUCTION

a N EMERGENT THEORY of the configuration and man€ement of New

/ f Zealand's exporrdependent land-based value qyste,rrs wzui presented as the
E

I Lconcfusion to Chapter Five. The theory was developed by a stepwise process of

data reduction, The phenomena identffied from the case shrdy research was reduced into

categories and then conc€pts. Relationships between the concepts were idedified and their

direction determined and denoted in the form of vectors. Conce'pts and relationshiPs 'were

then presented graphically in the form of a causal network (Figure 5'7) and in abbreviated

form as Figr:re 5.8.

The aim of Cbapter Six is to provide a receptacle for recording irruition and

perceptions experienced during the research processut. The chapter provides an advance and

apptcation of the theory beyond that dweloped occlusively from the case study researcb'

The inteution is to attempt to apply the theory to other productive and exractive land-based

6r Bourgeois (lg9) includs mroh:rsical elaboration as a stcp in his pescrfued research lrocess to

prwrde the t rooto an qpormnity O share imrltion as ecnbed in tbe raearch phitccphy' Section l'4'
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value systems. The chapter is zubmitted as a series of near self-contained arguments' The

discussion of the qynthesis of theory from the causal network is presented in Section 6'2'

Section 6.2.1 provides a disorssion of factors atrecting the performance of the value system

zuch as differentiatiorg the role ofthe spot-market, and failure. Significant behaviours of the

value systenq in particular the role of business relationships, the perception of end-user'

and value system strategies, are then described. The relationship between the generation

of wealth and zubsequent wealth distribution is discussed in section 6.2-3. A comparison

of the capacity of alternate configurations to impose value system strategies and the

subsequent affect on distributive and generative effects is then presented' section 6'4

provides a discussion of the research implications on non-agrarian resource-dependent

value systems. Theoretical contributions drawn from Chapter Three are identified' the

theory is then represented as modifications to the Z-form Model'

6.2 SYNTIMSIS OF TITE TTIEORY

HIS SECTION PRESENTS A DISCUSSION of the development of the

causal network through a functionalist (see Section 2'l) description of the

configuration and management of value systems. The Z-form Model is then

reconsidered from the view of improving configuration and management for the benefit

of participants based, but not necessarily located, in New Zealand'

6.2.I Value system Performance

Factors atrecting the performance of the value system are described and

discussed in this section. Specific attention is paid to the differentiation of goods, the

role of the spot-market, and the interpretation of failure'

Fgcus on differentiation

Throughout the presentation of empirical results and development of the causal

network an implicit distinAion has been made between rwo forms of value systems'
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First, there are those value systems that generate and distribute wealth and second' there

are those that destroy wealth: wealth being observed as economic rent resulting from

some form of competitive advantage. The creation and destruction of wedth refers to

both the process and the opportunity to invoke the process' There are systems

responsible for the flow of product from the land-based producer to the international

consumer that fail to create wealth: participants receive marginal revenues equivalent to

marginal costs, invariably participants are also exposed to significant business risks'

These systems are characterised by spot-markets (discussed in the following section)'

weakly developed relationships, and the sale of undifferentiated commodity goods'

These characteristics may also be present to a far lesser extent in what are otherwise well

developed value systems, notably the sale of commodity goods accompanying

differentiated goods. On such occasions business relationships are so well developed

that buyers will alleviate difficulties associated with the supply of inconsistent Product'

Throughout this chapter attention will be drawn to the abitity of these characteristics to

destroy value. Their presence is tolerated where value systems prevail; tolerated through

knowledge and acceptance of the attributes of land-based production' However'

dominance of these characteristics reduces participating organisations to the recipients of

variable, residual income.

One consistent featr:re of the goods exchanged through the case value systems'

irrespective of whether the product wiis meat or pipfruit, is differentiation'

Differentiation in this context encompasses all of the competitive strategies available to a

firm as identified by either Porter (1980) or Johnson and Scholes (1993)- organisations

consistently position themselves and their goods as having identifiable traits necessary to

distinguish them from other organisations and their goods' Although zuch behaviour is

not always successful it is, however, intended. Spot-markets prevail in the absence of

business relationships betweea organisations; when the value system is burdened with

goods rezulting from biological inconsistency (production risk); or when organisations

fail to differentiate themselves and their goods from those elsewhere' Under such

circumstances the organisation may be considered to have failed (failure is developed

fully in a zubsequent section; see also Ghoshal and Moran' 1996)' The suppressed

msketbetween two organisations committed to a business relationship is excluded from

this assertion because in all respects excePt organisational ownership the transaction is
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internalised. In such circumstances price setting is negotiated by adjoining actors'

Factors affecting price setting have, in the absence of value system strategies' been

largely considered solely in terms of bargaining power'

The emergent theory does not associate value system strategies with

undifferentiated products, spot-markets, and weakly developed relationships' Porter

(1990) was correct in claiming that traditional views of international trade zuch as the

Heckscher-Otrlin theory explain such transactions. By contrast, orgeni5xlions in closed

value systems seek to create differentiation. Interestingly, differentiation is not limited to

the goods themselves but is extended to the organisations' manag€ment, and how those

organisations conduct business, something ignored by proponents of ggneric strategies'

In the absence of differentiation there is no reasoo for mutual investment in

business relationships. Differentiation, like tecbnological advantage, is not necessarily

glarnorous, sophisticated, or high-tech. Differentiation in land-based value systems may

be as subtle as bringing product to market "three to four weeks earlier than the

competition" (quote from industry participant). Differentiation of land-based value

systems better explains coherency than does tecbnological advantage because

technological advantage is restricted to researc[ development, transfer, and transience'

Role of the spot-market

The benefits to cooperatives gained by suppressing the spot-market, particularly

berween producers and first stage processors and/or er(porters, was ernbedded in the Z-

form Model in Chapter Four. Specifically, that the benefits of a cooperative production

and processing base are greater than the benefits supposedly stimulated by competition

for product among multiple (or even few) buyers at the first stage processor' One

important distinction between this study of New Zealand's land-based value qystems and

otlrers is the insistence througlrout of export dependency. Competition" if stil considered

desirable, ought to be conveyed to the international location' preferably at the

culminating point of closed value systems, considered between Stage G and H in the Z-

form Model. However, the benefits of additional competition from parallel value

systems should not be left to chance.
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The case study organisations were observed to suppress or at least thwart the

spot-mafket by closing their value systems' Spot-markets are relatively low transaction

cost mechanisms but they are quite inappropriate for differentiated goods and services'

However, competition for a product, providing there is a shortfall, stlpposedly results in

an increased price being paid. competition is also postulated to stimulate innovation and

investment because organisations seek to develop and capture margins through

technological advantages and differentiation temporarily unavailable to their competitors'

In New Zealandthe pursuit of competition has assumed ideological status, sometimes at

the expense of common senseut. D'Aveni's (1995) model implies that competition

forces prices down because as opportunities for diflerentiation decline competition shifts

from qualiry to price. There is limited ability to differentiate land-based products

upstream, thereforg producers are more often, but not exclusively, confronted with

competing on price rather than quality. Price is forced down as sellers compete for

buyers. The afuraction of societal marketing boards is that competition is removed

among producers. Even a cursory glance at Porter's (1980) model of five forces

affecting industry profitability implies that such results are to the benefit, rather than

detriment of hdustry participants.

One significant effect of societal marketing boards is to shift the location of

competition in the value system. Aggregate supply mechanisms shift competition to the

international location instead of dissipating producer wealth between adjoining stages of

the value sYstem on-shore.

Spot-markets were used

inconsistency and inconsistenry

by the industry participants to absorb biological

of land-based product (sources of production risk'

52 Case in poinf the New Zf,,lafrRugby Fmftall Union dorcloped a paSrer Eansf€r scheme to

controt tbe aggregAion dulemed fl4vels anidst-New Tj,,ibnf stry prwincial teams' The frwosat atE'acied

fte anentisn of tbe CoEE€rce Commission wbo described it as sutstantiary hssening coryetition (Knighl

L.,199O. Witbou sore form of cseol the wealthiest prwirciat uniss have tb€ ability to accnr whder€r

plityers they wisb- In doing so, trgt oDly is coryeritionultirnaety destroyed - no side-cal bed tbe province

wirh tbe de€pest pod6s - h{ the endrc Pi;dal mmpetition (money earns) is firth€r -t"d*td The

dqcctive of de N/nnfs scheme was O tryton cotprrltion' tbe Commcrce Conmissions itulogr emctrcB

destrs5rs it, allsmng one gwince to aggegde tb€ €nthe Atl Bfack team- An outcome tht( will do liflle for

prcviDcial gates.
posrscrip: The Comerce Commission cbairman conceded after a th€eday bearing o the

J€RFIJ's pro'posal and adrnowledged tbat the prblic bendits dtbe tnnd€r svstem cnfi'eighed coryetitive

&rimens Mctvlorran, 1996).
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described in Chapter Two). At the aggregate level spot-markets coexist alongside closed

value systems. One opporilnity available to organisations is to minimise their reliance on

the spot-market. All product other than that which is inconsistent could be delivered to

the international consumer tkough closed value systems, only inconsistent product need

be delivered through spot-malkets. Therefore, opportunities to add value enist as long

as goods within planned levels of production and meeting desired quality dimensions are

sold in an undifferentiated form tfgough spot-markets using weak business relationships'

A distinction needs to be recognised berween the role of the spot-market at the

aggegate level and that of the individual organisation. small scale organisations with

structured supply relationships only use spot-markets when those relationships fail'

Small scale participants, therefore, have the abitity to avoid selling undifferentiated goods

on the spot-market. Large scale meat processors were not observed to have developed

the full extent of structufed supply relationships. Indeed their continued propensity to

marimise throughput negates the tikelihood of achieving 100% structured supply' Scale

processors also maintain an obligation to producers to accept all goods submitted within

coarse grade standards.

Spot-markets are deliberately created when competing value systems apPear to

be becoming too comfortable. Organisations in the New Zealand meat industry were

observed to detberately disrupt competitors' business relationships in what are otherwise

closed value systems. On zuch occasions the generation of wealth and its zubsequent

distribution was viewed as being excessive: competition prevails and a spot-market is

temporarily created. The competing processor benefits from the captr:re of wealth even

if aggregate wealth creation is eroded. Sadly, such behaviour is not always in the best

hterests of producers who are temPorarily recipients of lower product prices'

Interpretation of failure

Failure was defined as the inability of the value system to extract and repatriate

wealth to the benefit of New Zeatand participasts (refer to Table 5'5)' One industry

participant explained that organisations ought to be able to elctract adequate wealth from

business relationships without integration. The participant considered that vertical
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integration beyond specialist capabilities (core competencies) was testimony to failure of

the value system. Satisfactory business relationships, therefore, depress the need for

integration with or beyond the adjoining stage. The outcomes of such relationships

appear to pass adeElacy tests ' whether objective or subjective - maintained by either

organisation: the adjoining organisations distribute wealth to their mutual satisfaction'

competitive advantage" as quoted from Porter (1985, p. 3), was described as the

..value a firm is able to create for its buyers that exceeds the firm's cost of creating it"'

A decade ago Porter observed that competitive advantage is becoming a function of how

well an organisation can manage the value system. The statement is interpreted in the

context ofthis study as;

o how to develop and impose strategies on all organisations in the

value system from land-based producer to international consumer'

But while competitive advantage is the ideal position for an organisation to achieve it is

not a necessity. Organisations can survive in the absence of economic rent, the result of

competitive advantage, instead being rewarded with the receipt of marginal revenues

equivalent to marginal costsu'. At worst the organisation is providing the value system

undiferentiated goods and services - perfect competition. This conditiorL in the context

of this study, is becoming increasingly untenable. Perfect competition is to be avoided

because it does not meet adequacy tests for the generation of income'

Neither Porter (1935) nor D'Aveni (1995) distingish between generative and

distributive effects. Their consideration of generative effects is from the perspective of a

singte organisation, wealth distributed for the benefit of that organisation. Likewise

Normann and Ramirez (1993) and later Wikstr$m and Normaon (1994) viewed the

distribution of wealth from the perspective of a central organisation around which others

are configuged. The literature on collaborative business relationships, in all its guises,

fails to address the distribution of wealth between organisations. At the very lea.st

Porter, unpretentiously, attributes wealth distribution exclusively to relative bargaining

63 D'Aveni's (l9g5) model, if aFptred as a diagno*ic root, would $ggest rh,t tbe organisaion has

oOarsted oBporurnities to compere on price and qualitr.
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power. Yet surely a value system sftategy to generate wealth inevitably will fail in the

absence of anention to equitable distributive effects. In that respect some attributes of

international value systems are similar to the transnational solution @artlett & Ghoshal'

1989): there must be interdependency between organisations' Without interdepardency

the value system will fragment, there remaining little reason for its continuance and

participants will no longer receive profits from sources of competitive advantage'

All the case study value systems included either structured relationships or

business relationships. No value system was integrated from land-based producer to the

international conzumer, although several came within one or tlyo stages of complete

integration. The less integrated value systems - those based on specialist organisations -

contained up to four or five sequential business relationships, all taking principle

positions, to account for product flow from Stages A to H in the Z'formModel

participants claimed that wealth can be distributed to the satisfaction of actors by

..managing relationships". Under such circumstances adjoining organisations are not

inclined to pursue vertical integration within the particular value system' However, they

were often observed to pursue vertical integration elsewhere, i-ply'"g that failure had

either occurred, or its fikelihood was being avoided. Reasons for failure relate first' to

the inequitable distribution of wealth- If distributive effects are not satisfactory to one

organisatio4 providing that organisation has the ability, it will integrate or Pursue

business relationships elsewhere. Reasons for failure also relate to the inability of the

value systern to g€nerate wealth. Howwer, at the aggregate level some failure ought to

be accepted - how else does the market accommodate inconsistency?

6.2.2 Signifrcant behaviours

significart behaviours of organisations in closed value systems are now

discussed. Cornmitment to business relationships, internalisation of data" the perception

of end-user, and the six value system strategies are elaborated upon. This section then

marks a shift from the functiooalist paradigm - description - to the radical hurnanist

paradigm - the basis of recommendations for improvement'
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Role of business relationshiPs

The nature of observed business relationships is similar to those reviewed in the

literature on collaborative linkages (Section 3.5, in particular see Easton' 1992)' The

elemettts of the case study business relationships were presented diagrammatically in

Figure 5.4. A more sociological interpretation of business relationships is beyond the

scope of the study. However, it is interesting to note the relative difference in

importance held for personal relationships betvreen actors in the two case industries'

Business relationships reduce transaction costs and provide a conduit for added

value activities. The costs associated with business relationships are the loss of flexibility

and dependency, particularly as the relationship enhances change and reduces risk'

Change in the form of endogenous activities, goods, resotrces or exogenous factors

commits the organisations to continued exchange. Many actors were struggling to come

to terms with strong business relationships: "-.. [what] I don't think they can get their

head around is the fact that to take advantage of the oppornrnities in the marketplace to

add value and so forth they have to relinquish flexibiliq/'' Some particrpants in the

industry are, therefore, confronted with the pursuit of added value and associated loss in

flexibility on the one hand, and retention of flexibility tlgough the sale of commodity

products on the other. A zurprising dilemma to witness in an industry that is supposedly

mature: if maturity is meazured in terms of longevity. However, the industry appears to

be immature when considered in terms of added value. clearly, further oppornrnities to

generate and distribute wealth reside in the meat industry's value systerns'

Business relationships internalise data that would otherwise be available from

open-competition and spot-markets. However, data remains available at each end of the

value system: retail prices at G, and land-based production and returns' A' 1[s financial

performance of farmers tbroughout dweloped and developing nations is reported in the

pUblic domain. Few other sestors atffact the same degree of ongoing scn*iny as

agricultural production. Agricultural information commonly is used for policy hence its

collection remains the responsibility of govenrment agencies (refer to Section 2'2'6' trade

barriers). Wright (1989) rerriewed the sources of such information in New Zealand and

the implications for agricultural Policy developed from such sources' Data sonrces zuch
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as the NZMWBES, MAF Policy, the LIC, and weekly base meat schedules provide a

coarseto view of farm financial performance. Reid, McRae, and Brazendale (1993)

identified shortcomings of the NZMWBES dat4 shortcomings that hinder understanding

of hill country farm perforrnance. Therefore, the interpretation of value system

performance from such data sources is likely to be fraught with error.

Relative value system performance in terms of component inputs and outputs can

be determined from output prices at A and consumer prices at G. Intermediate linkages

conducted in spot-markets provide additional data. But when intermediate linkages are

bridged by business relationships or suppressed througtr integration assessment is

problematic6r. In the absence of such data proponents of competing value syFtems and

commentators on value system perfonnance resort to output prices' Relative output

prices may not be related to relative transfer prices because transaction costs are

significantly reduced by internalised modes of organisation.

Perception of end-user

The concept of end-user needs to be recognised as multidirectional. End-users

may be defined in terms of either geographical or cultr-Eal proximity. For exarnple, a

land-based producer may incorrectly consider an exporter the end-user, not through lack

of managerial perspective (see Figure 3.1), but simply through the difficulty and expense

of developing business relationships with organisations located off-shore-

There are several significant considerations of the concept end-user' End-user

provides a specific form of multiple connectedness often requiring organisational stretch

(Ilacrel & Prahalad, 1994) to a non-adjoining stage in the value system' End-user

connectedness invariably reduces the relative bargaining power held by interrrediary

organisations. In that respect business relationships with end-users implies industrial

network connectedness to parts of land-based value systems' End-user can also be

* Coarse in as unrch as tbe informdion is offen dafe4 sffers from aggregdion andis nC Feseold

in t€rn$ of the electives that firmers are trying to achieve. The irylicit ass@ion d all srch data sets is

that pofit na<inisation Fetalts.
65 

See Sullirran b Scri.g** (199t fq ttrc sors of assunrytions thd itrrEiabty are me&'
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applied as a management tool. For example, actors from organisations in the

international location are regularly brought to New Zealand. While in New Zealand

"they are given the New Zealand experience", in addition to observing upstream stages

of the value system and speaking to producers. Seldom will business relationships

develop between such end-users and producers, it is not in the interests of intermediate

organisations to allow it. However, it does provide a conduit for information and

catalyst for change. In that respect some forms of end-user contast may be better

viewed as partial relationships: partial in that they are bereft of personal relationships.

Value system strategies

Six value system strategies were identified during case research end-user,

structure, branding, long-ternq complementarity, and closed system. Chapter Five

provided a discussion of the strategies based on empirical applications. Amalgamation of

the six strategies into a single concept was resisted. The methodology (Mles &

Huberma4 1994; Strauss & Corbin, 1990) leaves the cessation of data reductiotr at the

researcher's discretion. In this instance explanation has been maintained at the expense

of parsimony. The six value system strategies identified througb case research may not

be exhaustive. However, the list provides scope for assessing the relative development

of strategy between value systems and opportunities for further improvement.

The motivation behind structure is to bets manipulate unique attributes of

agricultural production, particularly those relating to vagaries in dimensions of supply.

Attempts to struchrre value systems rely on incentives for producers to align themselves

with processors. The producer is then expected to provide a differentiated product,

often adopting some form of technological advantage (the caveats on the use of both

te{ms remain) for a specific market: the attributes of product flow being modified.

, At an aggregate level supply management introduces tension between large scale

and small scale meat processors. Small scale processors have the ability to impose

stringent requirements on producers, compliance with these requirements is then

rewarded with prices above those prevailing elsewhere. Inconsistent production' beyond

that agreed mutually through structure, will then be submitted to large-scale competitors
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at no cost to either the producer or the small-scale processor. Large scale processors

appear to uphold the obligation to accept all livestock submitted for slaughter, despite

some producers having submitted thei better lines to competitors' Small scale

processors are subsequently upheld as industry innovators, providing evidence that

supply management in the meat industry (or pipfruit) is merely a matter of contracts and

associated incentives. The service large scale processors provide land-based producers'

critical at the aggregate level, being ignored'

In some instances structure may be considered a catalyst - antecedent variable -

to business relationships. However, the number of producers supplyng livestock to any

one plocessor, from 600 to 10,000, precludes relationships between producers and fust

stage processors from being as well developed as those observed downstream' Only

under exceptional circumstances, and through no fault of their own' will producers

establish strong business relationships with an adjoining processor' For exanple' one of

the case study lamb finishers was described as a notable exception" "[he is] the only

farmer we've ever had up here". The prescription of business relationships benreen a//

sequential stages, therefore, needs to be modified when considering value systems at the

aggregate level. Business relationships between land-based producers and first stage

processors need to be regarded in zubtly different terrns' Providing the processor

establishes observed values zupply relationships appea'r to proceed in a manner similar to

business relationships. The outcome of both relationships being sftange, the loss of

flexibility, suppression of transaction costs and ultimately the generation of wealth'

However, in the absence of values producers will show marked resistance to voluftary

participation in structured zupply.

Structure implies a significant improvement to traditional means of procurement

(via company representatives). The Boston Conzulting Group (1994) reported that there

is virtually no vertical cooPeration between producers and processors*' Despite the

number of producers precluding the dwelopment of stroog business relationships,

processors are reported to employ in excess of 750 procurement agents, and only some

50 staffin export markets (BCG). While these figures do not account for marketing staff

* The Boson Consrlting Grorry's claim thd there is vir$ally no horianul cooperation betsteen

pocessors does not, hmawr, bear scnfirri (refer to Talde 5.5 fcr the definition dcoryteoe'Oarity)'
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based in New Zealand the apparent imbalance is well argued. Staf8ng amongst

processors naively reflects the number of sellers and buyers at adjoining stages rather

than opportunities to add value (see Lorigan and Harman's (1990) dat4 Table 6'1)'

Relationships between suppliers and processors in the meat industry are unlikely

to be conducted in a manner similar to those between Proc€ssors and exporters'

importers or distributors. The strength of relationships in the pipfruit industry between

producers and the NZAPMB (see Appendix Two, Figure A2'9) is testimony to the

rlifficulties involved with many suppliers. However, the presence of a societal marketing

board ensutes that strong political relationships are upheld betweea producers and the

Board alongside parallel but weaker supply relationships' Supply relationships at the

producer, therefore, appear to be contingent on structural strategy.

Some respondents strove to develop long-term value systems dependent on the

development and maintenance of several business relationships' Long{erm is then a

characteristic of strategic value systems. However, it is manifest by the acceptance'

albeit reluctantly, that income in the short-term may be foregone' Long-term reflects

persistence in a market, with a buyer, adaptation' and subsequent change to achieve a

system-wide intent. The characteristic of long-term common to other value system

strategies is that it reflects a system-wide intention: an intention that extends beyond the

confines of a particular business relationship'

The development ofbranding as a value qystem strategy, is more extensive in the

pipfruit industry than the meat industry: extensive when measured by the nnsrber of

stages that participate in the developmefi of the brand6T' In the meat industry

propriAary brands afe augmented by generic promotion activities by the NA'IPB or the

GIB. However, downstream organisations maintain business relationships with

exporters and specific actors rather than their brands. The case study meat orgaoisations

have relatively weak brands. Where strong brands exist, as in other industries, business

relationships appear to proceed independently of personal relationships'

61 For e;omple, gKrwgrs, A thrcugh to sales, Dlaketing md orSomer servie' G' da'tlop and

rryholdthebranding 
"f 

g*dr in New Zealand's inlernational piFult infu$ry'
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Differences in the development and adoption of brands between the two

industries appear to be due to two reasons. First, because distributive effects have been

resolved all actors in the pipfrtrit value system willingly partake in the development and

maintenance of the brand - like any other investment. Second, growers have real interest

in branding because the international conzumer receives the same product that leaves the

orchard. The nature of the meat industry largely, precludes producer interest in

branding goods at the farmgate because farmers sell lambs, they do not sell a finished

product. However, producers involved in the farmer-owned company selling healry

weight larnbs in the US displayed ownership of their brand. In this case the feahrre

common with the pipfruit industry is that distributive effects lvere resolved' that is'

pursuit of generative effects was considered beneficial to producers'

The stratery of complementarity can be extended well beyond the constraints

imposed by the appropriate definition in the explanatory effects matrices (refer Tables

5.5 and 5.6). Complementarity in the empirical sense was defined as the distribution of

product, information, and goods and services by more than one participant at a single

stage of the value system that impinges positively on each other's success'

The multinational orgenisations also displayed complementarity between dternate

sources of goods, namely complementary goods were exported from countries other than

the home-base location. Further, organisations used complementary markets to absorb

complete product lines. In this respect ENZA (New Zealand) Internationd faces a

dilemma. ENZA's international subsidiaries compete amongst thernselves for some

varieties ofNew Zealandpipf it, notably Royal Gala for which there is global demand'

Competition for ftrit is balanced by the need for complementarity between the

subsidiaries to ensure that the entire crop is sold - an obligation to stakeholders'

Therefore, the dynamics between the HQ and zubsidiaries approaches that recommended

by Bartlett and Ghoshal (1989) as the transnational solution. Interdependence between

the subsidiaries is maintained through global branding, and centralised corporate

services6t,

s E:draordinarily, kirvifruit gowers have recently preventedtheirBoardfiom particiption in similar

muhinAional a6ivities. A grcnp of gwars **ed G mO'm thg fiuit gown in the Nortbertr

Hemispb€re (Riordan, 1990, tbsr€by trwgnting U+,* Ao. acguiring Agit of consiSem qrulityyear'roud
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The strategy of closed system was discussed in fuU in the previous chapter' It is

sufficient to recall that the intent is to minimise both competition - bargaining power -

and transaction costs between organisations within the value system' Once a closed

system is achieved the value system is then in a position to compete with others through

open-competition. Closed systems display accelerated rates of adaptation and change'

more so in the Presence ofend-user connectedness'

Colle6ively the six strategies provide critical dynamics to the value systern'

hitherto ignored in descriptive interpretations of the Z-fotmModel' These dynamics also

provide the basis of a prescriptive interpretation of the model' The common end-user

relationship developed by the case respondents was between the integrated processor

(B/C) and,/or exporter (C) and the provider of marketing, sales and customer service (G)'

Additional end-user relationships were observed benreen producers and exporters

(constrained by geographical proximity), and on occasions producers and internationd

buyers. Recognition of end-user relationships in preference to others with nonadjoining

organisations reduces the number of effective business relationships to be pursued' End-

user business relationships in the z-form Model are depicted in Figure 6'1'

Norwithstanding the difrcutty of land-based producers establishing strong business

reiationships with organisations downstream opportunities were exploited by some of the

case respondent Producers.

The role of struchrre is to formalise supply management to bener meet end-user

requirements. Relationships developed through structure are not likely to contain all

elements of a business relationship. The effect of stnrchrre is to suppress the spot-

market between adjoining organisations, creating a seanless Uansition between adjoining

organisations: depicted between the producer and the first stage processor in the figure'

Figure 6.1 depicts end-user connectedness (dotted lines) as a value system

sTatery benreen New Zealand producers and exPorters with organisations in the home-

base, alternative home-base and international location' The relationship between the

land-based producer and the first stage Processor, often the location of stnrcture' is

wtrile srch opsition maybe pefceiv€d 35 elimineting rislq it displays ignorance of internaional hsincss and

rbe &rands of the intsnational oon$m€r.
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distinguished from others. One form of complementa'rity, sourcing goods from alternate

Iocations, is also dePicted.

Figure 6.1. End-user and structure as value system strategies in the Z-form Model'

:i, :i I i...'
PffagcitE,

. Fsking

Strong end-user business relationships

"""" Weak end-user business relationships

6.2.3 Distributive and generatiYe effects

The idea and distinaion between distributive effects and generative effects was

fust introduced in Chapter Two. This section reintroduces those ideas and provides a

comparison with the empirical concepts developed through data reduction in Chapter

Five. The intention is not to test the idea by refenal to the evidence gathered during case

study research but to inductively expand upon the idea' An introduction to generative

effects and distributive effects amongst a range of New Zealand's export'dependent

land-based industries is provided.

Some case study participants made a clear distinction between what they

considered as generative and distributive effects. Other respondents viewed the

generation of wealth and how it is subsequently distributed as bundled' rather than

mutually exclusive, concepts. In these circumstances the bundting was by virtue of an
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organisational rather than value system consideration of the effects' Distributive effects

refer to apportionment of wealth between organisations in the value system' That this

process is inadequately addressed in the literature was noted in Section 5'5' Within the

context of this study attantion was paid to generative and dis'nibr:tive effects within a value

system. Clearly, however, the context is not limiting' Generative and diSrfuutive effects may

accrue from anyform of Practice.

The application of generative strategy in the meat industry is inconsistent' The

series of cases in the meat industry provided a range of perspectives on generative efects

from the land-based producer through to the international end-user' G' The generation

of wealth ttgough added value was observed to range- from broad value system strategies

to narrow, relatively discrete, organisation based strategies' The breadth of strategy

amongst meat indusfiy cases, in terms of the value systenL was not observed to coincide

with any particular configuration. whereas in the pipfruit industry, the strategic intent of

wealth generation is to ..ma:rimise sustainable returns", the focus of the strategy is long

tenrL and the strategy to achieve added value is system wide' In addition' specific

strategies may be applied at particular stag€s of the value system-

The process of distributing wealth in the value system was said to refer to

division of "the cake" (see Table 5.5). In the pipfruit industry the coordination of

distributive effects is focussed, although not exclusively, from the perspective of

contributing growefs, "... returns to New Zealand and pipfruit growers". New Zealand

is also recognised and upheld by the organisation as a stakeholder by virnre of the

legislated export monopsony. Some of the meat industry sttrdies display a value system-

wide stratery to distribute wealth while others do not. value system strategies ranged

from the supposed equitable distribution of wealth by all organisations between the land-

based producer and the end-user; by a specific organisation - land-based producer or

integrated processor; or, capture of distributive effects by organisations owned and

located in the international location. By comparison, more stages in the pipftrit industry

consistently display a value system-wide strategy for the distribution of wealth'

observation that the NZApMB',s raison d'€tre is to distribute wealth to growers

does not explain the vagaries of approach towards this strategy in the meat industry'
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Attributes of the industries, as identified in Secti on 2'2, are not so dissimilar that

distributive effects should be accorded such inconsistent importance. At the same time

however, it would be fatuous to dismiss the importance of value system-wide strategy as

one outcome of industries granted producer board status' In fact the CEO of the

NZAPMB stated6e that "we can afford to do things as an industry that individual

exporters can't do, as long as we have got the will to be more innovative than anyone

else in the industry". By contrast opportunities open to the NZX(MB, as noted in the

previous sectiorq remain ignored despite the availability of adequate resources'

In the abridged causal networlg presented as Figure 5.8, no relationship was

depicted between generative effects and distributive effects. In some of the case snrdies

the two effects appeared as a joint outcome (bundled), whereas in otlers intent was

discharged to their separate achievement. Irrespective of the strategic intent an

organisation must uphold some adequacy test to determine whether the outcomes of

generative effects and distributive effects are satisfactory' Is the organisation and/or

value system creating adequate value, and is the organisation and/or value system

capturing zufficient wealth? It is necessary to consider the performance of the

organisation and the value system as both can be managed; and herein lies the essence of

strategic management. Organisational capabilities (currant and future) refer to

endogenous factors, the efiernal environment refers, largely, tO the value system in

which the organisation oPerates'

A brief discussion of the relationship between distributive effects and generative

effects amongst other e4port-dependent land-based value systems is now presented' The

discussion is maintained in general terms. The examples are selected to identify alternate

relationships that appeiu to exist between the nryo effects. Attention is then redrawn to

the specific case studies (as descnibed in Appendix Two)'

6e Tbe statment was ncil d.ercd as an ipee dixit - a dognatic stat€tnent r€$ing m tbc ryeaker's

alhority. To the cofrry, tbe cEO adHtha innorCion can be 'seeo in tbe range of pfiDdrts"" and it is nC

just tro&cts, its proOrcts, ssvices, and fnocesses'. The statem$t is s4ported B adoorledgpOt tlat

EI{ZA (New Zealand) LrrerDdiotral is responsible for rwiving ist€[€s* in piFuit as a rrodlct line amongs

UKmultiples.
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lnternational trade in dairy products. like the two industries considered in this snrdy,

is small relative to global production. Only five percent of dairy production is traded

internationally, the balance (95%) being consumed in the country of origin OZDB' 1991)'

New Zealand produces 1.5% of global dary productiorq eight million tonnes annually of 475

miilion tonnes ofwholernilk (l{zDB). The gearest propoftion ofNew Zealand's productiorq

some 9070, is orported (NDB, 1992a), The large scale of New Zealand's dairy exports

account for a quarter of the international trade (TRADENZ, 1992). The EC accognts for a

further 56% ndthe balance (lf/o)of dairy products traded internationally is largely from the

USA Canada and Australia (|{ZDB). The long term su@ess of the dairy industry in New

Zaland,therefore, is dependent on e:<porting daiAv produce'

The first proprietary dairy company was established in lS71 (NDB, 1991) and the

first cooperative in lSg2 (Ward Ig75). By 1893 there were over 200 dairy factories in the

North Island. Exports of dairy products began in 1897 when fuichor brand butter took first

prize in the Melboume Exhibition (Ducktram & lvfasefield, 1971). By the early 190's cheese

and butter faaories were zubstantially of larger capacity than those in Denmark or the

Netherlands thaeby achieving economies of scale which largely negated the cost of transport

to major markets (Gigg, 1974).

The New Zealand dairy industry is vertically integrated from farms through

processors, the erporter, to foreig mangfacnrrers and distributon (NDB, 19!I2b)' The

current configuration has been in place nationally since 1923 when "tie Government

acceded to the industry's request" (Ward, p. 5t) for a national cooperative organisation'

The cooperative period extended from 1882 until the late 1970s. Since 1978 this

configuration has enabled the pursuit of generative effects. Prior to 1978 the NDB

exported largety undifferentiated commodity products. Since 1978, the NDB70 has

invested in added value activities, much of which is located in the international location'

to 
The NZDB was established as a statrnor.v board vfu the Dairy Botd Act ofl96l (I{ZDB' l99l)'

The Act €,mpoq/€rs tbe NZDB O "pgrchase, t"i-t and ccmnol all dairy prodrts manremred in New

Tal'[ldforogorf' NZDB). The IIZDB deterndn€s tbc mir of prodrcts md oakcts which it believes will

maximise r€hrrns to prodrc€xs and &e ind$ry. While coqer&ves &termine their own'peftned prodrt

mbC' th€ NZDB €ncolrrages the'n to ma",nattre Fodr(Is moet in fuand by pro'vtding pemiums (or

penahies), using a dfi.t m"l sysiletn of p5rmem dWgt. Tbe difr€rmtial sysnem ofedivdy digs the

cooperatives' podrction mth the Fodlct nix Cfucdb,v tbc I{ZDB'
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The ITIZDB's mission is "to be the world's leading marketer of dairy products"

OZDB, l99l). Marketing efforts are focused on "purzuing long-term secure business

oppornrnities which mfiimise returns to [New Zealarird] farmetrs" (NDB)' Among the

central goals of the NZDB is the development of branded consumer products and the "sale of

specialised dairy based products and ingedients" (NDB). The NDB is purnring an

"added-value" strategy with the eventual aim of selling all New Zealand "produce milk at the

top end, by valug of the international market" (NDB, 1992c). Additionally, the importance

of the dairy indusfiy as a leading contributor to national economic growth will be upheld

(NDB, 1994). The NZDB has annual revenues (NDB, 1995, 1996) in the order of

NZ$5bn (1996, $5.3bn; 1995, $5bn; lgg4, S4.g77bn;1993, $5.05a!n) whicb on this basis,

would rank the organisation 350th in the Fornrne 500 (Fornrne, 1996), and 18th in the US

food industry Gehind Chiquita Brands International and Hostrey Foods). Thereafter,

comparisons are relatively meaninglessTl as the NDB's structure and mission is to maximise

retums to producers rather than to m&\imise profit per se.

parker (lgg1), the NZDB's Depury CEO, stated that "a low cost competitive

stratery was not likely to s.rcceed in international commodity markets". The primary

wealness of *rpplying a perfectly competitive market, failure to aftract ref,t, is recognised by

the NZDB in their purnrit of value added activities. Bulk products are being branded and

differerftiated and other services such as guarantees, replacement policies and finance are also

being provided. Currantly some 60 perc€nt of the I.{ZDB's total orport income from the

New Zealand dairy industry is derived fiom added-value products (l'iZDB, I992c). To

eryloit the added-value srategy the IrZDB has invesed in some 95 zubsidiary companies of

which 65 are located offshore (I{ZDB, 1992b)'

The New Zealand dairy industry endogenously created a value system

configuration with specific attention to distributive effects. Equity amongst land-based

producers supplFng product to cooperatives, largely for ideological reasons, was the

principle objective in terms of wealth distribution. Because distributive effects have been

considered producers are supportive of additional investment for the long term

generation of wealth.

7r Despite efforts o the contrar-v, for e'€@q sulliwr and scrimgeurr (1995) derytsdto comparc

the efficiency of tbe inArsry uqing financial rtio anatysis with Nede S' A
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Invariably the purzuit of generative effects requires the allocation of scarce resources

between alternative uses. Decisions relating to capital invesfinent or conzumption must be

made to ensure that the process to add value continues' If all net revenue were to be

distributed to New zealand dairy farmers the Board's activities would be constrained and

wartually would lose competitive strength. Thereforg the decision to distribute or invest

must be addressed by the NZDB and processing cooperatives (on behalf of dairy farmers) on

a regular and frequent basis. First, to ensure that land-base'd producers retuns are ma<imised

thereby sectlling suppfy (NDB, l99l) and second' to ensure that sufficient capital is retained

for investrnent beyond the farm gate. The value system is sitably configUred to enable

investment downsteam. Intermediary cooperatives also have th9 capacity to wittrhold

NZDB distributed funds for investment in on-shore processing.

The investors - land-based producers - endorse the pursuit of generative effects

as ultimately they are, supposedly, the sole beneficiaries. Simplistically, wealth from

generative effects is distributed in their favour. Invariably critics of the NZDB (e'g''

Hussey, lgg2,l993) confuse value system management with configuration' that is they

postulate that management difficulties encountered in the purzuit of generative effects

would be resolved by altering configuration - dissipating distributive effects' They fail to

recognise that attention to distributive effects enables the Board to pursue generative

effests in the first Place.

The course pursued by the kiwifruit industry near parallels that of the dairy

industry, given the constraint of marketing a single perishable product' The New

ZealandKiwifruit Marketing Board was formed in October, 1988' The NZ(MB was

granted sole rights to export the crop to all markets other than Australia' The lack of

confidence in the existing stn-lcture wili exacerbated by falling grower returns' increased

crop volumes, and competition from other countries'

prior to late l9gg, and sale ofthe 1989 crop the central industry organisation was

the New ZealandKiwifruit Authority (NU(pA). The NZ$A was established b 1977

with the objective of maintaining production and marketing standards' Exportas were

garfid licenses by the NZI(IA The number of exporters wtts coutrolled and their

activities standardised. The objective of issuing licenses was to ensure that producers
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were well served by exporters, and provide coordination between exporters in the market

place - in the absence of a marketing board (NZKFA 1984)'

Returns from each eKporter were pooled among their participating growers'

irrespective of size72, market or quality. Kiwiftrit was delivered to importers on

consignment. Importers were often confronted with more than one exPorter of New

zealandkiwifrtrit, and importers were known to sell direct to other distributors' In the

absence of other competitors, and with relatively small volumes of fruit this system

appeared adequate. However, by 1987 New Zealand kiwifruit glowers were receiving

dectining nominal prices for frgit, paplg increased interest fates' and confronted with

enormous increases in worldwide production (Iourneaux' 1988, 1989)' Consequently' in

1988 the NZKFA commissioned Coopers and Lybrand to conduct a full review of the

marketing structure (Coopers & Lybrand, 1988)'

CoopersandLybrand(1988)reportedthattherewaslittleincentiveforexporters

to excel, the only incentive being to avoid consistently worst performance' Performance

difficult for growers to assess gtven the timing and nahrre of crop payments - final

payments often reached growers after the following crop wils zubmitted' Innovations'

whAt there were, were rapidly adopted by the whole industry and market discipline was

absent. Coopers and Lybrand observed that the shortcomings itr the industry were

strucfirral. After a series of submissions and recommeldations to government the

Minister of Agriculture took the unprecedented step of polling growers directly'

Kiwifruit growers were found to be in near unanimous support of a marketing board

(3001 in favour to 569 against) (New zedandKiwifrnit Report, 1988)'

TheNewZea|andKiwifruitMarketingBoardwasestablishedwiththe

assumption that only by having control of the total crop from farmgate to the point of

sale could cost savings and consistent retlns be achierred (Iloneybone' 1988)' In the

absence of attention to distributive effests growers, o<porters and importers morimised

short-term profit within each stage of the value system; A' B or C of the Z'formModel'

With the imposition of a marketing board added value activities were introduced such tui

,2 
The only oceFion to the pooledgice was a $2.00 disincentira for small fruit (size coud {'6)'
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market specific packaging, branding, sophisticated storage, and zupply management'

only since attention has been paid to distributive effects has the industry pursued value

system-wide generative effects. Grower concerns such as those reported by Riordan

(1996) of further participation in generative effects through multinational activities are

inational.

The NZAPMB is similarly in a position to pursue generative effects because

distributive effects have been resolved. In this case the critical mass and coordination of

the NZAPMB enables the development of long term strategic options zuch as branding

what were commodities, the development of new varieties, and the long term pursuit of

relationship marketing. The configuration of the pipfruit industry provides equitable

sharing of risk amongst producers, and equitable loss of income in lieu of expected

returns. As with New Zealand's dairy indusrry and kiwifrrit industry the purzuit of

generative effects is a relatively recent phenomena' Prior to the mid-1980s the

NZAPMB was maintained largely for ideological reasons. since then the NZAPMB has

pursued the development of differentiated products, the control of distribution' branding'

and innovations. The CEO summarised the value system strategJ as follows:

What we have tried to do for our stakeholders is ensure the application of

strategies to achieve a competitive advantage, based on these fogr pladiorms

[summarised above] is zustaimble through whatever snvirqnm€nt we live in'

Obviously the overriding principle is to macimise retums to growers' that is why

we want a comPetitive advantage.

Configuration of these three industries - dairy, pipftrit and kiwifrtrit - ensures the

equitable disbursement of distributive effects amongst participating land-based

producers. In all cases resolution of distributive effests &om the producer's perspective

supports the pursuit of generative effects. The outcome of generative effects are then

redistributed. Ownership of stages in the value system by non-producers is all but

suppressed, exceptions include shipping and some packing and coolstorage in the pipfruit

industry. Therefore, both genoative and distributive effects acque to the land-based

producer, admittedly to the exclusion of other organisations' A model depicting the

relationship between distributive and generative effects is presented as Figure 6'2'
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Figure 6.2. Relationship between distributive effects and generative effects in

value systems where distributive effects are first resolved'

Resolution of distributive
effeds from a Producers'
view enables Pursuit of

generative etfects

Creation of generative
effects reinforces

distributive efiecis, and

naturallY attrads criticism
from those excluded

The relationship between distributive and generative effects eventually becomes

mutudlly reinforcing. However, in the case of New Zealand's dairy industry there is

emerging evidence that the resolution of equitable distributive effects is now' in some

circumstances, suppressing the pursuit of additional generative effects' The industry's

pricing model - the mechanism through which cooperatives are paid by the Board - is

serving to reduce investment in added value processing onshore' Cooperatives are'

therefore, not iodividually rewarded for the purzuit of competitive advantage'

Consideration is now drawn to alternative relationships between distributive and

generative effects. organisations zubstantially foreign owned have been avoided

tlroughout this snrdy. However, Heinz (Watties) provides a useful exa'mple for the

further discussion of relationships between distributive and generative effects' Heina

through their New zealaadzubsidiary watties, only need be concerned with di*ributive

effects to the level of satisfiing producers, that is their [Watties] marginal cost ensures

continuity of zuPPlY.

The configuration of the Heinz value system: many tand-based producers in New

Zeala'rd,A supplyrng an integrated multinational processor, C tkough F' is zuch that

Watties only needs to pay growers zufficient to acquire crop to specification - marginal

cost. If Watties were concerned with distributive effects beyond marginal cost they

would establish long term supply relationships with producers to encourage long-term

investment. As is, there are sufficient producers confronted with sufEcient land-use and

enterprise choice decisions to court annually, that is, the short-tean cotrtracts offered for
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short-term crops are zufficient to obtain supply. However, when alternate land uses

include alternate processors Watties may pay prices just greater than marginal cost'

The generative effects, for Watties benefit, are at least greater than the costs of

maintaining minimat distributive effects, that is the total cost of supply management is

less than the benefit to be obtained through those generative effects created' Supply

management may be one of their core competencies (R,adford Group, persond

communicatioq January, 1996). Other positive attributes of New Zealand's supply are

low cost, high quality products, green image, counter seasonal supply and export focus

(Lucas, 1993): sadly fruit and vegetable supply in New Zealand is considered low cost'

Heinz'sstrateryfortheWattiesbrandinAsiaistoselectadiscretenumberof

relationships, identify opportunities to add value, develop that capability and deliver

value quickly, and maintain control of value delivery (Lucas, 1993)' Downstream in the

value system reside 5% (trading companie s), 20Yo (repackers), and lToh (wholesalers)

markups (Lucas). Therefore, dweloping business relationships with the end-user to the

extent that intermediaries are circumvented will enhance generative effests for the benefit

of Heinz. However, there remeins little incentive to forward these beoefits in the forrr of

distributive effects to New Zealand's land-based producers' This arrangement provides

few opportunities to producers who wish to be regarded as more than zuppliers of low

cost product, namely, to establish the oppornrnity to Participate in profit sharing

(distributive effects). Of course it can be argued that Hefurz's downstream value system

activities provide oppornrnities for producers to offer product, that othenvise would not

exist. The relationship between generative effects and distributive effects in the absence

of a commitment to the distribution of wealth is depicted as Figrge 6'3'

Figure 6.3. Relationship between distributive effects and generative effects in

the absence of ideological commitment to the distribution of wealth'

Distributive effects onlY need
to satisfice to ensure
continuitY of suPPlY

Generative
effects

Distributive
effests
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A brief history of the New Zealand meat industry was presented in Chapter Five'

ln general terms generative effects amount to added value processing' packaging, and the

provision of services. Some of the industry participants had developed all of the value

system strategies. Distributive effects beyond those accrued by independently owned

organisations are prezumably accommodated through the substantid shareholding land-

based producers have in the industry. Approximately 90Yo of the processing' and

exporting industry is, in various guises, farmer-owned (Mathias' personal

communicatiorq May 1995). Shareholdings have largely been acquired by the NZIvIPB

on farmers' behalf, and returned to farmers as shares in lieu of cash rebates' Land-based

producers' shareholding in the meat industry is, at best, considered passive'

The meat processing sector is confronted with a similar dilernma as Watties: the

disincentive to reward producers any more than marginal cost' There are few regional

processors, and numerous producers supply a largely undifferentiated product' And until

recently there has been little incentive for producers to align thernselves with processors'

However, as described in the case study reports' processors seeking added value solicit

goods to predetermined specifications: the heart of the industrialised model introduced in

Section 2.8.5. Therefore, one rezult of processors pursuing added value downstream is

to strengthen supply relationships with producers'

In New Zaland supply management between producers and first stage

processors has traditionally been solved by legislated producer boards' The meat

industry has been besieged with demands for similar interventioq the most reoent

zubmission being from Smith and Cresswell (Tocker, 1995b; Ward, Smitll & Cresswell'

1995). Howevff, to date, no submissions identify where oppornrnities for generative

effects lie, and how, if these are captured can distributive effects be apportioned to New

Zealand owned organisations'

. Lorigan and Hannan (1990) conducted a study of the New Zealand lamb value

system through the LIK carcass market. The authors analysed profit and loss statements'

and balance sheets from farmers, processors, importefs, foreign processors' and retailers'

A zummary oflorigan and Harman's findings by sector is presented as Table 6'1' While

the rezults cannot be upheld as being definitive (see Hergert & Morris' 1989) they
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certainly steer attention towards the need for increased participation in specific value

system stages in the international location. Unfortr'rnately, participation in these same

activities was considered a source for the loss of flexibility and the creation of

dependency between processors and end-users'

Table 6.1. Financial performance of each stage in the New Zealand lamb

carcass to UK market value system (1989 data)'

Lorigan and Harman (1990) attribute profitabiiity in each sector to the

competitive stnrcture of the industry at that stage of the value system' The authors

conducted strucnral analysis in terms of Porter's (1980) five forces model by sector'

profit links were identified as the importer and multiple retailer, with renrns on

investment of 34o/o and 360/o respectivelyB. Lorigan and Harman correctly concluded

that ownership of consecutive links from the home-base location "may not yield the best

return on capital (which is in short zupply)"' Decision makers in the farrrer-owned

company distributing heavy lambs in the uS marka (Appendix Two, section lo'l)

reached the same conclusions by assez bling a lamb carcass at US retail prices' The

challenges for the meat industry al.e threefold' First, to resist calls for statutory

intervention second, create generative effects in the magnitnde of 2lYo ROI (weighted

,, 'fte median rEtJln to inrv€stors aoongst ForUme 1000 fo{ cornrpanies o\rer tbe Y ending

1995 is lplo. on rhis basis rbe food ind$tr'' i" Gljsir ranked 9th d 26 indrstrics (ForuEe, 1996, p' F-24)'

Tbe ind6try's median 
'gtum 

on equ$y fG th. ),€"t."d"g 1995 was 2l'4o/o (raoking fih) rcggded as thc

single moC rqortantftDmcial mio as it gruo itr\.Sott a 
*bandy garge withwhich to EeasEe EElagEo€ct'

pedornance,, (Ieitelh'm, 1996, p. 173); nnnn on asse{s l.Vi" (tU\, reurm on lwenres 42% (2lS)' and

rgurnto im/estors 3l'tr/o (ranking 25th)'

Land-based Integrated
producer Processor lmPorter

Processing, Distribution
and and

packaging retailing

$105m

S44Em

23.4

$7.7bn

1.3

$18m

$965m

1.8

$746m

2.4

E43m

$1.66bn

3.6

$127m

34

$42m

$2.2bn

1.9

$300m

4

$343m

$3.27bn

10.5

$945m

36

Net profft (NZ$)

Value (NZ$)

Net profit as % of
sales

Total capital
employed (NZ$)

Sector ROI

Nofe. From The vatue chain for New Zealand Lamb ' Finding the 'Profit Links'(p' 3) by G' B'

Lorigan and B. Harman, 1990, London: The Greenfields Group Ltd'
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average of downstream sectors in Table 6.1) and third, distribute those efffects to the

benefit of New Zealand participants'

The NZMPB has sought to enhance both generative effects and subsequent

distributive effects by investment in value added activities zuch as The New Zealand

Lamb Company - Canadian based offshore packing, distribution and marketing

operation. such investments have been conducted as armsJangth transactions on behalf

of New Zealand producers, the funds for such activities being drawu from livestock

levies. Processors do not, however, appeaf to be obliged to reward farmers' equity

holdings in the manner of dividends.

The case research farmer-owned company (Appendix Two, Section A2'1)

addressed generative and distributive effects near simultaneously' The company

established end-user business relationships in the international location' Intermediate

stages in the value system were then contracted to provide specific services to meet

market specifications. Early proposals considered by the company included investment

in the processing sector. These proposals were eventually discarded as services such as

processing, and logistics could be acquired on the open mafket' Business relationships

on the other hand had to be developed by the participants' The same difroJty

confionted AEFCO, only on a considerably larger scale' AEFCO's response was to

purchase the international meat trading business, Mathias Meatstn' thereby securing

international business relationships and expertise that would otherwise take decades to

develop (Lowe, personal communication' October 1996)'

The New Zealandmeat industry has for decades focussed on the acquisition of

livestock to the deuiment of market and product developmeot' In the absence of

ideological commitment to the equitable distribution of wealth betvreeo participants in

the home-base location acquisition between processors remains competitive' clearly'

generative effects reside in the international rnarketplace (refer Table 6'1) yet the

industry sti[ largely, procures supply competitively. There remain disincentives to

?o ldathias Mears has forcign ffices inlrdelbourne Singpre. Hong Kong."d S"+:. In addition o
Nery Zealand E€d pro6rds tbe coryuy Ead€s pg|ftr-v fron SsLh AnGrica !o Asia' pork from Canada O

Asia andredm€dfrom Ausnaliato Asia
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returning distributive effects captured in the international location for fear of creating

further rounds of procurement wars irrespective of generative effects - unless those

stages are directly owned by upstream participants, namely foreign ownership of land'

In the absence of generative effects discretionary investment in the industry by

producers, or for that matter processors, is irrational. In this industry sinrations of open-

competition between parallel value systems not only suppress investment and hence

generative effects but also restrain the distribution of wealth' Organisations such as

processors are thea confronted with a further dilemma" that of acquiring sufficient capitd

to pursue added value processes downstream. However' were the value system

gapturing generative effects realised from downstreag activities (D' E' F' G) processors

may not seek ownership from producers, prefening instead to be the sole beneficiaries of

wealth. Small scale specialist organisations operating at discrete stages of the value

system can, therefore, capture generative effects and have little incentive to distribute

wealth beyond the ability of their competitors, including scale operators encumbered

with inconsistent suPPlY.

The discussion raises a number of issues worthy of further consideration' one is

the lack of understanding of the relative effectiveness of various form of configuration

such as cooperatives, integfated companies, industrial networks and spot-markets to first

generate wealth and then to distribute wealth in the value system' Do any of these value

system configurations offer substantial advantages in terms of distributive or generative

effects? However, prior to considering the effectiveness of alternate forms of

configuration four features of value systems must be upheld'

First, competitive advantage should be domestically registere4 although not

necessarily domestically located. Registration in the home-base location does not

necessarily imply complete ownership, but must provide control and a mechanism for the

capture ofwealth. If organisations fail to manage sources of competfive advantage they

will receive no ,oore than satisficing distributive effects, irrespective of their willingness

to contribute to generative effects.
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Second, the international linkage is not consistently treated as unique. In some of

the case value systems it is'Just another link begeen the grower and the market"' This

view of international business appears to be prevalent throughout New Zealand's export-

dependent land-based industries. New Zealand's dependency on international markets'

and consequently managers' views of international business, provides a marked contrast

with that portrayed in the United States. Whereas US academics, industry commentators

and practitioners uphold the international linkage as being unique their NZ counterparts

take it for granted. The international linkage does, however, impose some unique

cultural, logistical, sanitary, and regulatory constraints' These constraints may be

overcome better by some forms of.configuration than others.

Third, glven the nature of New Zealurd's land resource many participants have

few land-use choices, and they also have the ability to retrench and absorb declining reai

income for significant periods of time. Thus, performance of value systems at the

farmgate level is likely to be masked in the short to medium term so that rigorous

analysis of farmJevel perforrrance may be frauglrt *i16 difEcultY

Fourth, the performance and recommendations for New Zealand's export-

dependent land-based value systems can be conducted at two levels; that of the

individual organisation and/or product; and, at the industry level on an aggregate scale'

What may be appropriate for an individual organisation may be quite unsatisfactory for

application at the aggregate level. Therefore, the challenge for each industry is to best

manage the unique industry-wide attributes of agriculnrral producdon that are largely

ignored by individual organisations.

To summarise, management of the source of competitive advantage and a

mechanism to repatriate wealth say through company regisTration in the home-base

location is desirable. The international linkage appears to be of considerably less

significance than anticipated at the outset of the study. Farm performance is not an

accurate or consistent mea$re of the perforrrance of value systems in the short term'

Finally, the performance of alternate value systems needs to be considered at both the

individual organisation and aggregate level'
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6.3. APPLICATTON OF TIIE TIIEORY TO ALTERNATE VALT]E

SYSTEM CONFIGI.]RATIONS

IIE OBJECTIVE OF THIS SECTION is to compare alternate value system

configurations. The extreme configurations are identified as a vertically

integrated monopsony on the one hand, and a non-integrated value system

reliant on spot-market transactions on the other' Between the two reside numerous

configurations which include industrial networks of specialist organisations' and multi-

stage organisations such as integrated processors bounded by structured supply

relationships with producers. The capacity to impose value system strategies from each

of the configurations, and the zubsequent enhancement of distributive and generative

effects is now considered-

Attention has already been drawn to the absence of discussion of wealth

distribution among adjoining, non-integlated organisations' Industry participants

suggested that the process is ameliorated by change (adaptation see Eastorq 1992)' and

tangible commitment to the business relationship (Morgan & Hunt' 1994)' The

relationship is, however, stiil influenced by open-competition from parallel value systems

and the spot-market. Therefore, the levels of wealth accrued by each organisation will'

to some deglee, be assuaged by levels achieved elsewhere. This confirms the validity of

industry strucrural analysis (Porter, 1980) and industry-wide analysis of profitability'

Spot-markets were normally avoided by the case snrdy organisations' although

they were used by the integrated process or to absorb inconsistent supply' Spot-markets

have few redeeming feanrres other than that the organisation avoids resource

dependency by retaining flexibility at the dissretion of the actor' spot-markets provide

organisations with data" and appeal to the gambler's instinct. More importantly, spot-

markets suppress the development of generative effects because in the short term there is

little incentive for change. Further, distributive effects acque near exclusively to the

organisation advantaged by asymmerical bargaining power'

Structuring supPly is a stratery to configure specific linkages in the value system'

The extreme form of this strategy is marked by the monopsony producer board where all
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linkages in the home-base location benefit from structure' At the other extreme are

contractual relations between adjoining independently-owned organisations' Structured

supply relationships zuch as those between producers and the integrated processor

described in Appendix !o.3.2 (venison to France) offer considerable advantages over

spot-market transactions. Notably, structured supply reduces transaction costs' initiates

the development of resource specificity, and appears to be one prelusor for business

relationships (accepting that the overwhelrning numbers of both producers and

consumers effectively precludes them from participation at the aggregate level)'

structured supply internalises dat4 organisations being in near direct or direct contact'

Because benefits oufweigb costs structured supply enhances generative effects over the

spot-market. Distributive effects may, in some circumstances' also be enhanced as

organisations have the opportunity to assume greater responsibility for their goods'

However, when small numbers bargaining exists contractor organisations in weak

positions will remain rewarded with satisficing returns.

Industrial netwofks developed through connectedness with end-users, is the next

step towards internalising the value system. Jarillo (1993) identifies the industrial

netviork as the preferred configuration in the presence of high transaction costs and high

integration costs. Industrial networks zuch as that described in Appendpr' L2'2 (larnb to

Germany) provide a number of advantages over structured supPly relationships'

Importantly, end-user connectedness provides a conduit from which to mitigate

intermediaries' bargaining Power. Synergies within networks accelerate change and

diferentiation to the benefit of all organisations, including consumers' Transaction costs

are reduced and resource specificity is developed further than in cases of structured

supply. Therefore, networked forms of configr:ration have tangible advantages over

strucrured supply and the spot-market. However, from an internediate orgurisation's

perspective connectedness between buyers and suppliers may be a disadvantage'

Connectedtress is a disadvantage if the cost of reduced returns' through the mitigation of

bargaining Pov/er, is greater than the benefits achieved'

The critical issue is whether networked forms of configuration in export-

dependent land-based value systems have inherent advantages over further integration'

that is call a network improve both generative and distributive effects better than



integrated forms of configuration? Integration provides

distributive effects are captured' Bargaining power and'

retention of wealth is expected to remain within the

connectedness.
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a means of enwring that

therefore, the asYmmetrical

network desPite end-user

whether networks have the ability to improve the generation of wealth over an

integrated organisation is an iszue that will be contingent on the goals of management

and the cost struchrre associated with product flow. For example, Porter (1985) stated

that one potential soutce of an organisation's competitive advantage lies in creating

synergy between activities within the value chain. It is unlikely, although not impossible'

that these synergies are developed to the same degree by adjoining organisations'

irrespective of the strength of business relationships' Conversely' it remains

management's obligation to ensure that those synergies are developed and not

squandered in the integrated organisational form (see Andrews, 1987; Hamel &

Prahalad, 1988; Hamermestr, 1990; Prahatad & Hamel, 1990)' Integrated organisations'

as described by chandler (1962), Sloan (1963) and Ansoff (1965) also ensure that

benefits captured from sourcing alternative land-based products to enhance product lines

and extend the lengh of supply are captured'

One consideration of networked value systems is the ownership of competitive

advantage. Until now New Zealand registered participants have been recommeoded to

manage the source of competitive advantage (see previous section)' However' there are

likely to be value systems where net wealth is greater when an internationally registered

organisation holds the source of competitive advantage - by virtue of scale' knowledge'

learning, locatiorg resources or whatever' In these value systems the role of New

Zealandparricipants is to sustain that competitive advantage by supplying differentiated

goods and serrrices. The sgpply of differentiated goods and senrices ensues that

participants receive prices greater than marginal cost. Further, supply relationships will

evolve creatitrg dependency on behalf of the international organisation' The challenge

confronting New Zealand registered participants is to ensure that their goods and

services are trot replicated by competitors. In doing so, they too will have developed a

source of competitive advantage - eventgally resulting in mutual dependency'
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The capacity of export monopsonies, vertically integrated Processors' industrial

networks of specialist organisations, and spot-markets to impose each of the six value

system strategies differs markedly. To be sure the six value system strategies derived

from empirical evidence is not exhaustive. other strategies such as the management of

competitive advantage, and the capability to source product from dternate bome-base

locations also need to be considered. All of the case study value systems included at

least two forms of configuration. For example, on no occasions was the NZAPMB

observed to maintain complete integration from producer to international consumer'

similarly, the integrated processor's value system of retailing lamb in Denmark is

dependent on the contractual supply of lamb' Therefore, the case value systems display

relative rather than absolute levels of integration- Nevertheless, it is useful to consider

the effect that alternate forms of configuration have on the opporunity to impose value

system strategies. Management and the shareholder goup are sympathetic to the purzuit

of value added activities. In this respect the export monopsony producer board ought to

be at a significant advantage (refer to the discussion of the NZKMB in the previous

section for the opposing view). At the other extreme are spot-market transactions which

hold no redeeming feahyes. Spot-market transactions preclude the oppornrnity to

impose any form of value system stratery'

In terms of relative integration vertically integrated processing and non-integrated

industrial networks hold intermediary positions between monopsony boards and spot-

markets. The integrated processor, who in this study commonly completed processing'

B, exporth E, C, and importing, D, has a zuperior capability to impose select value

system strategies over industrial networks' First, the integfated organisation has a

stronger capability to develop brands by virtue of retaining ownership of sequential

stages of the value system. Second, the integrated processor's value system is eaSier to

maintain in a closed state, again by virnre of fewer organisations' Thir4 the integrated

operation has a stronger capability to nanage sources of competitive advantage' again

for similar reasons. Finally, the integrated organisation can source products from

.lt"*"t" home-base locations. Here lies the importance of the international linkage:

Organisational capability to exploit sotgces of competitive advacage that are located

internationaly. A sumrnary of the capacty of each of the configurations is presented in

Ta;ble 6.2.
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of alternate value system configurations to impose value

PabilitY of altemateive assessment of the

configurations to impose a specific strategy'

The capacity to impose strategies consistently across a value system appeats to

decline as the number of organisations resPonsible for product flow increases' That is

not to suggest that a single-organisation value system will be more consistent in imposing

stratery, but rather that it has the capacity to do so. For example, all organisations in the

case study value systems were obsewed to pgrzue various forms of differentiation'

The interpretation of case snrdy differeltiation in the form of Johnson and

Scholes,s (1993) competitive strategies - the strategy clock - assists in the identification

of sources of teasion between organisations in the value system' In one case value

system a land-based producer was adding value at increased cost: a strategJ of focussed

differertiation. fur adjoining interurediate organisation was adding value at decreased

cost (hybrid), while the zubsequ€nt organisation was again adding value through

increased cost. In effect the intermediate organisation was enjoying an inoeasingly

profitable position in the value system and the burden of cost was being sbifted to

a-djoining organisations. Not only is this ercample indicative of inconsisteflt stratcgy but it

is also s5mptomatic of asyrnmetrical bargaining Power'

Predominant value system configuration

Value system strategy
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producer board

Non-integrated
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network SPot-markel
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integrated
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similar inconsistencies in the imposition of competitive strategies may exist in an

integrated organisation. However, in an integrated organisatiou it remains

management's prerogative to cross-zubsidise the performance of one stage with that

achieved in another. In a non-integrated value system the costs of differentiation are

shifted to organisations with less bargaining power' Therefore, there remains a need for

additional transparency in industrial networks to avoid tension.

The capacity to impose, value system strategies consistently across adjoining

organisations is, in itse[ a source of competitive advantage' Further' the capacity to do

so must have a direct relationship on the generation of wealttq, and oppornrnities for

subsequent wealth distribution. The export monopsony ought to provide stakeholders

with greater wealth than other forms of organisation simply because the configUration

has a greater capacrty to impose consistent value system strategies' The integrated

organisation again has the capacity to deliver advantages over industrial networks' Spot-

markets have no capability to deliver generative ef[ects.

The objective of the following section is to ertend the emergent theory of value

systems to minerals, fisheries, and forestry. The configuration of the three New Zealand

industries is discussed in general terns, generative and distributive effects are resolved'

6.4 ExTENsIoNSoFTIIETHEORY:NON-AGRARIAN

HE MINING, FORESTRY, AI.{D FISHERY INDUSTRIES in New Zealand

are characterised by a wide diversity of value system configUrations' Each

industry has fully integrated value systems owned by multinationals located in

either the home-base or international location. Similarly, each industry contains

numerous privatefy owned ventures at each stage of the value system' At the equivalent

stage as the land-based producer, A, organisations are as discrete as individual

prospectors, privately owned trawlers, and farrr woodlots' Similady, in the international

location the interface with the consumer responsible for the provision of marketing,

sales, and s-ustomef, service, G, is provided by multinational retailers alongside locally

owned hardware stores, fishmongers, and jewellers'
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Multinational publicly owned wood processing firms procure logs from forest

owners. Throughput in this form is secondary to logs from their own forests' held as

land-owners, leasees, or through cutting rights. Similarly, multinational fishing

companies acquire fish on the spot-market and through contracts with independent

fishermen, in addition to owning their own fleet of trawlers' The mineral extraction

industry is no different. Large scale processors purchase minerals' in New Zealand this

largely consists of gold, iron and coal, from indepandently owned sources alongside their

own claims. Of note, however, is that all large scale operators in all these industries are

fully integrated upstream. They are not solely dependent on inPuts from sources external

to the organisation. In fact in the mineral and forestry industries the majority of inputs

are provided by integrated sources.

consideration of these industries in terms of generative and distributive effects is

no different from their agrarian counterpafts. Distributive effects accrue to those

organisations with asymmetrical bargaining power even in the preseuce of structured

supply management. Generative effects benefit from the same configurations as those

summarised in Table 6.2, except that in the mineral industry there are internationally

accepted daily commodity prices for raw material. Ttre price of gold at us$380'65 per

ounce (The Dominion, 1996), therefore, benchmarks the entire industry from producer

to retailer. The ability to add value to goods made of gold is limited to the application of

workmanship beyond the value of the raw material' However' unlike the goods

considered in this snrdy, metals can be stored indefinitely and have near endless capacity

for recycling. But while a ceiling is placed on generative effects it also protects

disuibutive effecrs to the benefit of those organisations dwoid of bargaining Power'

One consistent feature of these industries that differs from pastord agriorlture is

the ownership of production by the processing sector' Oumership of productiou en$rres

access to product. In these latter industries the processitrg sec'tor is resource dependent'

plant is located in areas where it has little alternative uses, and invariably srff.ers from

zunk costs. These considerations are, howevef,, not unique tO the fishing' forestry and

mining industries - the dairy and meat industries spring to mind.
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The dairy industry in New Zealand has resolved dependency between the

production and processing sector. Ownership of the two sectors is common, long since

brought about by the near immediate perishability of milk and the need for increased

bargaining power in the international location. Despite farmers' considerable ownership

of the meat processing sector, production and fust stage processing are managed as

separate industries. As the meat industry pursues added value activities product

specifications will continue to be refined. Tighter grading standards will serve to

increase the perishability of livestock, lambs more so than deer or beef. Therefore, in

the near future farmers will not be able to wittrhold livestock from processing. However,

currently there remain few incentives for either sector to integrate.

The history of the US automobile industry provides a synopsis of the arguments

for integration versus networks. The industry was, simplistically, highly integrated in the

past. For example, Ford owned rubber plantations in South East Asia, and glass

manufacturing plants in the US. By comparison the automobile industry is now less

integrated in that parts such as brakes (Taylor, 1994b) are commonly provided by OEMs

(original eguipment manufacturers). Most manufacturers recognise that key components

such as the engine, gearbox and body a.re sources of competitive advant€e and"

therefore, retain their manufacture in-house. However, "the next generation of

manufacturing may take Detroit out of the business of auto production and into the

realm of coordinating superproficient zuppliers by what's becoming known as the virtual

factoqt'' (Taylor, p. 48). But while oppornrnities reside for OEMs, Creneral Motors

saved US$4bn n 1992 and 1993 by price cutting and negotiating huge volume discounts

(Taylor, l99a{ by imposing their bargaining power on suppliers.

In addition to disintegration manufacturers in the automobile industry have

reduced the number of OElvIs. No longer is management concerned about the need to

play one supplier offagainst another. Focus on price, long discarded by the Japanese, at

the experue of "quality, innovation, logistics and product dwelopment" (Steele, 1995, p.

7) is not conducive to the development of strong business relationships. The "average

number of suppliers to European car assemblers" has fallen from 1200 in 1990 to 850 in

1993 and is "predicted to fall to 425by 1997".
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Not only are there advantages to be gained by disintegrated organisational forms

but there are further advantages to be gained by reducing the number of suppliers' The

mode of mutual prosperity and dependency is considered far zuperior to "adversarial

competitive relationships with many small zuppliers" (Steele, 1995, p' 7)'

There are several imptications of this paradigm shift for New Zealand's export-

dependent land-based value systems. First, the number of producers imposes a

constraint on t}e development of strong business relationships - short of the massive

aggregation of farms. Second, reluctance to commit to sfiong business relationships

downstrearn is symptomatic of the insecurity to supply gogds - exacerbated by

knowledge of variability in productioo due to dependency on biological systerns (risk)'

Third, comrnitment to supply large organisations in the international location requires

critical mass in the home-base location and, may, necessitate the acquisition of

complementary or supplementary goods elsewhere'
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CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSIONS

METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS, FURTHER RESEARCH A}{D

RECOMMENDATIONS

Within hours, even within a modest number of minutes' the frlm would

with reality. t woutd oi iaing up that au,e!1ue, and by thgt sin-gle act I would be

,""tng oif forer"r the foi hoit eventfA years of my life. Any minute now "'
The End.

Ted Simon. (19S0). Jupitefs Travels'

7.1 INTRODUCTION

ONCLUSIONS ARE FIRST PRESENTED in terms of the methodolory used

for the development of the theory. A discussion of the iterative' eclectic and

dvnamic nature of the research methodology is provided, and limitations to the

methodology identified. Prescriptive considerations developed during the shrdy are

applied to the Z-formModel in Section 7.3. Significant literary contributions are then

identified. Section 7.4 provides a brief discussion of contextual variables exogenous to

the theory. The theory presents the basis of an acceptable paradigm for the study of

configuration and management of export-dependent land-based value systems'

Application of the theory need not necessarily be confined to land-based industries' as

was evident in Chapter Six, nor those emanating from a small country' The role and

scope for further research is reviewed. Hypotheses are presented to provide direction to

and encourage the pursuit of ongoing research in our land-based industries' Lastly' and

by no means least, recommendations are provided for practitionefs.

This chapter is not an attempt to draw to a close research on the zubject nor to

provide a definitive methodological guide for the future' The aim of the chapter is to

summarise the theory relative to the Z-form Model and identify paths for continued
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fruitful research that will benefit both practitioners and the continuing development of

contributing academic disciplines.

7.2 REYIEW OF METHODOLOGY

HE METHODOLOGY USED IN THIS STUDY is sreative theory building' A

conjoint approach to theory building was dweloped. Contributions from both

deductive theory building from the literature" and inductive theory building fiom

empidcal evidence were used in the process. Two important issues relating to the process of

theory building as adopted for this study, were rais€d in Chapter Four' First' a mechanistic

issge: how to combine conUibutions from both literary an empirical sources and second' how

much of each contribution is necessary for effective theory building'

Inlg67 Glas€r and Strauss provided an alternate research methodology. Subsequent

to their original publicatioq Tle Dixovery of Grounded Theory,there have been a series of

informative tsds providing Sidaoce to researchers with creative desires' The work of Mles

& Hubsrman (1994), Crummesson (1991) and Stragss & Co$in (1990) contributed to this

sildy. Howwer, Glaser and Strauss are considered by this author to be central contributors

to inductive theory building in ttre social sciences and associated disciplines'

Although there is unrch ado in the business and sociological literature about inductive

(grounded) and deductive theory building the distinction, if purured too far' only serves to

hinder progress. Put simpty, it doesn't appeal to matter whaf sources of widence are used'

It is significantly more important to determine the value of contributioru against some broad

frameworh in this case the Z-formModel" rather than whether they are from one particular

sogrce or other - literary or empirical. Howwer, the distinction does become useful when

coffionting a research proble,m Lr the absence of appropriate literAure the researcher is first

coffionted with the need for inductive research. Only at the completion of a initial iteration is

the researcher in a posfion to begin rderring theory to empirical widence' Farnilirity with

the nature of the research problem sd relwurt literature at the ogtset may enable the

researcher to dwelop theory deductiveb, or to ev€n test theory as a first iteration' Hower"er'

it should be recalled that there is a near vacuum of commentary on food industries in the
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business literature. without a grounding in the productive biological sciences (agriculture and

horticulture) the researcher may well be dependent solely on anecdotal evidence'

Combining sour@s of theory was not difrcult provided the contributions were not

mutually exclusive, through inconsistent temporal boundaries, and they were offered at similar

levels ofabstraction. The degree ofcontribution from each source appeared dependent on a

number of issues but importantly on the relevance of zubject matter and generalisability'

Although the context of this study is unique, ernpirical data sources were of immediate

relevance - supporting what in hindsight was a tedious Process of case selection' Selected

contributions from the business literature, referred to at the conclusion of the following

sectioq were found to be goreralisable to land-based indugries.

The theory building process provided zufrcient structure to en$re that the creative

process is repeatable and that the process is void of speoilative leaps' The unique attributes

ofNew Zealand's agriculnral production provided thernata that were used to filter and gulde

the inductive process. The distinc'tion befiueen value syste,ln stratqges imposed by individual

organisafiors and those lmposed at the aggregate let/el was also recognised and uphdd'

Importantly, the unique atEibutes enzured that commodity product and level of consistency

were maintained as antecedent variables in the causal network' The typical presence of many

producers and few firs stage processors, and biological variability - in all its manifestations -

forces the independent recognition ofindividual and aggregate value qystem strategies'

The research txas been conducted fiom the perspective of organisations located in the

home.base location. Within the homebase location a producer's perspective on value

syst€Nns has be€n maintained, partiolarty with reqpect to the relatiorships betrreen generative

urd disfibutive €trects - notably the accrual of wealth by producers' Howwer' that need not

constrain the theory in a presctipive sense' from processors and oryorters because it is in

their interest to also acsue the benefits of generative etrects. Evidsrce supports the

cortention that rmless disribunive effects are equitable participation in gene;r*ive eftects is

limit€rt. Therefore, similar value system strategies are expected to be designed or emerge

irresp€ctive of the stakeholder goup.
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The theory's temporal (Whetten, 1989) boundaries are New Zealand's export-

dependent land-based value systems during the mid-1990s. Consideration of other industries

as value systems appears a useful extension of the theory Further, the relationship between

generative and distributive effects is a useful diagnostic tool from which to consider linkages -

competitive or collaborative - between any two organisations. Significant elements of the

theory are, howwer, contexnrally constrained. The relationship betweerr commodity

products, levels of consistenry, and some attributes of organisations are unique features of

agricgltural production, particularly pastoral basd agiculttse' Thereforg the cagsal network

cannot always be applied to other value systerns without recognition of unique endogorous

attributes.

Buildingtheorywittrtheconstraintoffalsifiability@acharacll1989)isatoddswith

the dwelopment of any paradigrn, invariably tools and techniques for measurernent follow

from the dwetopment of good theory (refer section 4.3). Bacharach's remaining sritefia for

evaluating theory is utility. The scope of categorieVvariables was observed to o$end beyond

the case strdy indusfiies, although the scope of conceptvconstructs is in some instances

limited clearly to land-based agfiorlture. However, conc€pts relating to the value system and

value system strategies are not similarly constrained' For ercamplg the concept of business

relationships, failure, organisations, open-competitiorL spot-market, the six value systern

strategies, wealth disfrbution and wealth generation appear to hold ocplanatory and

predictive potential for value qystems elsewhere. In that sense the theory has utility (meeting

Bacharach's criteria), albeit at the orparse ofparsimony'

7.3 TIIE TIIEORY AI\D THE ZFORM MODEL

HE TI{EORY OF VALUE SYSTEMS was, in part, developed from the

descriptive interpretation of the Z-form Modet' Having dweloped concepts

and propositions during the course of study such as value system strategies it is

now appropriate to revisit the model and apply those considerations in a prescriptive

(normative) sense. As stated in Section 6.3 the critical stages of the value system to

manage are those where competitive advantage resides' The numerous configgrations

encountered across both industries and markets suggests that the location of competitive
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advantage is not consistent amongst land-based value systems. Further, competitive

advantage can be created and just as equally dissipated. Therefore, management's role

in the value system is to either capture, create or sustain competitive advantage, a role

that explicitly requires the need for change.

Management must avoid being locked into industries that do not have the

potential for competitive advantage (e.g., buggy whips or cartwheels). Therefore,

management must create an environment of continuous change (Strebel, 1994).

Administrative heritage is claimed to impede larger organisations before smaller

organisations @artlett & Ghoshal, 1989). The implication is that industrial networks of

smaller organisations potentially have a greater capability for continuous change, by

virnre of the size of each organisation, than either integrated organisations or societal

marketing boards.

Greater opportunities to differentiate land-based goods occur downstream from

home-based production and primary processing. Additional processing, tailored

packaging, marketing point-of-sale promotion and innovative retailing are atl

mechanisms through which goods can be differentiated, value added and competitive

strategies developed. Some of these mechanisms can be conducted from the home

location providing business relationships are established with end-users. In this case the

astual location of secondary processing and packing will be deterndned largely on the

basis of cost. Clearly, one of the intangible costs being reconciled by some organisations

is the loss of flenbility. However, as discussed in the prorious sections those

organisations are not likely to be confronted with that dilemma for long - they will cease

to exist. Failure to differentiate goods to end-user specifications anounts to dependency

on spot-markets and weak business relationships, none of which create value.

Providing the relative bargpining power of intermediate organisations can be

reduced, or better still negated through end-user connectedness, there appear few real

advantages of integrating adjoining stages of the value systern. But in the absence of

relief from bargaining power the organisation will only receive returns zufficient to

ensure continuity of supply. The buyer has no incentive to pay more. The costs of

integration through additionat stages needs to be assessed, the analysis being no different
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from other business decisions. However, the global trend towards fewer retailers with

greater bargaining power does not auger well for New Zealand exporters and

distributors. Therefore, the only real avenue open to exporters and distributors is the

establishment of strong business relationships with end-users. Unfortunately, multiples

have the beneficial end of business relationships and are in a position to apply

asymmetrical bargaining power. Yet there is evidence that multiples will accept a smaller

trading margtn from suppliers of prefened goods and services demanded by the

consumer than those extracted from the suppliers of commodity goods (e.g., ENZA

lnternational in Britain),

Land-based producers af,e confronted with the choice between numerous

upstream configurations to avoid selling goods on the spot-market. The sale of goods

on the spot-market represents failure, failure to generate wealth; failure to differentiate

goods; failure to develop some form of technological advantage; and, failure to show

managerial attention and perspective beyond the organisation's stage of the value system.

This configuration, while available is neither plausible nor sustainable hence the

industriali sation of agriculture.

Configuration through structure and business relationships provides an

opportunity to differentiate goods and some scope for participation in the subsequent

distribution of wealth. The distribution of wealttr, howwer, will be influenced by both

relative bargaining power and the proximity of open-competition between value systerns.

Configuration through srnrctured supply and shareholding provides a simple means of

capturing the distribution of wealth. The land-based producer, therefore, is both zupplier

and stakeholder, rewarded for the sale of goods through stnrcnred pricing and the

generation of wealth through dividends.

The capture of legislation for the maintenance and establistrment of societal

marketing boards appears to be the preferred configuration of many producers.

Producer cooperatives and export monopsonies ensure that competition for goods is not

dissipated in the home-based locatiorq producers receive all distributive effects, the scale

of such organisations enhances bargaining power, and the resolution of distributive

effects enables the pursuit of generative effects. The optimal configuration of an export-
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dependent land-based value system, one interpretation of the transnational solutiorq is

depicted in Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.1. Normative configuration of export-dependent land-based value

systems: The transnational solution.

As noted in Chapter One the NZKMB was established by government during the

current shift towards a free-market economy. However, the NZKMB was established at

little cost to the then current participantsTs (producers and exporters), when the industry

was confronted with failure. The meat industry, focus of a current argument for

government intervention, is not confronted with similar circumstances. The industry

earned a ta:r-paid profit of $34rq $12ftn" $150n, and $160m [estimate] in 1993, 1994,

1995 and 1996 respectively Qlall, 1996). The current value of assets located in New

Zealand is estimated as some $680m representing a rsturn of 23o/o, currently comparable

with that reported in the US food industry (see Footnote 84). The fully integrated value

syslem from producer to end-user is the only means of enzuring that aII generative

effects, wherever they cunently occur and where they may occur in the future, are

?t Two respondents ma& oomnents to the efiect thal, 'You can get on the phone and be

erporting hortiorlnral prodrce tomorro*'... all it takes is fax jockws".

I ntegrated production,
processing and exporting

Processing, packing, distribution, sales,
marketing, and service
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distributed to organisations located in the home-base location - providing of course that

is where ownership is held.

Several of the case study value systems approach this ideal configuratioq the

differences being less than full ownership of downstream activities, and/or non-integrated

production and processing. Less than total integration does not represent or necessitate

failure. Linkages between organisations can be progressively improved, to the benefit of

both parties, by structurg and business relationships, However, dependency on business

relationships at any stage of the value system creates the need for end-user

connectedness. In the absence of end-user relationships intermediaty organisations,

wherever they are located in the value system, have the ability to extract distributive

effects in the short term, more so when open-competition is provided by similarly poorly

configured value systems.

The single most important issue confronting participants in New Zealand's

exportdependent land-based value systems is selecting which stages to own or control.

New Zealand participants must first own/controVmanage the stages where competitive

advantage resides, knowing that over time the sources, and hence location of competitive

advantage may change. Failure to develop adequate foresight (Hamel & Prahalad,1994)

of the value system stages and linkages responsible for future sources of competitive

advantage will rezult in the erosion ofbargaining power for these participants.

The research objective was to dwelop a theory of the configuration and

management of New Zealand's export-dependent land-based value systems. The Z-form

Model provided a framework for considering both literary and empirical contributions.

The Model was first elaborated with the unique attributes of land-based industries and

then the effects of relevant literary contributions, a process described in Chapter Four.

The empirical contributions were observed to underpin both configuration and

management, providing six value system strategies that either create vdue or enhance

zubsequent wealth distribwion. Literary contributions have been drawn through the

study to support the empirical contributions and assist in both descriptive and normative

interpretations of the Z-form Model. Lastly, it is necessary to identi$ those key
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contributions to facilitate the paths of future research. Only now that the end-point is

approached is it fair to position the study in terms of specific disciplines.

Key literary contributions were drawn from three disciplines: international

business, strategic management, and agribusiness. Influential contributions from

international business include Ghoshal and Bartlett's (1989) text, The Transnational

Sofution. Their perspective of the attributes of various structures remains at the core of

the modified Z-form Model.

Key contributions from strategic management include D'Aveni's (1994) text,

Hlpercompetition; and Porter's (1985) tert, Competitive Advantage, in which he

summarises his earlier works, and reports his view of relative bargaining power. Hamel

and Prahalad's (1994) l.r;rt, Competingfor the Future, represants their interpretation of

new age strategic management, and again summarises most of the earlier contributions

published in the Huvqd Business Review. Johnson and Scholes's (1993) interpretation

of generic strategies as the strategy clock is useful but their perspective benefits when

considered in conjunction with that from D'Aveni. Strebel's (1994) change af,ena

provides a powerfi.rl tool from which to interpret the forces of change, nameh that the

desired position of an organisation, value system or industry is one of zustainable

compaitive advantage - a position approaching near continuous change. Lastly, and

perhaps most significantly, is the published work from the IMP Soup @aston, 1992;

Ford, 1990; Hakansson & Snehota, 1995) which describes and operationalises the

dwelopment of the industrial networks approach.

Agribusiness, a unique application of strategic management, provided the ground

from which to consider productio4 processing, packing, distributior\ markaing and

consumption of land-based goods and services as a seamless activity. Of note are the

plenary worlcs on commodity systems by Davis and/or Goldberg (1956; 1957;1968) and

the.industrialisation of agriculture from Godwin and fones (1971). More recent works

on tighter vertical coordination in US agriculture are offered by Barkema, Drabenstott

and Welch (1991) and Sporleder (1992).
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7.4 CONTEXTUAL VARIABLES EXOGENOUS TO THE TTIEORY

O SPECIFIC ATTENTION has been directed at GATT, VRAs (voluntary

restraint agreements), quotas, and the plethora of trade barriers, restrictions

and phytosanitary regulations that encompass much international trade in

agriculture. Although the empirical contribution to the study was conducted in the

presence of such agreements on no occasion did any respondent mention intervention or

barriers to trade. The theory development has been reported on the basis that the

paradigm prevails, irrespective of interventionist policies and trade barriers. Trade

barriers, including those into Japan, are neither insurmountable nor perhaps of much

relwance to closed value systems.

The relative level of producer subsidy equivalents, the OECD's measure of

support to land-based producers, in select countries is presented in Table 7.1. Steele

(1993) reports that the total subsidy per OECD farmer in 1993 was the equivalent of

some $20,000. In New Zealand the totd producer subsidy amounted to $1,400 during

the same year. Agricultural policy in the EC efFectively "inzulates growers from the

realities of international markets" (p. 2), as it does in Japan, and to a lesser extent

Canada and the United States. Therefore, New Zealand producers have to compete in

foreign markets against heavily subsidised domestic production. It is fortunate that, at

least with perishable goods, New Zealand has advantages in terms of seasonality.

Table 7.1. Relative levels of producer subsidy equivalents in select countries

and free trade blocks for 1993.

Country or Free Trade
Block

Producer subsidy equivalent
(Vo\

Japan

EU

Canada

USA

Australia

New Zealand

70

48

32

23

9

3

IVofe. From Singte Desk Selting in the Export of Apples and Pears From New Zealad, (p. 2),

by M. Steele, 1995, Bedfordshire, UK: Cranfield School of Management.
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A further issue exogenous to the theory is the role of the state. Intervention on

producers'beha[ at producers' insistence, has been acknowledged and evaluated. The

statutory powers granted to export monopsony producer boards such as the NZAPMB,

the NZDB and the NZKMB have been observed to benefit producers in terms of first,

distributive effects and second, generative effects. tn the absence of attention to

distributive effects the purzuit and participation in generative effects appears constrained,

if not limited. These interventions are viewed as a means of achieving configuration and

structure, not as an inherent part of configuration or structure.

The prevalent governmental ideology in New Z,ealandof fiee-markets and open-

competition was briefly summarised in Chapter One. Alternative ideologies are available

to the government that, at first glance, offer better opportunities for economic

development (see Hampden-Turner & Trompenaars, 1994). Wilks (1990) summarises

alternate views of the state as follows:

The Anglo-Sa:ron cultures of the United States and the United Kingdom

are biased towards an individualistic free-enterprise model of strategy that

denigrates explicit reliancc upon the state. By contrast, the traditional

nationalism of the French and German states, and the developmental role

of the Japanese state, have given to the Anglo-Saxon world's major

competitors industrial cultures in which the enlisting of state resources is

seen as a natural and important part of strategic management. (p. 13l)

National approaches to strategy car; therefore, be heavily distorted by what is locally

regarded as culturally legitimate. From this perspective the classical and evolutionary

emphasis on markets and profitability, to the exclusion of state resources and national

interests are simply the product of very particular historical and social circumstances.

True to this fashion, Porter (1980) sr.rbzumed the role of Government in his five forces

model offactors inffuencing the profitability of industry, and recognised Crovemm€,(t as being

of only relatively minor importance in his diamond theory (1990).

I^astly, the role of industry leaderstrip (Pattersorl Greeny, McM[arL & Switder,

1996) in the value syst€iln has unintentionally been ignored. Specific organisations provide
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leadoship, akin to that expected from hub firms. The key characteristics of leadership

displayed by participants in the case study value systems appeared to be foresight - in terms of

what properly configured value systems could achieve - and absolute commitrnent towards

the personal invesfinent required for success. Only then were adjoining and non-adjoining

participants likely to share in the development of closed value systems.

7.5 DIRECTIONS FOR FUTTJRE RESEARCH

TI{ERE STILL REIvIAINS TI{E ISSUE OF TFIEORY TESTING. Einstein

(cited in Hohon, Lg7g)regarded refenal to empirical enidence as the last step in his

EJASE model of science (depicted as Figure 1.2). Therefore, the procedure of

theory testing represents closure, at least in terrns of one creative cycle of science. One

conclusion from this study is that extant knowledge of value systerns is incompletg and the

knowledge of land-based value systems inadequate. Porter's (1935) recommendation for the

management of value systems is yet to attract the attention of academicsT6. Value systems

involve at least two organisations, therefore, the single organisation focus of sfategic

management is not necessarily a comfortable puadrgm from which to pursre their

examination. Ahernatively, the o<amination of collaborative linkages betwen organisatiotls,

once the domain of the European indusrid marketers (IMP Group), is now under increCIfug

influence from applied sociologists. It would be a strame if the industrial networks paradigm

was reduced to the study of business communication processes. Important issues requiring

further research are nou/ presented in the form of null hlpotheses.

The relative performance of networked forms of organisations and integrated

organisations needs to be resotved. The New Zealand meat industry provides rich orarrples

of both. Dstributive effects in the integrated organisation aocrue solely to stakeholdoq for

example, e,rrployees, shareholders, brryerq and zuppliers. Meeting the collective demands of

the. stakeholder group is a source of competitive advantage. In an industrial network

distrbntive effects accrue to owners of several organisations (and all their zubsequent

tt 
Consider the quafiity and scope of lirer*ure on ralue chains and five foroes afrcting infusry

profitatilin' relative to value systems.
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stakeholders) but wealth is mitigated by relative bargaining power. That industrial networks

reduce bargaining power, particularly that held by intermediary organisations, has been

resolved. Their etrectiveness in terms of the equitable disnibution of wealth relative to

integated forms of organisatioq where equity is only relevant in terms of one organisation's

stakeholders, is yet to be determined. This leads to the hypothesis:

H(l): That industrial networks do not distribute wealth to value system stakeholders

as equitably as integrated forms of organisation.

There is a strong tendenry for particular organisations within the value system to

pursue integration The pursuit of integration zuggests that latent competitive advantages -

whether ge,nerative or distributive - residing in the adjoining organisational stage are

prwiously uncaptured. The renrarkable indifference shown by meat industry processors and

producers towards furtegrating their activities is indicative of the singular lack of compaitive

advantage at both stages in the value system

The advantages of networks for generative effects are widety publicised as being

zuperior to organisations operating in the absence of connectedness, namely, tbrougb spot-

markes and weak business relationships. Networked organisations rnay achiwe geater

lwels of generative etrects than integrated organisations providing qynergies, requiring a

nnrltiple organisational view of sfrategic manage,rrent, are doreloped. However, the

integnted organisational form ben€fits from reduced costs of managem€nt, transparurcy of

fiansfer prices, brand management, the ability to minimise duplication in logistics,

adminisration and so forth. Management must then entrance the synergies Porter (1985)

anributes to the value chain A firther research issre worth oploring is the capacity of

industrial networks rel*ive to vertically integrated organisations to generate wealth which

mat be orpressed as follows:

. H (2): That industial networks do not have the capability to generate wealth as do

value systems based on ventically iftegntd organisations.

Opportunities for management reside not only in manrving the value systern activities

but also in creating qynerges within the value system. The decision co'nfronting management
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then becomes one of what activities should remain outside the value chain but within the

value system. The constraints on further integration in value systerns, where capital is not

necessarily a constraing require further ercplora.tion.

Strategic managanent is artificially constrained by its single organisation focus. Six

value system strategies have been identified during the case research and subsequent data

reduction, a further two through elaboration and application. That those strateges, either

deliberate or emergent, can b€ upheld by sweral collaborative organisations is beyond the

current domain of the paradigrn Each of the eight value qystem strategies rernain to be

validated. A model hypothesis is presented in lizu of stating a[ eight yalue system strategies

in the form of a testable null hypothesis

H(3): That the sfiategy end-user connectedness enhances value system performance

in terms of generating value and distributing wealth to stakeholders.

7.6 VALUE SYSTEM SUCCESS DRTVERS FOR PRACTITIOI{ERS

ALUE SYSTEM STRATEGIES provide opportunities largely for the pursuit

of generative effects. Individually each strategy has merits, however,

difficulties arise in attempting to extend the strategies the length of the value

system in the absence of attention to distributive effects. Distributive effects are more

commonly resolved through configuratioq rather than management. Organisations have

little, if any, incentive to participate in value system strategies if they are excluded from

their benefits. Strategy follows structure.

Six empirical value system strategies have been identified during the research.

Two additional strategies have been developed through attention to the unique attributes

of ggricultural production and the literature on competitive advantage. Collectively they

represent a powerful tool to enhance the generative performance of an individual value

system. The difficulties associated in implementing the strategies at an aggregate lwel

have been noted. However, in the long term these difficulties are not insurmountable

providing spot-markets, commodity businesses, and weak business relationships are
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maintained. However, the fust challenge for the management of organisations in New

Zealand's export-dependent land-based value systems is to minimise their reliance on the

spot-market: spot'markets should be considered necessary to only accommodate

inconsistency and no more.

Sources of competitive advantage need to be identified and the value system then

configured in a manner to ensure that benefits accrue to New Zealand participants. All

participants, or their respective federations as proxies, need to dwelop end-user

connectedness. End-user connectedness provides an essential conduit for information

and hence change and subsequent adaptation. It also provides a mechanism for

reduction of buyers' bargaining power. In the absence of end-user connectedness

organisations upstream in the value system will receive variable, residual income.

However, in value systems where end-user connectedness is developed consumers could

expest to receive, and pay for, the desired land-based goods and services that meet their

expectations.

Structure will most often be applied at the stage of a value system where an

organisation is confronted with relatively large numbers of suppliers, or where specific

product attributes are sought. In this respect structure is directly related to end-user,

because without appropriate structure the benefits to suppliers from end-user

connectedness are limited. Branding needs to be established - and owned - value system-

wide. Branding provides a means by which dl organisations in the value system can

participate actively. The second challenge then for participants is to extend the initiatives

developed by organisations zuch as ENZA International to develop recognised and

valued brands for land-based goods and services. Nort, the value system must be closed.

Closure provides a mechanism by which competition can be met from positions of

strengttr, and new markets and opporturnities exploited. Participants in these value

systems must develop a common set of values that ensure the maintenance of clostrre.

They need to avoid the temptation of disrupting the activities of participants in parallel

value systems in pursuit of short-term gain" instead concentrating on improving the

performance of their own activities.
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The development of complementarity will ensure attention to the optimal range

of products, markets and services available to an organisation at any stage of the value

system. Clearly, in land-based industries spot-markets will, at the aggregate level, remain

complementary to closed systems. More important may be alternative sources of

product that complement seasonal production in the home-base location. Organisations

should consider development of global sources of product, levered through branded,

differentiated value systems. Finally, organisations in the value system need to maintain a

long term perspective. The rate of change and adaptation is not only dependent on

biological systems but on the establishment of business relationships, both of which are

fraught with nearly continuous external influence.

The successful imposition of value system strategies must deliver to participants

an internationally recognised source of sustainable competitive advantage. Only then

should the configuration of the value system be considered. Some configurations have

an inherently weak capacity to accept value system wide strategies. The imposition of

some strategies will require a perspective of management different from that currently

employed. Sources of competitive advantage need to be developed, or captured and

these sources will invariably change. The imposition of value system strategies

commonly requires stretch and leverage beyond current capabilities, in a change rather

than static environment. Thus, the value system configuration should be designed to

incorporate or support these specific strategic initiatives and positions.

Export monopsony producer boards may provide an advantageous platform from

which generative effects can be pursued. This is an empirical issue, not one of defending

the ideology. It is management's responsibility to ensure that their perforrrance is at

least comparable to nonlegislated counterparts. The debate about oport monopsonies has

often been conducted from the perspective of organisations wishing to participate

downstream but limited from doing so by the presenc€ of the board stnrcture. Traditional

economic viewpoints of ma:<imising global wealth and efficiency ate naive. Wlry homebased

organisations should be concerned about maximising the wealth of those located in the

international location, prezumably at some cost to themsehes, remains unansw€red. Societsl

marketing boards provide producers relative bargaining power they could never achiwe
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individually. That ttns clout is the subject of zuch intense interest and debate only senres to

vindicate their existence.

Success can be measured in terms of the ganeration of wealth and the distribtrtion of

wealth. Prior to this study no appropriate fiameworks or theories were available for the srudy

of exportdependent indusuies. The Z-form Model provided zuch a framework. The

objective remained to develop a theory of the configuration and management of New

7*aland' s exportdependent land-based value systems.

Contributions to the research were drawn from numerous academic disciplines.

Useful perspectives and understandings were drawn from the transnational soluitiorl

collaborative and competitive linkages between organisations, alternate views of strategic

management and agribusiness. The theory was dweloped through a conjoint process of

empirical evidence and contributions from the literature.

The empirical sUdy contributed the causal networlg but more importantly provided

the source of six value systern sfrategies. Consideration of other behaviours, the unique

atributes of agriculnrral production, and an understanding of the transitory nature of

competitive provided a further two. This list of strategies is uttlikely to be

complete. hior to this snrdy business strategy was considered largely in terms of competition

rather than collaboration between organisations. The |iterature on collaborative relationships

has beerr' until now, Iargely derroid of a conribution fiom snategic managernmt.

Throughout the study the observation that both generative and distributive etrects

reside in value systems, unlike the single organisation p€rspective of strategic manng@rer4

has been upheld. This distinction was used to both interpret the behaviour of organisatiotu

and evaluate the application of theory. Most of the respondent organisations friled to

distinguish between the two effects, resolution of distributive effects being provide4 near

slgly, thnough dtemate configurations. In this respect the monopsouy board is srprane,

provided that the producer perspective is maintained. It remains the challenge for the

managernent of industries beyond those so configured to firstly, pursue generative effects

with similar capacities and secondly, distribute wealth for the benefit of all participants.
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Introduction

Innumerable reviews of the agriculttrai sector have been completed during the las

decade most of which examined legislation's impact on competitionin the domestic economy.

Why competition in the domestic market is regarded as necessary for zuccessful international

business rernains circumspect. Recently the aAMties of the New Zaland Kiwifruit

Marketing Board have been reviewed and the Commerce Commission has passed judgement

on the future of Weddel's t$sets. In both cases the importance of creating opportunities to

add value to land-based products in international markets has influenced findings' You are

invited to contribute frfther to this research being conducted at The university of Auckland

examining the relationships benreen firms and their trading parhers within land-based value

systems. A generic model of New Zealand's exPort dependent land-based value systems is

provided as Figure Al.l.

The Z-form Model depicts a generic value systern' Land-based activities, & are

undertaken predominantly in New Zea:and. First stage processing/manufacnfing/packaging

is completed on-shore, B, prior to exporting c. of interest are the activities completed in

oFshore countries; irnporting; D, off-shore processing/nranufacturingipackaging E,

disfibutiorL F, marketing/saleJcustomer service, G, and connrmption of products and

services by the foreign consumer, H. The boundary of New Zealand's export dependent

land-based value system is shaded in the model- Each activity, A to G represeats an

oppornrnity for participating firms to add value'
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Figure A1.1. The Z-form Model of a New Zealand land$ased intemational value

system.
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Value is not realised until the product is purchased by end consumers in the

international market. The Z-form Model does not identify the extent of value adding

activities that should be completed by each firm or likely boundaries benreen firrns. The

domestic market, which consumes relatively little product' is excluded from the study'

Whereas opporhrnity to acgtrire foreign products, represented by the linkage betweea off-

shore processing/manufacturing/processing (the foreign equivalent of B) and the activities

completed internationally by New Zealand's value systems is included'

The role ofNew'Zealand's firms in the land-based intemational value systen\ A to FI'

is to capture value realised in the intemational market place' Only wtren this value is realised"

Parts qf industry

value system

located in an

offshore country
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that is the product is sold for a zum geater than the costs can retunu be distributed to up-

stream participants as either product prices, shareholder dividends or stakeholder weaith' The

boundaries betvreen firms are likely to be chalacterised by a range of rnark* or hierarchical

transactions. For example, the free market at one €t(Eeme, ttyough contra'sts' licenses' and

strategic alliances, to veftical integration at the other' The nanse of these transaictions will

have a significant infiuence (determinance) on the odefit of the firm's activities and" therefore'

the firm's boundaries.

Research Personnel

This research is being conducted by Janes Loclfiart as a PtrD in Intemational

Business. until early 1995 James was a senior Lecturer in Farm and Horticr'rltural

Management at Mass€y university. During sabbatical leave to the usA Europe and Asia in

lgg1'-gzhe learnt t|,ar on-farm production iszues will not solve New Zealand's problems and

opporUnities in the international market place. On his retum to New 7*alu,d he then

doreloped a ptrD proposal part-time at The University of A.uck{and (while still lecturing at

Massey) and is now completing his PhD full-time'

The research is being zupervised by Professor Wayne Carhvright' Wayne contributed

to the Porter Project,and in particular the rEriew of the dairy industry. At the time wayne

was critical of the methodology used and the conclusions drawn. since then many

researchers have questioned the appropriataress of the methodolory for corrntries outside of

the uSA More recently wayne, in conjunction with Rictrard Brookes, also of the

Deparunent of Marketing and International Business lead the market review of the NU(MB

and has spoken at the Commerce Commission hearing in zupport of the closure of Weddel's

ass€ts. He is also engaged in ongoing research into strategies and stnrctures for developing

New Zealand's land-based industries.

Study concepb

To date many shrdies of New Zealand's e;port dependent land-based value systems'

as depicted in the model, have been conducted from the view that the free market, itself a
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largely theoraical concep! should prevail ar each and wery opporn:nity - a far cry from

practice. For e<ample, the market is immediately suppressed when a firm vertically integrates

to undertake activities that could othersrise have been purchased' Whettrer or not a firrn's

activities are governed by statutory legislatioq another factor nrppressing market forces' is

gnlikely to afu the natgre of their relationships with other firms in the value systern

Therefore, it is only when the space between firms is shrdied, say between ofF-shore

processing and distribution @F), that an understanding common to all of or:r land-based

industries can be develoPed.

The approach used in this study, infustrial networks, emphasises the important role

that long-term stable relationships play in industrial rnarkets' The industrial network

approach attempts to understand the relationships among firms engaged in production'

manufacturing and distrbtrtion and the use of goods and services in what might best be

descfibed as an industrial system. Economic exchanges between btryer and seller are

commonly more than a random collision: as is implicit in microeconomic models of the free

market. Som*hing more than simple transactions occur between firms' The stability of

exchange between buyer and seller srggests that the relationship is significantly more than the

one-off, arms-lengttr" marketplace exchange. This approach recognises the endudng

relationships dweloped between buyers and sellers, described as the space betrxeen firms

(represented between firms' botmdaries in the model)' The industrial networks perspective

appears to be appropriate from which to e,€mine selected land-based indusries feahrring

numerous participants at productiorq processing internationalisatioq and marketing st€es of

the value system,

The perspective is appealing because it attempts to orplain relatiorships arnongst

firms in an indusriat system from the view of the decision maker' All too often the decision

maker is assnrmed to be zubservient to the demands of contracts, alliances, and hierarchical

control struch[es. For example, in the case of the free market the firrr is, in theory anyway'

confronted with an exhaustive decision choice problan at el/ery pwchase or sale' If this

decision problern existed most decision makers would be quickly rendered inept - they would

be soon overcome by the complexity of choice'
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Added value strategies in land-based intefiiational value systems are likelv to create

both generative md distribufrye effects. Generative ef[ects result from increasing value'

Therefore, the achievernent of ganerative effects is a proequisite to investment' krvestment

including the traditional view of hard investment in processing, packaging and disribution as

well as the non-naditional view of soft investment in time and people' Genefative effects

result in either the consumption of higher priced goods, the conzumption of greater volumes

of goods or may resr:lt from cost reductions. The purzuit of generative effects rnay, howwer'

be stifled by adverse distributive effects. Dstributive effects refer to the captgre of wealth by

participants in the value systern Although value may be created by select participants

(generative) it may ac€rue to others (distributive)' Asyrnmetrical bargaining power' for

example, is likely to result in the more powerfltl parry being able to oftract a greater

proportion of value.

lndustry involvement

Todweloptheresearchwewouldappreciateanoppornrnitytoidentifyanddiscrrss

your firm's position in the value system in which you operate and the nattre and scope of the

relationships benveefi your firm and others: both upstream and downstream' Duing this

initial discussion it would be necessary to solicit the involvemern of yotg personnel

responsible for procruement and marketing activities. A second round of interviews' at least'

will then need to be completed with these personnel. It is our irtention to interview personnel

represartative of the stages in the value systan tom A to G and qr'rite possfoly tI' where

products and services change hands.

As a participant in the research you will receive a comprehensive model ofyour firm's

international value systern and a discussion of how well the value system perforur's' Panicular

attention will be drawn to the generative and disributive effects of value added strategies

being ernployed by participants in the land-based international value systan. The relationships

between participants, initially within the boundary of the z'formModel, will be described and

discgssed. Other relationships, particularty with inptrt (packaging) and service (seasonal

financing) sectors will, where appropriate, also be examined'
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Few people in an organisation are likely to have a holistic view of the value system in

which the firm operates. This is an opporn-rnity to dwelop a holistic view objectively' rather

than relyrng on prevailing nrbjective, vietr,'s based on selective eryerience' It would be

desirable for participating firms to contribute, partly or fully, to the field orpenses

(accommodation and travel) incr:ned by the res€archer drfing the sndy'

SummarY

Value systems must be managed or they will fragment' Upon fragmenting

participants lose the opportunity to caPhre value, an adverse distributive effect' which is

only realised upon the consumption of products and services in the international market

place. Failing to capture value renders the upstream participants in the value qystem

beneficiaries to a residual and variable income' The value s,vstem can be managed in

numerous ways. Three views can be posnrlated' First, one firm may pursue and

maintain a dominant position in the value system (e'g', Hefuu)' Second' a group of firms

may collectively manage the value system (e'g., lamb finishers-Progressive Meats-

Davmet). Third, the value system may be managed by one firur verticatly integrating its

entire lenEh (e.g., NZAPMB). only by srudyrng the relationships between firms' in any

of the examples provided, will the nature and scope of their culrent activities be

understood.

The research marks a significant departure from traditional approaches in

agribusiness. Decision makers are identified as aszuming responsibility for the zuccess of

the value systern, rather than either legislation or the free market' If the value system is

found to be fragmented there appear few oppornrnities to realise further value' i'e''

benefit fiom both generative effects and distributive effects, unless alternate value

systems are pursued. The results of the research will, therefore, benefit industry

participants at ail stages in the value system'
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Questionnaire

The open-ended questionnaire is to be completed in nvo parts, as part of a multiple

case study. The two parts of the questionnaire are not to be regarded as rutually exclusive'

From the first parr the researcher is seeking to establish a traditional view of the fifrn' largely

in terrns of the firm,s activities up to its boundaries. The researcher is trying to identi$ and 
I

describe the relationships between firms in first, the varue system and second' outside of the

value systan from the second part of the questionnaire'

The researcher will endeavour to seek informnion from zupporting docgments'

alchives, rnaterials and the media to stlpport interview mderiai' All interviews wiil be tape4

transcribed and the codents then confirmed with the respondent, prior to analysis'

Part A: To identify and describe the f,rm's curred position within the value systerq

defined by hard (capital) investnrmts and recuning transactions (use Z-form

Model to assist).

(l)Identifythepositionofthefirmandthee,Ctentofthefirm's

activities (Ato lD.

(ii)Identifytheresourcesusedandthetransformationprocesses

completedateachstageofthefirm,sactivities(AtoFI).

(iii) Identify the ownership of activities and the ownership of

product and services (A to II)'

(iv)Identifythenatrrreofreo.rrringtransactionsbetweenthefirm

and other firms, both within the value system (A to ID and

outside ofthe value sYstem'

(v)Identifycompetitorsandcollaboratorsateachstageofflrm's

activities (Ato FIl-

("r) Idartify decision makers, responsible for managing

transactions' at the firm's botrndaries'

(vii) Identify the firm's goals and objectives (paticularly the

relationships between stakeholders, zuppliers and buyers)'
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PartB:Toidentifyanddescribethefirm,srelationshipswithotherfirmsinthevalue

Ey$em(orcompeting/complernentaryisen,riceandzupportsyst€ms),defirred

by soft (time and people) investrnents'

1'Explorethenatureofrelationships,inanattempttoresolvethe

afrrosphere of conflict or coopertion

(l) Is there complementarity of objectives?

(ii) Is there dePendencf

0Dldentifyhardandsoftinvestgrerrtsinrelatiorships.

(1v)Identiry,andquantifyinvestmentsthatreducethecostof

reqJffing transactions'

(v)Iderrti&personresponsibleforcorrespondingtransactionin

other firm'

2. Explore the attributes of the firm's relationships with other firms (this

sectionwillcontainprobesrelatirrgtospecificaspegtsofnetwork

theorY).

(r) Data conduit?

(ii) Influence?

(iii) AdaPtations?

(ry) Suength?
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The initial firm within each value syst€m is to be selected with care' In

eachinstancea:rwbfirm(onethatisaszumedtodominatethevafue

system) should be selected and either the CEO or MD interviewed'

This initial interview should be used to identiff the scope of the firm's

activities, participants in the firnr' and ouglxt to provide a mnduit for

access.

The s.rvey must be conducted with firms, or at least their proxies, on

either side ofthe trusaction, i.e., representing the dyadic relationship.

Much of the data will be difficult to quantify, thereforg it is essential a

balance ofviews baween firrns is sought'

It will be necessary to identify whether practices and relationships

exist because ot, or in spite o{, legislation' It is necessary to get

beyond stahrtory legislatio4 requiring a micro-level oramination of

the relationshiPs.

It is likely that an iterative Process is required to identify the nature

and scope of the filur's relationships' For example' while the

nature of relationships may be directed by procedures developed

byamarketingmarrager,asalesrepreserrtativewillprovidethe

interface between firms'

t-.

).

4.
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APPENDD( TWo: TIIE CASE STI]DIES

CASE DESCRIPTIONS A}iD VALUE SYSTEMS

A safety check wouk! reveal that there isnt a stnpphrg cat lat does rpf have all fow

wheels wo*ing. tJnfortunately alt four wheets arc ni15A n $ab6 direclions' Three wheels

i*t to snop aN the fourth wants to go to the Wrking lat'-

erma eomoeci. tf gZe). F Ut" it a Bowlof Chenies'What am I Doing in the

Pifts?

A2.I VALUE SYSTEM OF IIEAW LA]VIBS TO TIIE US MARKET

AND-BASED PRODUCTION, A takes place on a North Island hard hill

country farm. The 2llha breeding unit is a typical small family farm in a

sunrmer wet district. The land class precludes much finishing, traditionally

stock has been sold on the store market in forward condition' Some lambs' say l1Yo' ate

suitable for processing but the majority are sharefarmed on a finishing property

elsewhere. The farmer owns shares in a farmer-owned and controlled exporting' and

distribution company that markets chilled lamb predominantly on the western seaboard

of the US.

Larnb is processed, packaged and stored by a processor on behalf of the farmer-

owned company, killing charges are determined in advance, and conferred through

mutual agreement between the processor, B, and the exporter, c' Procurement is

directed by a company representative at the processing plant' Coordinated supply is

maintained throughout the year by an adminisUator employed by the processor's

procurement agency. Lambs are drawn from farmer shareholders participating in the

scheme, and those shareholders who participate well in excess of their shareholding'
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The land-based producer's goal is "to receive the amount paid by the consumer

less the costs incurred of getting it [the lamb] into the marketplace"' The farmer-

company's goal is to "remove the big fudge betrreen the market and the farmer; to try to

get the farmer and the market closer together to supply product to orde/'' Farmers'

therefore, receive the entire sum the market produces less direct costs'

The farmer-owned company has identified and developed a niche market for

heavy lanrbs (18-24kg carcass weight, 3-15mm Gil) sold direAly to restaurants'

supermarkets, and hotels. The one organisation owned by A is' therefore' integrated

fromCthroughG.Thereisverylimitedadditionalprocessingintheinternational

market, E. processing in the international location is completed only as required, rather

than on a progrrunmed basis. In effect the farmers are themselves exporters who

contract the services of the company to coordinate zupply, organise processing, import,

distribute, and market the product'

The farmer-owned company was established as a cooperative of 98 members

with four directors. The company has since been restnrctured as a company following

the need for additional capital. Farmers hold a majority shareholding, the balance is held

by other participants in the value system. To date, approximate\y SAYo of the farmer-

shareholders have supplied product'

Despite best efforts on behalf of the farmer-owned company there remain some

16 participants both on- and off-line in the value system between A and H including-

various transporters, brokerage agents, and government organisations (ldAF' USDA)

and so on. The farmer-owned comPany endeavours to only use owner-operated

participants in the value system, and acknowledge that they prefer to seek services where

an open market exists. The exceptions are the government organisations, shipping

cartels, and the processor: competition amongst the two former participants can't be

altered, only different services can be sought. The processor was selected on the basis of

trust: Directors of the farmer-owned company considered they could trust the processor'

tt GR is a meanrre of fat depth over the rib, meas'ed directly On the carcass'
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Ail product is sold on the basis of owners' account' Farmers receive the balance

of payment (some 3O4O%) above that paid by competitive processors' schedules at the

end of the financial year. Actors throughout the value system await information' and

respond accordingly. They seek increased responsibility and erpect to be rewarded for

their effort.

There are two competitors to the value system. They comprise first' other

domestic processors and the live-export trade attempting to Procufe livestock and

second, Australian meat exporters in the US' Australian meat exporters have a price

advantage in the market due to subsidised air freight through their national carrier

Qantas. The value system is relatively small scale, and tends to be ignored by other New

Zealandbased actors in the industry'

The value system, depicted as a modified version of the z'fotm Model' is

presented as Figure A2.1. The lamb breeder, finisher, processor, and farmer owned

importer, distributor and marketer are on-line to product flow' The exporting function

of the farmer owned company is oflline, however, home-base location activities include

the coordination of transport to a port, brokerage, shipping, and inspection' Business

relationships are depicted as dotted lines, in preference to solid lines depicting the

movement of product flow: strong business relationships are depicted as heavy lines

whereas weak relationships are depicted as light lines'

Despite farmer-owned and operated downstream operations the business

relationships between farmer suppliers and the market are relatively weak' Information

flow is commensurate with each of the business relationships' It is' however' an

intention of the distribution function to provide suppliers with a detailed account of the

cost of all activities within the value systerL "but it won't be publicised"' Such

information would alleviate tensions currently held by suppliers.

The exporting stage, C, is integrated tkough to marketing, G, represented in the

diagram as seamless stages. It should be recalled' however, that numerous actors and

participants are involved in both off-line and on-line functions particularly during

exporting/imPorting.
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A2.2 VALI.JE SYSTEM OF LAI}IB PRODUCTS TO GERJVIAI{Y-

ONTINUOUS SUPPLY OF LAN{B to the Processor, B, is provided by a

specialist larnb-finisher farming in central Hawkes Bay' Land-based

productioqAtakesplacethroughoutthelowerNorthlsland.Thelamb

finisher "sharefarms livestock on behalf of breeders", and buys lanrbs on the spot-market'

The system appears to be unique, resulting from five years of near continuouS evolution

and adaptation on behalf of the farm family. The farmer does not hold capital investment

in the value system beyond the farmgate. He has, however, developed strong business

relationships with the processor, the exporter, and a weaker relationship with a foreign

importer and distributor.

Lamb is processed at a privately owned specialist plant' Procurement is

contracted by the processor to an outside organisation with the objective of maintaining

continuous supply - suppressing the effects of seasonality' The processor's strategy is

.1o involve all industry participants h the long term satisfaction of customer needs"' The

strategy is achieved through the weekry dissemination of information and publication

amongst zuppliers of long term schedules. The lamb finisher has a contract to zupply a

fixed quantrty of lambs to the Processor on a weekly basis' lncentives are paid by the

processor to induce out-of-season zupply, reward the fulfilment of contracts' and

encourage farmers to draft their own livestock'

Exporting, c, is undertaken by a specialist who also does not hold assets outside

of the value system stage. Processing and packaging is completed by the processor to

specifications met by mutual agleement by all parties concerned - customer' exporter'

and processor. Product, therefore, reaches the international customer in the form in

which it leaves the processor. (Two other exporters also employ the services provided

by the processor, one of which is the farmer-owned company described in Section y'\z'l'

Collectively the three exporters take all the processed product' The tlree exporters have

been selected to provide complementariry rather than create competitiorL although at

times tensions exist between the exporters)'
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The exporter provides continuous supply (weekiy or monthly) to customers in

the international location. However, some variability in supply remains' described as

..market driven intention, [mitigated by] procurement push'. Product is forward

ordered, rather than supplied on a contractuai basis, from the international location' The

exporter maintains dialogUe with other processors and exporters in the f,ome-base

locatiorl notably marketers in one of New Zealand's larger multiplant processing

companies. In one instance the exponer has established a collaborative agfeement with a

major New Zealand based integrated processor and exporter so as to minimise

competition in a sPecific market.

The importer and distributor is a 125 year old firm based in Hamburg' The firnL

Gebr Kruse, imports red meats from the US, South America" Australia' and New

Zealand. The importer then sells product to zupennarkets, restaurants' and hotels in

Germany. The importer maintained a strong business relationship with the processor and

the exporter, and continues to maintain a weak relationship with the larrb-finisher despite

taking business to another New Zealand exportertt'

The value system is not integrated, and contracts exist only befween the land-

based producer and the Processor in an attempt to maintain structure' Despite the lack

of integration the value system is structured and deliberately coordinated by all

participants but notably the processor. The processor considers that investment beyond

a specialist stage in the value system is symptomatic of failure: ']rou don't oeed to own

the entire value system". Wealth in the value system is generated in response to the'

near, free flow of information. Actors then adapt and respond in accordance to market

needs, tempered by the ability of the value system to supply' The distribution of wealth

beyond that retained by the importer, exporter, and that charged by the processor is

influenced by competition elsewhere. Nonetheless, the Processor has maintained a very

stable supplier base amongst land-based producers for near a decade'

t, The importer sought product under better terms from Fortex. Fortex \ilas Sub6eqlreDtly

declared Urfcnrpt (t{all" 1994; Weir, 1994a, 1994b), the srbject of an insider Uading investigation

(Booker, 1995), and the CEO found guilty of fraud
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The modified Z-form Model, depicting the value system, is presented as Figure

M.2. The meat importer and distributor sources product from other countries' including

lamb from Australia. Depiction of business relationships conforms with the previous

model.

A2.2.1 Mutton to Asian distributors

The third value system studied is a development of the second model' In this

value system the exporter has acquir ed a 49Yo share in a an alternate processing company

depicted as seamless stages ofprocessor and exporter' The Processor stage boundary is

broken to denote partial ownership. The processor in the previous discussion does not

have sufrcient capacity or capabilities to supply all the exporter's requirements' The

finishing farmer in the previous example provides two-tooth ewes directly to the

processing company. Business relationships are maintained benneen the finishing farmer,

the processing company's procurement agent' and the exporting office as depicted in

Figure tA3.

Business relationships between the exporter and the importer in the international

location take the form of an 'trnwritten verbal understanding"' The exporter has no

desire to integrate forward as importation and disUibution most often requires full

product lines, that is red meats, white meats, game and fish'

The extent to which business relationships have been developed may be best

explained by way of an example. Farmers supplying mutton for processing are generally

paid on a net price (say $20 per head). Payment on a net price places the risk on the

processor, consequently the farmer receives less money because the processor carries the

burden of variability in liveweight, fat cover, and animal health. The munon finishing

farmer, lower A in FigUre A2.3, is paid by the processor on a liveweight basis: cents per

kilogram carcass. In doing so the processor shifts risk onto the farmer and rewards the

farmer with greater income. Further, the farmer knows what margin is available and can

buy-in and finish mutton accordingly.
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A2.3 INTEGRATED MEAT PROCESSING Ai{D DISTRIBUTION

VALUE SYSTEMS

EscRIprIoNS oF FouR vALuE sysrEMS involving an integrated

multinational meat company are presented in this section. The four value

systems cover a range of products, markets, and various stages of

integfation. The processor also supplies lamb and mutton carc:$ses on spot-markets in

various international locations. While some of these sales have resulted in relatively

stable business relationships they add little to the discussion that has not been reported

elsewhere, in particular in Chapters One and Two. In fact, Porter (1990) may have been

referring to the anributes of these transactions when he stated that 'the capacity to

compete in them is more explicable using classical theory'' (p' 28)' Concepts relating to

configuration and management have been drawn from all of the processor's value

systems snrdied. Those concepts are reported in Section5.5'2.

A2.3.1 Lamb Products to France

The land-based producer, Ao has a weak relationship with the Processor' The

processor has endeavoured to structure this relationship with supply contracrts which

include various incentives. Not all product destined for France is acquired through

contrachral relationships, the balance is purchased from producers on the spot-market'

Lamb production often takes the form of nvo-tier breeding and finishing similar to that

reported in the previous sestion, although production for the Christmas market requires

early finishing. The case study farm is a 4l4haproperry located in a Hawkes Bay district

that receives reasonable summer rainfall. All stock breed on the property is' therefore'

finished for sale to processors. In some instances livestock contracts ale entered into by

the farmer, in others the farmer sells on the spot-market' The decision to zupply on

contract is based on the farmer's expectation of market demand when livestock is ready

for slaughter. The farmer has developed a business relationship with livestock agents

employed by nvo processors, and stock and station firrrs (farm input industry)'

Richmond Limited, the processor @ and C), was established in 1909 and formed

into an unlisted public company in 1930. Shares are held by some 2,030 investors of
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which more than 600/o are owned directly or indirectly by farmers' The single largest

shareholder is Primary Resources Limited (33.g%) - a wholly owned subsidiary of the

N2,dpB - a further 16% of shares are held by employees. Richmond is a fully integrated

company controlling each stage of the value systenr, depending on the market' from

procurement Oetween A and B) to marketing, sales, and customer service' Richmond

..is committed to meeting the separate needs of North Island livestock producers and

global consgmers of meat and associated products through excellence in processing and

marketing of quality products plission Statement] "'

The processor exports beef, lamb, mutton, and venison to 33 countries' The

majority of beef is exported for processed beef products in North Arnerica' Lamb is

most often exported frozen, chilled lamb is sent by se4 and air to North America' Asia'

Europe and the Mddle East. Richmond, like the exporters in the previous sections' has

the capacity to export portion controlled lamb cuts: all labelling, "including supermarket

bar-coding", is completed in the home-base location' Venison, and deer coproducts are

exported to North America, Europe and Asia. Richmond currently contracts venison

processing, and packaging to another processor. In New Zealand venison is a game

meat. The control and licensing of the industry is administered by the Game Industry

Board. Game cannot be processed in the same plant as lamb, mutton' goat' or beef'

The company owns five processing plants - tlree bee{, and two mutton and lamb

- plus a tannery and fellmongery located, predominantly, in the lower North Island'

Richmond has foreign offices in Britain (two), Brussels and Batrain which provide a

"direct extensioo" to stages of the value system located in New Zealand' One of the

British zubsidiaries (Richmond Lonsdale) is responsible for providing a basket of

international products to their customers alongside NZ product.

The sole French importer, D, of Richmond products focuses business activity

on importing lamb and venison from New Zealand and Australia - "Down under"' The

importer buys product from two other New Zealand processors in addition to Richmond'

The strength of the business and personal relationships bet'ween Richmond and the

importer is zuch that when Venison New Zealand collapsed (Riddiford, 1994) - the

importer's source of New Zealard venison - the importer encouraged Richmond to
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diversifi into the gane meat industry (Powell, G., lg94; Lockhart, 1994a)' Richmond

ventured into venison to meet the competitive threat from other New Zealand venison

erporters who were also in a position to supply lanb'

The distributor and marketer account for 50-60% of the imported meat trade

in France. The distributor provides full product-tine, top-end service to restaurants and

hotels through some 30 distribution depots throughout France' The product line

includes fruit, fisir, white meats, vegetables, g4me meats, and red meats imported from all

round the globe. In total some 900 products are disributed providing a complete service

to the customer. The relationship benreen the distributor and the importer is also strong'

For example, the distributor was confronted with cheap New Zealand larrb products

when Fortex collapsed. The importer bore the brunt of the &mping by reducing the

price of product that had already been sold to the distributor thereby enzuring continuity

of the business relationshiP'

Marketing promotions in France for lamb are combined efforts between the

processor, the NZMPB, and the importer (depicted in Figure A2'4 as partitions in the

marketing stage). The GIB provides a similar role (funding) as the NZMPB for

marketing promotions of venison. Competition in France, in addition to other European

product, is provided by other New Zealand and Australian exporters. Although efforts

by some New Zealand exporters are ignored because "the quality is not there"'

Competition appears to influence the distribution of wealth within the value system

rather than impinging on the value system structure. Product flow and business

relationships involving the supply of lamb to France by an integrated multinational meat

processor is depicted in Figure A2'4.
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A2.3.2 Venison Products to France

The exporter (in this case Richmond contracts out processing and packaging) has

sougbt business relationships with a number of larger scale venison producers' A pair of

land-based producers sharefarm venison with the finisher holding a 50o/o equify share in

hinds on the breeding propeTry. In most respects the relationship benileen the two

farmers and the processor is similar to that described in Section AO.I. The equity

position between the producers wils developed to ensure continuity of the zupply of

weaners. The attractions of the equity relationship were stated to include tuberculosis

(TB) accreditation, additional control over the selection of breeding and finishing stags'

and the equitable sharing of all costs associated with finishing deer to slaughter' Venison

is supplied to the exporter on contract, contacts are valued by the producers because

they strengthen supply agreements and reduce product-price uncertainty.

Richmond have contractd Procurement of venison to Wrightsons Ltd' a

diversified stock and station firm. The deer farmers have a stlong business relationship

with the agent responsible for procurement and regard that relationship as being more

important than that with the processor, "you could have the world's best processor and

if you have the world's worst agent people wont deal with them"' Richmond considers it

necessary to maintain business relationships with zuppliers rather than absolve uPstrearn

responsibilities to contracted procurement agents. The land-based producers considered

that Richmond's existing marketing and distribution structure can only be beneficial to

the generation and distribution of wealth from the value system.

The venison processor gets paid a killing fee for meeting Richmond's

specifications. Processing requirements, price, quality, yields, and packagllg are

negotiated in terms of an annual contract. The exporter provides strict cutting and

packaging to meet the distributor's requirements' Product flow downstream from the

exporter and the nature of business relationships in the international location is identical

to lamb (discussed in Section 3.3, t). The value system is depicted as Figure M'5'

The procurement agent is critical to the success of the value system and has been

depicted off-line of product flow. The strength of relationships is depicted as before'
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A2.3.3 Lamb Products to Denmark

The processor owns some 35 display freezers located throughout Dansk: a

Danish supermarket chain. The business has evolved in the form of a strong business

relationship berween fuchmond and Dansk. Effectively Richmond are partiiipating in

the retail functioq and contribute to c'stomer service, marketing' and point-of-sale

advertising and promotions in conjunction with the NZVIPB. While there is no long-

term exclusiviry agreement between the actors both parties exhibit a long term intent'

Richmond Europe (the Brussels zubsidiary) delivers product to the zupermarket

chain's central distribution facility. Mutual dependenry has been created owing to the

equiry share in retailing held by the processor. The value system is effectively closed to

the apparent discontent of other New ZeaJand exporters' For example' while other

exporters 
..have not made a serious attack to break in and chuck us fRichmond] out",

they have pushed lamb legs through a major retail competitor as a loss leader'

specifically, Richmond's lamb legs were sold by Dansk at D89Cr' competing

supermarkets were selling similar NZ lamb legs at mro (2) for D59Cr (the equivalent of

NZ$8.24 per leg - less than the prevailing price in New Zealand)' However' Richmond

state that it..is not as simple as pointing the blame at New Zea\and competitiOn"' unlike

Richmond the competitors' NZ zuppliers appear to have no influence over the retailer'

The competitor's value system does not appear to be structured, and management of

successive stages does not appeaf concerned with the repatriation of wealth to NZ

participants. .The Z-form Model depicting product flow and business relationships is

presented as Figure A2'6.

A2.3.4 Lamb products to North America

Richmond exports chilled and &ozen mutton and lacrb to North America

where it is imported and distributed by the New Zealand Lanrb Company' The New

Zealand,Larmb Co was established by Primary Resources Limited (PRL), an investment

arm of the NZMPB, Richmond is now one of four NZ exporters with a controlling share'
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The New Zealand Lamb Company holds sole rights for the importatiort

additional processing, &d distribution of NZ lamb and mutton in Canada' and is

responsible for the majority of lamb and mutton products into the uS' Some large NZ

integrated processors, in addition to specialist exporters, do not participate in direct

ownership of the Lamb Coy and export NZ product as competitors into the'US' The

Lamb coy accounts for 50% of the lamb market in canadq and has the highest market

share in the US.

The NZ Lamb coy effectively tenders zupply of product to the majority

shareholders - AFFCO, Alliance, and Richmond. supply agreements can be regarded as

complementary for frozen product, chilled product supply is negotiated separately'

Richmond is establishing business relationships with end-customers of chilled product in

the North American market. However, they currently have no direct liaison with

consumers of frozen product. Competition is provided by Ausnalia in both Canada and

the US, and in tbe US competition is provided by Australia and other NZ exporters'

Richmond have contributed to promotion activities alongside The NZ Lamb

company. The Lamb coy have established business relationships with retailers and end-

users in both Canada and the US where lamb is marketed as 'New Zealand spring lantb''

The business relationships, product flow, and ownership of stages in the value system are

depicted as Figure A2.7.
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A2.4 NEW ZEALAI\D PTPFRIIIT INDUSTRY'S VALUE SYSTENIS

DISCUSSION of the generic configuration of the New Zealand pipfrtrit

industry was provided in section 5.4.1. The New Zaland Apple and Pear

Marketing Board (NZAPMB) is, in effect, a grower-owned and controlled

cooperative. Exclusive rights for the acquisition of export croP are upheld througb

legislation. Export licenses can, however, be granted for specific activities in the

international location. The development, disseminatioq and Santing of export licenses

to third parties is controlled by the Board to ensure that only those activities considered

complementary proceed. ENZATe branded fruit are exported to 60 countries' returning

some NZ$556m in 1gg5. The Board maintains a price premium over other southern

hemisphere exporters in near all markets in which it zupplies frnit' The primary objective

of the NZAPMB stated as their mission statement is to "ma:cimise sustainable export

returns to New zearandand pipfruit growers". The Board's vision is to be the "world's

foremost pipfnrit marketing organisation in order to achieve premium returns through an

effectively integrated volume business and excellence in value creatiorl customer

satisfaction and innovation"'

The Board competes alongside producers, and fruit distributors in the

domestic market which has been deregulated since 1994. Fruit processing facilities are

owned by a Boar d nftsidiary Frucor Holdings Ltd which has zuperseded the role of

much of ENZA Commercial Holdings Ltd. Frucor Produce Ltd supplies the domestic

fresh fruit and produce market, Frucor Beverages Ltd markets beverages on the

domestic market, and Frucor processors (NZ) Ltd produces fruit and vegetable juice

concentrates.

Foreign subsidiaries are owned in Australia - Fruitmark Pty Ltd - and chile -

Zeus Service S.Co. Fruitmark "deals in processed and dehydrated foods and juice

concentrates" and Zeus,as discussed in Section 5.4'1, provides accessto and packaging

facilities for Chilean stonefruit, grapes, and pipftrit which is used to extend the Board's

to ENZA is the NZAPtvIB's brand.
,o As of 0l september, 1995 Zer.rs service s.A was the seventh lalgest exponer of chilean

fnrit.
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marketplace. The Board also holds a minority

a US/Canadian fruit and produce broking and

The New Zealand government, by providing legislative monopsony for

exporting pipfruit, is regarded by the Board as a value system stakeholder' Hence the

mission statement is somewhat broader in terms of identifying what otherwise may be

considered the appropriate stakeholder goup: shareholders (producers) employees'

suppliers, and buYers.

While New Zealand has a comparative advantage in turns of pipfruit yields

(t/ha) that advantage is eroded by costs such as land, labour, transport' distribution' and

marketing. New Zealand is further from markets than other southern hemisphere

producers, freighting a low value product that requires refrigeration' The single reason

for exporting pipfruit from New Zealand is seasonality. New Zealand, and other

southern hemisphere producers, provide fresh pipfruit out-of-season in northern

hemisphere markets. The Board is, therefore, endeavouring to develop a stlstainable

competitive advantage. Four areas have been identified and are being developed to

provide competitive advantage fust, the production and marketing of a diferentiated

product. Currently some 8070 of gross income is provide from products that are - or

were - unique to New Zealand, "much of them home-grown in terms of varieties"'

Second, competitive advantage is achieved by control of critical areas of distributiontr'

particularly those stages - either on-line or off-line to product flow - that provide market

knowledge, in addition to those providing a margin for producers' Third' branding must

be registered and controlled by the Board. Clearly New Zealand is worthless in a

deregulated export market. Therefore, the Board has developed a brand - ENZA - and

grven it "the character" they desired. Finally, competitive advantage is provided by

constant innovation. The Board can afford to do things that actors as "individuals are

unable to undertake".

tl Drring the 1980s the Board considered it necessar.v to control as far down the value system

as possible.
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The NZApMB has tended to locate ofshore marketing activities where apples

afe an industry namely Seattle, Kent, and Belgium. Ownership of infrastructure is

restricted to the shareholding in Oppentreimer (trucks), and the Board wish to be seen as

a customer to northern hemisphere land-based producers rather than as a competitor'

Three New Zealand pipfnrit value systems are discussed in the following' sections:

US/Canada" Asia, Britain, and Europe'

Upstream activities by the lurd-based producer, d packaging arrd coolstorage' B'

are similar for the supply of all markets. Minor differences do exist in terms of spraying

and some packaging requirements. The only notable exception is the supply of some

apples to the British market where packaging is completed offshore (Kent)'

The Board is in the process of separating the coolstorage function from

production and packaging. The nature of product flow and business relationships in the

home-base location prior to ENZA International realigning the value system upstream

are depicted in Figure A2.8. Coolstorage facilities were predominantly' but not

exclusively provided by the Board (as was limited packing)' One in ten producers had

packing facilities in 1989n (Lockhart, 1990) and strong business relationship were

maintained between all three stages as depicted in the Figure.

Figure A2.8. Historical product flow and business relationships between

upstream stages of the New Zealand pipfruit value system'

,= In 1994 there were 255 packhouses in Nelson and Hawkes Bay, by 1996 the number of

packhouses had declned to lE9.
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The Board have subsequently sold-down all their packing facitties and are in the

process of reducing their own coolstorage operations' Long term coolstorage is now

sought on the open nurket. Product ownership will then change hands when product

temperatures :Lre reduced to fc. A temperature at which the Board'ocan do something

to fiuit" - shipping and distribution. The stages of product flow is similar to that

depicted in Figure A2.8, however, the nah-rre of business relationships is importantly

diferent. The Board are structuring the value system to provide an effective interface

with the coolstore operator. Coolstore operators will be provided with the opporruniry

to tender for the supply of pipfruit on a contractual basis' The coolstore operator is then

expected to acquire packed fruit. In some instances production, packing' and

coolstorage are integrated in others the coolstore interface upstrearn is with independent

packhouses. The nature of business relationships and product flow in the restructured

value system upstream of the exporter is depicted in Figure L29-

Figure M.g. Desired product flow and business relationships between

upstreamstagesoftheNewZealandpipfruitValuesystem.

The Board calls for four-year nonbinding tenders from coolstore operators'

Coolstore operators are, in turn, provided with a guaranteed minimum return' But the

real change in configuration is that the coolstore operator now has to acquire their own

product. Therefore, third parfy coolstore operators have been provided an opportunity

to invest in the industry. But because coolstore space is finite and production is both

seasonal and variable risk has been shifted to the coolstore oPerator' Data exchange

between the coolstore and ENZA is via modenr' loading plans are provided by ENZA
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and the term supplier - in the pipfruit industry - no longer refers to the land-based

producer (grower). The Board will enforce performance specifications with coolstore

and packhouse operators by charging rnitially by charglng upstream participants for any

additional costs incurred in the international location such as repacking' Because the

value system was in the process of being restructured during the case work actnal

product flow was difficult to establish. The case grower and packhouseicoolstore

operator were selected by the Board's local Operations Manager in an effon to provide

realism, at the expense of continuity'

The case study coolstore operator has recently developed an integrated single-

site packhouse/coolstore facility in Hawkes Bay' The coolstofe operator has a contract

with the Board, and is endeavouring to formalise agreements with growers through

contracts. The contract with the Board eff;ures that the coolstore is loaded to the

Board's specifications, inventory systems are in place, quality and atmospheric

conditions are set and maintained, and packaging standards upheld' Eflectively, the

Board controls the coolstore's throughput. In addition to the conttacts the operator has

developed strong business relationships with the personnel at various levels in the

NZAPMB' s Hastings office.

The contract between the packer-coolstore operator and growers comprises a

letter of intent, and are unlikely to be enforced in court' Growers are provided with a

pricing schedule and an indication of what is expected from them' Considerable

movement of fruit between alternate packhouses (estimated between 10-20%) occurs

annuaily in Hawkes Bay and it is the packer-coolstore operator's intention to maintain

continuity of grower base on an annual basis. The coolstore-packhouse operator intends

establishing some form of field representative to maintain continuity of business

relationships with glowers throughout the year by providing an information system'

The grower, d owns a Zilhafamily orchard in Hawkes Bay' varieties planted

include Royal Gala, Fuji, Gala, Braeburrl Buerre Bosc, Duyenne du comice and winter

Nelis, Production per hectare ranges from 2,500 to 5,000 cartons depending on the

variety (a0-l0o tlha). The orchard was first planted in 1986, and the most recent

plantings were completed in 1993. The grower has never had a "big relationship with
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the Board,,. The growef considers the Board a marketing organisatiorL and believes they

only need sufficient field services to ensure that frgit husbandry prior to submission

meets post-harvest requirements. The grower distingUishes between two levels of

relationships with the NZAPMB. Relationships with the Board occur at a political level',

largely in terms of grower control and operational, in terms of zupply and marketing

requirements. The grower holds concerns about the quality of frtrit often submitted to

the Board and the lack of accountability downstrearn. The move to palletisation ought

to enhance ENZA International's ability to monitor fiuit and provide disincentives to

growers zubmitting fruit with poor storage characteristics - large &uit from young trees'

Fruit is submitted to a packhouse, in which the grower has an equity share' The

packhouse employs a consulting firm to provide growers with husbandry advice (some of

which is provided free). The intent of the packhouse husbandry operations is to

ameliorate rtifHculties by improving the quality of fruit submined for packing' In doing

so the packhouse and the grower benefit from reduced packing costs' The land-based

producer, therefore, has a strong business relationship with the packhouse operator with

a bigh degree ofmutual dependency'

A1.4.1 Apples and pears to Singapore

The supply of apples to ASEAII countries is based on Singapore, separate supply

relationships exist for china" Hong Kong, Japaq Taiwarl and Thailand' ENZA has a

well established business relationship with rno Singaporean importers. until recently

fruit irnported into Singapore was subsequently exported into Cambodi4 Malaysia"

Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam. Despite all markets "having their own intricacies' the

retail structure is similar in that is very fragmented". For example, the two importers

supply ENZA products to a further 30-40 wholesalers. The product changes hands at

the port, and from then on ENZA International has no responsibility and no control (but

invests in advertising). The importer sells to panel of disuibutorvwholesalers for which

the importer receives 4Yo, andthe distributor receives 6Yo of the fruit value' The key

business relationship is between ENZA International and the importer' D' no business

relationships exist berween ENZA and the nexr stage, F, as depicted in Figure A2' 10'
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Grower ownership of the NZAPMB is depicted as the continuous polygon

between A and C in the figure. Third parry coolstorage in deference to the restnrchlred

value system is depicted as a separate stage. The grower, as in the case study' is

depicted having a partial share in packhouse facilities' The strenE[ or absence of

business relationships is represented by the dotted curves as in the previous section'

Essentially..thedistributorshavebeenrunningthebusinessfor,'theNZAPMB'

ENZA won't deal directly with the wholesalers because it is considered to difEcult to

manage from New Zealands3. The business relationship between the Singaporean

importer snrdied exists with the NZAPMB, rather than employees' The importer Eng

cheong Peng Kee ffte) Ltd (ECPK) has, in various guises, been buying Nz frtrit for

some 25 years. Despite the long term nature of the suPPly alrangement "the cost of

production in NZ and the price we can sell it for are two unrelated issues"'

Prices in the Asian market are determined, largely, by us apple prices' The us

export some 3540m cartons to Asia annually (nvice the entire NZ export crop)'

Distribution and retailing is very fragmented, depicted as two successive distribution

stages, F and F, in the Figure. Adaptations between ENZA and the importer are ongoing

relating to varieties and packing. Personal relationships exist to the extent that

inconsistency is tolerated. Ttgeats to the value system reside with the wholesalers'

ECPK afe not considered to seek alternative fiuit to that zupplied by ENZA they do'

however, import complementary apples and pears from South Africa' Requests to

ENZA for product supply by wholesalers is referred to the importer' Asian consiumers

appeaf to prefer purchasing fruit and produce from the wet market (street stands) or

hawkers (who may consist of a bicycle and carton of apples) in preference to

supermarkets. Hence the distribution channel - rather than the value system - is

p articularlY fr agmented.

" During the field work ENZA lnternational were in the process of evaluating dternative

forms of sen'icing the Asian market from a Singapore location'
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L1.4.2 Apples and pears to North America

ENZA International imports fruit as ENZA Fresh Inc' Dstribution to retail chain

depots is provided by rvro distributors in addition to Oppenheimer' ENZA Fresh

employs regional brand managers in the US/Canada market (who also market NZ

kiwifrr.dt). The regional brand numagers provide parhership selling - relationship

marketing - to the North American retaii industry, akin to that developed in the EC' In

doing so ENZA International is able to instil its own market discipline' All product is

packed into 40lb8a cartons in NZ. Requests for alternative packaging zuch as plastic

bags have been thwarted by the USDA who won't clear bins' Therefore' there is no

further packaging, E, in the market.

Historically relationships beyond the distributor have been relatively weak' Now

ENZA Fresh is developing business relationships with end-users' The regional brand

managers now participate in special eventing, advertising, and point-of-sale

demonstrations. ENZA Fresh sponsors buyers' tours to NZ to provide key customers

with an understanding of the NZ pipftiit industry' The NZAPMB'S value system

strategy in the uS and canada has been the combined development of the ENZA brand

(supported by sponsorship of the lules Vern Trophy and The Americas Cup) alongside

partnership selling.

Competition is provided by out-of-season North American apples kept in stofage'

and other southern hemisphere producers. However, "the consumer is not impressed

with apples" and competition is provided by home-gfown summerfruits' Therefore'

ENZA has to deliver a varietal mix that meets consumers' demands'

A modified Z-formlvlodet depicting the NZ pipfrnit industry value system in the

North American market is presented as Figure y'C'|l' The notation is similar to that of

previous integrated models. Access to Chilean fruit tkough the wholly owned

subsidiary Zeus is represented as the continuation of B into the internationd location'

which is in effect aMNE.

tt Som" 107o smaller than a hrshel.
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A1.4.3 APPles and Pears to the UK

The NZAPMB established the LiK operation ten ye, rs ago' faciiities include

offices, and personnel. Repacking and packing requirements are contracted out to

existing operations. In 1995 ENZA lnternational exported l'000 x 415kg bulk binst5 to

the IJK and a further 4,500 bins in 1gg6. packing in the international rocation provides

the same flexibility as if the Board were operating in the country itself' ENZA New

Zealand (UK) Ltd is an appointed agent of ENZA International'

The strategy in the UK market is to sell to at the furthest point in the value

systenL that is to keep control of the product for as long as possible' In the UK there are

two sectors first, multiples (national buyrng) and second, general sales (non-centralised

buyrng, regional chains etc...) Multiples are either zupplied directly or through a seryer

(panellist/distributor). In the case of Tesco, who have 12 regional distribution centres

(RDC), ENZA (UK) sells to the server who then delivers the NZ and Zeus products to

the RDC along with "plums and vegetables concurrently'''

Long term business relationships are established between the end-user and ENZA

(UK), almost in the absence of the server. A programme for the sale of produce is

developed some four to five months prior to the arrival of the new season's crop'

Volumes, varieties, size counts, prices, and marketing activities are planned on a weekly

basis. As the season approaches and variability beween that forecast and the outcome in

NZ is encountered the programme is modified. the progriunme is' thgrefore' managed to

avoid inconsistencY.

competition to the value system is provided by other multiples, and south

African and Chilean produce. During the last four years the major retailers have

embarked on a zupply reduction prograflIme as the cost of having some 1,500 suppliers

proved anticompetitive. ENZA (JK) has one wholesale price for each product'

Additional services and activities ue used to differentiate between the size of the

E5 The bins are then sold to the UK pipfurit indstry. The industry has the capacity to absorb

10,000 bins a year - the currest eryected limiroi the bulk fteighting operation.
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account. Therefore, competition is reduced to that between retailers' at their own

behest, and other southern hemisphere suppliers. However, LIK multiples appear unable

to get the range of varieties required from other Southern hemisphere suppliers' at the

same time the muttiples appear reluctant to "put all their eggs in one basket" and source

only ENZA branded pipfruit. New Zealand apples will be sold alongside South African

but never the same two varieties in the same store'

Mutual dependency exists between ENZA the server, and the multiple' The

multiples are dependent on the New Zealand apple industry "reinvigorating the

category''. "Apple conzumption in the uK is the lowest in Europe, it is lower than in the

States, it is bloody abysmal, and it has been going down for the last 10-12 yeafs' The

reason that is happening is because the consumer is bored' we have researched them

[apples], they are considered either red and soft or geen and tasteless' 'I eat them

because someone once said they are good for me'; 'I am a responsible parent and I buy

them for my kids, but they hate them as well'; 'we all eat them because we think we

should,. However, if the multiple provides good products the reaction is astounding'

conversion rates exceed 60-70Yo'

AmodifiedZ-formModeldepiaingproductflowandbusinessrelationships

between the NZAPMB and its subsidiaries with Tesco is presented as Figure A2' 12' The

distribution stage is split between ENZA New Zealand (UK)' the server and the retailer'

Marketing is split be*reen ENZA and the retailer'
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